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INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT: CLIMATE EMERGENCY 

 

 

1. Climate Emergency: IPCC Report & Local Government 

“Prepare. Act. Survive1.” The importance of policy and planning decisions to be taken now, and shaping 

the future for Oxfordshire and beyond, can hardly be overstated.  

The Environment Agency, the United Nations (UN), NGOs and popular movements across the political 

spectrum worldwide join their voices in unison, getting louder by the minute, warning us about the 

survival necessity of climate resilience and mitigation measures. Governments, businesses and the 

finance community are increasingly seeing the growing extent of the problem, but we are being held 

back by an outdated incentives structure which is not fit for addressing the present climate emergency 

– an emergency our very policies have created. 

Now is not the time to dither. Now is the time to heed the global scientific community’s warnings and 

put in place green infrastructure and resilience measures, while we still can.  

The ecological situation has never been more dire, with human-caused surges in extreme weather 

increasingly widespread, rapid and intensifying. Average global temperatures have not risen this fast 

in at least 2,000 years, and the concentration of CO2 has not been this high in 2 million years2. CO2 

emitted today will be part of the atmosphere for hundreds of years to come, if not longer, which is 

why every single ton of CO2 emitted as from today will have a pronounced and continued effect on 

climate change, especially past tipping points.  

The ocean has absorbed more than 90% of excess heat from climate change, and with more CO2, 

waters have become more acidic, putting pressure on ecosystems absorbing carbon and providing 

food to millions. Increased weather volatility has already led to stronger storms, sweeping heat waves 

and droughts, which alter farming conditions, trigger frequent fires and make parts of the world 

uninhabitable.  

This is not some abstract, distant problem which does not affect us: climate change is already affecting 

every region on Earth. We are no exception, and we do not have to search far:  

The Local Government Association (LGA)'s latest research on the effects of climate change on local 

authorities in England shows that eight in ten councils have suffered climate-related incidents in the 

last five years - including over 23,000 properties being affected by flooding during this period3.  

 
1 Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation, Emma Howard Boyd (Chair of the Environment Agency), November 
2018, p. 2, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-adaptation . 
2 “(…) In 2019, atmospheric CO2 concentrations were higher than at any time in at least 2 million years, and 
concentrations of methane and nitrous oxide were higher than at any time in the last 800,000 years.”, 
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/08/1097362 . 
3 https://www.local.gov.uk/climate-related-incidents-affecting-councils . 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-adaptation
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/08/1097362
https://www.local.gov.uk/climate-related-incidents-affecting-councils
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The South East is the most water-stressed part of the UK, with the whole of the south of England at 

risk of water shortage by 2065 under some climate change scenarios4. Without major demand 

management measures, there are serious risks of drought in our region by the 2050s5.  

 6  

We currently find ourselves in an historic time window during which we may still contain or even 

reverse some of the worst outcomes for the Earth’s future habitability, if we manage to let go of 

acquired habits and thinking. Messages from scientists across the globe are loud and clear – we need 

to start dramatically reducing CO2 in the atmosphere immediately, and implement long overdue and 

drastic climate change adaptation and mitigation measures - now.  

The IPCC Report of 9 August 20217 states, among others, that: 

▪ Humans are "unequivocally" to blame for the climate crisis, having emitted 2,400 billion 

tonnes of CO2 to date. 
 

▪ Extreme weather events like this summer’s floods and fires will become increasingly likely, 

while the Arctic will be “practically ice-free” for at least one summer by 2050. 
 

▪ The critical tipping point of 1.5ºC global warming will be reached 

by 2040, in all predicted scenarios.  

 

IF EMISSIONS DO NOT COME DOWN, 

THE 1.5ºC TIPPING POINT WILL BE REACHED EARLIER THAN THAT. 

 
4 Water UK, 2016, Water Resources Long Term Planning (2015-2065), https://www.water.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf . 
5 Chris Cousins, Riki Therivel and Elizabeth Wilson, “The Oxford-Cambridge Arc: A critical assessment by POETS”, 
July 2021, https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-210721.pdf . 
6 Source: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ipm.2013.11.001, 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306457313001118?casa_token=vFSUmcTE_PwAAAAA:qf
qzRh5WPP1R1jaJqbEGlvhLIdhpbKZVNOVDm6bTB40jb2tcWzQ-_Js_jrn7XP5vHcbFebTJ8DE  
7 https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6-wg1-20210809-pr/ , https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/ , Summary 
Report for Policymakers: https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM.pdf . 

https://www.water.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf
https://www.water.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf
https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-210721.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ipm.2013.11.001
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306457313001118?casa_token=vFSUmcTE_PwAAAAA:qfqzRh5WPP1R1jaJqbEGlvhLIdhpbKZVNOVDm6bTB40jb2tcWzQ-_Js_jrn7XP5vHcbFebTJ8DE
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306457313001118?casa_token=vFSUmcTE_PwAAAAA:qfqzRh5WPP1R1jaJqbEGlvhLIdhpbKZVNOVDm6bTB40jb2tcWzQ-_Js_jrn7XP5vHcbFebTJ8DE
https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6-wg1-20210809-pr/
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM.pdf
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Among the many already occurring, partly irreversible adverse climate impacts, climate scientists have 

recently detected warning signs suggesting that the Gulf Stream8, one of the planet’s main potential 

tipping points, might collapse. Researchers found “(…) an almost complete loss of stability over the last 

century” of the currents, which are already at their slowest point in at least 1,600 years - but a new 

analysis shows they may be nearing a shutdown9.  

 10 

This affects the UK quite dramatically: as shown by a recent study11, economic and land-use impacts 

of a Gulf stream collapse are likely to include a widespread shutdown of arable farming and food 

production in the UK. These effects could be mitigated by large-scale irrigation, but the cost and 

amount of water required have been found to be prohibitive. The extent of the signs of the Gulf 

Stream’s destabilisation, and the fact that this is already visible now, is “scary” even for scientists and 

climate researchers. The increased likelihood of extreme weather events demands immediate action, 

and decision-makers around the world, at all levels, must simply not allow a Gulf Stream shutdown 

to happen. 

In 2019, when previous consultations were undertaken, such as the initial consultation “Introducing 

the Oxfordshire Plan”, the severity and extent of the developments outlined above was not as clear 

as it is now. Taking into account recent findings, some of the underlying thinking and assumptions of 

earlier consultations have turned out to be in need of urgent re-assessment, and the only responsible 

course of action is to adjust priorities, to respond to the increasing climate emergency, while remaining 

open to further findings such as in the IPCC’s upcoming sixth Synthesis Report scheduled for 

publication in September 2022. 

 
8 The Gulf stream is the surface part of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) in the North 
Atlantic. The AMOC is a large system of ocean currents in the Atlantic Ocean, driven by differences in 
temperature and salt content, which affects its density. 
9 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/05/climate-crisis-scientists-spot-warning-signs-of-
gulf-stream-collapse . 
10 Source: https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/ocean-current-keeps-europe-warm-weakening-
180968784/ . 
11 Shifts in national land use and food production in Great Britain after a climate tipping point, Ritchie, P.D.L. / 
Smith, G.S. / Davis, K.J. et al., Nat Food 1, 76–83 (2020), https://doi.org/10.1038/s43016-019-0011-3. 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/05/climate-crisis-scientists-spot-warning-signs-of-gulf-stream-collapse
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/05/climate-crisis-scientists-spot-warning-signs-of-gulf-stream-collapse
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/ocean-current-keeps-europe-warm-weakening-180968784/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/ocean-current-keeps-europe-warm-weakening-180968784/
https://doi.org/10.1038/s43016-019-0011-3
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Some really excellent proposals and thinking can be found throughout the entire Consultation 

Document, and some really good commitments proposed in the policy options, which we welcome 

warmly (see sections I. – VI. below). Certain things would still need teasing out, and some conclusions 

may have been overtaken in view of recent scientific findings. 

In planning for Oxfordshire’s future, the IPCC report is an urgent reminder that we are still taking a 

baseline for economic growth for granted which is increasingly threatened by adverse climate 

events. We warmly welcome that the Consultation Document acknowledges that Oxfordshire 

authorities have declared Climate and Ecological Emergencies12.  

Now is the time to act, and for the climate emergency to take centre stage in the Oxfordshire 2050 

Plan. The University of Manchester’s Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research spells out13, in 

concrete numbers, how much carbon can be emitted by district, to keep within the Paris goals. At 

current emission levels, South Oxfordshire alone will use up its carbon budget until 2040 in 7 years. 

Climate mitigation and adaptation must go hand-in-hand, to reverse adverse impact by way of an 

exceptional effort and with immediate effect. There is “(…) no point building an energy efficient house 

that could be washed away in a flood14.” We need to show responsible leadership and make rapid 

progress towards ambitious targets, and urgently introduce: 

✓ A County-wide Route Map Towards Zero Carbon, setting out joined up carbon cutting 
measures by all six councils; and 

✓ An Annual Carbon Reporting Mechanism on actual cuts achieved as against targets, 
to deliver zero carbon as soon as possible, but at the latest by 2030, and ultimately, 
a carbon negative Oxfordshire15. 

 
12 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 24, paragraph 66; the then Tory-
controlled Oxfordshire County Council, in its April 2019 Resolution, did not actually declare a climate emergency, 
as the Consultation Paper states, but amended the wording to merely “acknowledge” one, on the back of other 
councils having declared it, and joined this with a call for action - see p. 13-14, point 17 of the following: 

https://mycouncil.oxfordshire.gov.uk/documents/g5663/Decisions%2520Tuesday%252002-Apr-
2019%252010.30%2520County%2520Council.pdf%3FT%3D2&ved=2ahUKEwi-
ttjZwIbzAhWM5OAKHRG0BCkQFnoECBAQAQ&usg=AOvVaw0t6qcciTPG6RvzytxVNJ1V; see also Oxford City 
Appendix 3, point 2 of the Zero Carbon Action Plan, 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/7524/appendices_for_action_plan; 
“(…) Oxfordshire County Council acknowledged, rather than declared, a climate emergency in April 2019 (…). 
The motion states that “Oxfordshire is doing its bit” by reducing the emissions from its own estate and activities 
by 3% a year but recognises that this is insufficient. The motion pledges to make ‘Oxfordshire County Council 
carbon neutral by 2030’ […]. On a strict interpretation, the Council is only committing to make its own activities 
carbon neutral by 2030, not those of the wider area […]. The County Council aims to achieve net zero across 
Oxfordshire by the legal deadline of 2050. (…)” (emphasis added). 
13 Setting Climate Commitments for South Oxfordshire - Quantifying the implications of the United Nations Paris 
Agreement for South Oxfordshire, Dr Jaise Kuriakose / Dr Chris Jones / Prof Kevin Anderson / Dr John Broderick 
/ Prof Carly McLachlan, September 2021, https://carbonbudget.manchester.ac.uk/reports/E07000179/ . 
14 Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation, Emma Howard Boyd, Chair of the Environment Agency, November 
2018, p. 1, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-adaptation . 
15 We support the call for action by Friends of the Earth on these points, https://www.oxfoe.co.uk/oxford-
friends-of-th-earth/climate-action/climatesurvey . 

https://mycouncil.oxfordshire.gov.uk/documents/g5663/Decisions%2520Tuesday%252002-Apr-2019%252010.30%2520County%2520Council.pdf%3FT%3D2&ved=2ahUKEwi-ttjZwIbzAhWM5OAKHRG0BCkQFnoECBAQAQ&usg=AOvVaw0t6qcciTPG6RvzytxVNJ1V
https://mycouncil.oxfordshire.gov.uk/documents/g5663/Decisions%2520Tuesday%252002-Apr-2019%252010.30%2520County%2520Council.pdf%3FT%3D2&ved=2ahUKEwi-ttjZwIbzAhWM5OAKHRG0BCkQFnoECBAQAQ&usg=AOvVaw0t6qcciTPG6RvzytxVNJ1V
https://mycouncil.oxfordshire.gov.uk/documents/g5663/Decisions%2520Tuesday%252002-Apr-2019%252010.30%2520County%2520Council.pdf%3FT%3D2&ved=2ahUKEwi-ttjZwIbzAhWM5OAKHRG0BCkQFnoECBAQAQ&usg=AOvVaw0t6qcciTPG6RvzytxVNJ1V
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/7524/appendices_for_action_plan
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/YRkqmmak_5A/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fcarbonbudget.manchester.ac.uk%2Freports%2FE07000179%2F
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-adaptation
https://www.oxfoe.co.uk/oxford-friends-of-th-earth/climate-action/climatesurvey
https://www.oxfoe.co.uk/oxford-friends-of-th-earth/climate-action/climatesurvey
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This is not only to deliver on the Paris Agreement, but also to secure the preconditions for any future 

economic stability in our region. The latter will not be possible if we fail to attend to securing the 

baseline: as acknowledged by the Government’s National Adaptation Programme, “(…) our resilience 

will only be robust if we prepare for worse climate change scenarios16”.  

Moreover, long-term resilience in infrastructure presents major opportunities for investors, with over 

45% of the National Infrastructure and Construction Pipeline to 2020/21 financed through the private 

sector17. However, there has to be greater transparency in financial markets about climate change 

impact: “(…) Worryingly few FTSE boards are disclosing the strategic risks to their shareholders 

brought by the physical impacts of climate change. Boards cannot continue to see extreme weather 

events, like floods and heatwaves, as purely operational. They need to put aside capital expenditure 

for resilience measures to ensure business continuity. They should also collaborate with other 

businesses, government, and local communities to drive down costs, and protect whole districts. 

Working in silos risks seeing investments and supply chains picked off one by one18.” 

 19 

 
16 The National Adaptation Programme and the Third Strategy for Climate Adaptation Reporting -  
Making the country resilient to a changing climate, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, July 
2018, p. ii, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-second-national-adaptation-
programme-2018-to-2023 . 
17 State of the nation 2018: Infrastructure Investment, Institute of Civil Engineers (2018), 
https://www.ice.org.uk/news-and-insight/the-infrastructure-blog/october-2018/state-of-the-nation-2018-
investment . 
18 Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation, Emma Howard Boyd, Chair of the Environment Agency, November 
2018, p. 1, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-adaptation . 
19 Source: https://news.bloomberglaw.com/securities-law/climate-change-risks-surge-in-companies-annual-
reports-to-sec . 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-second-national-adaptation-programme-2018-to-2023
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-second-national-adaptation-programme-2018-to-2023
https://www.ice.org.uk/news-and-insight/the-infrastructure-blog/october-2018/state-of-the-nation-2018-investment
https://www.ice.org.uk/news-and-insight/the-infrastructure-blog/october-2018/state-of-the-nation-2018-investment
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-adaptation
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/securities-law/climate-change-risks-surge-in-companies-annual-reports-to-sec
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/securities-law/climate-change-risks-surge-in-companies-annual-reports-to-sec
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Climate Change & Green Finance: Local Government Pension Funds 

We are absolutely delighted to see Oxfordshire Pension Fund’s initiative to decarbonise local 

government pension funds20. The dramatic reduction in emissions and fossil fuel reserves, combined 

with moving its passive investments out of companies continuing to explore for new fossil fuels is 

exactly the kind of climate leadership the population and the planet desperately need. 

 21 

We call upon leaders to add divestment from pesticide producers to this initiative22. Many, even 

wildlife-friendly councils, hold millions worth of pension fund investments in agrochemical firms 

including Syngenta, Dow, DuPont, Bayer, Corteva and BASF, manufacturing pesticides including now-

banned neonicotinoids, and Roundup (glyphosate), damaging human and animal health, ecosystems 

and carbon sinks. Chemical pollution is a major factor in the decline of pollinator populations (see our 

comments under theme 2), and councils owning so much land can make a real difference in reversing 

biodiversity loss and driving nature recovery. Many have pledged to cut back or completely eliminate 

pesticide use on their land as public concern grows, but this should go further, says Caroline Lucas: 

“(…) They should be divesting from the companies which are a major cause of the ecological crisis.23”.  

 
20 https://news.oxfordshire.gov.uk/combat-climate-change/ . 
21 Source: https://www.divestinvest.org/why-divestinvest/finance/ . 
22 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jul/17/pesticide-industry-health-planet-mps-ffcc-
report-farmers . 
23 https://inews.co.uk/news/environment/wildlife-friendly-uk-councils-invested-pesticide-manufacturers-
pension-funds-942196. 

https://news.oxfordshire.gov.uk/combat-climate-change/
https://www.divestinvest.org/why-divestinvest/finance/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jul/17/pesticide-industry-health-planet-mps-ffcc-report-farmers
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jul/17/pesticide-industry-health-planet-mps-ffcc-report-farmers
https://inews.co.uk/news/environment/wildlife-friendly-uk-councils-invested-pesticide-manufacturers-pension-funds-942196
https://inews.co.uk/news/environment/wildlife-friendly-uk-councils-invested-pesticide-manufacturers-pension-funds-942196
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2. Doughnut Economics  

A parallel, ongoing consultation on the Oxford-Cambridge Arc (see further below, point 5) describes 

the latter as home to “(…) cutting-edge research, globally renowned science and technology clusters” 

and “world-leading universities”24. We have every reason to be proud of these institutions and 

achievements. Our best chance to cope, or indeed thrive, while facing the challenges ahead, is to listen 

to advice from our globally renowned thought leaders: UN-acclaimed and World Economic Forum-

endorsed25 Oxbridge economist Kate Raworth, sometimes referred to as the “John Maynard Keynes 

of the 21st century” has developed the concept of Doughnut Economics26. 

We live in a world where economic growth with its intense carbon footprint has led to an ecological 

degradation the extent of which is now threatening the very habitability of our planet. Especially in the 

wake of the latest IPCC report27, it is clear that measuring welfare in terms of GDP growth only, is not 

a sustainable, long-term option. Doughnut Economics, an economic model aimed at balancing essential 

human needs and planetary boundaries, is a “(…) new way of conceptualising economic development 

without being tied to infinite growth” (The Guardian), kick-starting a “much-needed debate about 

economic priorities” (Reuters), and reframing the economy with “At last – an economic model that 

won’t destroy the planet” (George Monbiot). In response to the unprecedented challenges ahead, 

Doughnut Economics is a crucial tool for fostering sustainability post-pandemic28, as officials grapple 

with the fallout from coronavirus. 

 29 

 
24 https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc/about/overview . 
25 https://www.unssc.org/about-unssc/speakers-and-collaborators/kate-raworth/ , 
https://www.weforum.org/people/kate-raworth . 
26 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/apr/12/doughnut-growth-economics-book-economic-
model ; for further illustration of Doughnut Economics, please refer to the Annex in this document. 
27 https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/ . 
28 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/doughnut-model-amsterdam-coronavirus-recovery/ . 
29 Image as published on https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/04/the-new-economic-model-that-could-
end-inequality-doughnut/ ; see interactive chart on https://www.kateraworth.com/doughnut/ . 

https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc/about/overview
https://www.unssc.org/about-unssc/speakers-and-collaborators/kate-raworth/
https://www.weforum.org/people/kate-raworth
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/apr/12/doughnut-growth-economics-book-economic-model
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/apr/12/doughnut-growth-economics-book-economic-model
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/doughnut-model-amsterdam-coronavirus-recovery/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/04/the-new-economic-model-that-could-end-inequality-doughnut/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/04/the-new-economic-model-that-could-end-inequality-doughnut/
https://www.kateraworth.com/doughnut/
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3.“Good growth” for Oxfordshire 2050: An old-world paradigm in a post-tipping-point 21st century 

economy 

The exacerbating climate emergency requires us to start being “agnostic about growth30”, and to face 

the unprecedented challenge of creating economies that make us thrive, whether or not they grow, as 

opposed to “Attempting to sustain GDP growth in an economy that may actually be close to maturing 

[, which] can drive governments to take desperate and destructive measures. […] [These governments] 

add the living world into the national accounts as ‘ecosystem services’ and ‘natural capital’, assigning 

it a value that looks dangerously like a price. And, despite committing to keep global warming ‘well 

below 2°C’, many such governments chase after the ‘cheap’ energy of tar sands and shale gas, while 

neglecting the transformational public investments needed for a clean energy revolution. (…)31” (sic) 

Our primary challenge in the 21st century is to meet needs within the means of the planet. Food, 

housing, healthcare and other needs must be met while ensuring that we do not collectively overshoot 

pressure on Earth’s life-supporting systems which we depend on – among others, a stable climate, 

fertile soils, and a protective ozone layer. Doughnut Economics explains that “(…) The environmental 

ceiling consists of nine planetary boundaries32, beyond which lie unacceptable environmental 

degradation and potential tipping points in Earth systems. The twelve dimensions of the social 

foundation are derived from internationally agreed minimum social standards, as identified by the 

world’s governments in the Sustainable Development Goals in 2015. Between social and planetary 

boundaries lies an environmentally safe and socially just space in which humanity can thrive.33” 

The Oxfordshire 2050 Plan Consultation Paper proposes the concept of “Good Growth” as a basis for 

future developments, and refers to the adoption of the concept in Oxfordshire’s Strategic Vision for 

Long-Term Sustainable Development 34. The intention for “good growth” to be clean and green, as a 

guiding principle, is very encouraging, and we would encourage further fine-tuning in terms of a clear 

definition of “clean” growth35, committing to tangible targets.  

A distinction should be drawn between ‘organic growth’ where businesses naturally expand or 

increase their outputs, and the concept of stimulated growth - it seems that many of the policies in the 

consultation document lean towards the latter rather than the former. There is a difference between 

a pragmatic approach to accommodating natural growth, and encouraging growth beyond what would 

normally be expected without government intervention.  

In terms of a ‘levelling up’ agenda, there is a strong argument that areas like Oxfordshire have reached 

the limits of natural growth potential, and that future investment and economic stimuli should be 

directed elsewhere. Whilst we need to be mindful of accommodating inevitable expansion in some 

areas, we should not be planning for growth beyond what would be expected under normal 

 
30 “Doughnut Economics: Seven Ways to Think Like a 21st Century Economist” (2017), Kate Raworth, p. 245. 
31 “Doughnut Economics: Seven Ways to Think Like a 21st Century Economist” (2017), Kate Raworth, p. 269. 
32 https://www.nature.com/articles/461472a , https://www.nature.com/collections/dcqxgqxfws . 
33 https://www.kateraworth.com/doughnut/ . 
34 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 10-11, after paragraph 26. 
35 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 24, paragraph 62. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/461472a
https://www.nature.com/collections/dcqxgqxfws
https://www.kateraworth.com/doughnut/
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circumstances. Planning in additional stimulus for growth above organic expectations is simply 

increasing the size of the pot, rather than working to keep it from overflowing. 

In particular, we are concerned that clean growth in the sense of (absolute) zero carbon cannot be 

realised with the envisaged home-building figures - not under the highest scenario envisaged, and 

realistically, not even under the lowest - unless all homes built are carbon negative, both in the 

construction and operation phase. 

We also wholeheartedly embrace the Consultation Paper’s commitment stating that “We will reverse 

the impacts of climate change” - although given that this statement was adopted before the 

publication of the IPCC Report, it would have to be amended in line with what we now know, i.e. that 

certain climate change impacts have by now become irreversible36.  

In view of what we explained above in the context of Doughnut Economics, we feel that it might be 

appropriate to reorient the policy focus of the Growth Board, which has recently agreed to change its 

name to "Future Oxfordshire Partnership". We welcome this renaming as a first step in the right 

direction - a shift which we hope will be matched by subsequent policy developments. 

We wholeheartedly endorse the objective of “(…) placing the county at the leading edge of UK and 

global decarbonisation efforts” (emphasis added). We would however caution that the objective 

should be to reduce carbon footprint as much as is objectively necessary to avert climate disasters – 

whether and however “significant” these are; what is perceived as an “opportunity”, should not be a 

guiding principle. We would also appeal to decision-makers not to revert to thinking which would add 

the living world into public accounts as ‘natural capital’, “assigning it a value that looks dangerously 

like a price37”. 

Complementary, or Competing Objectives? 

We also note that the nine objectives listed as part of the consultation’s “Good Growth” concept are 

at least partially in competition with each other, and not much guidance is given on how these 

competing interests are meant to be weighed against each other when making a given (and very 

concrete) policy decision.  

As much as it would be desirable not to see “environmental, economic and social objectives as 

competing demands38”, and “to align and integrate these priorities so that they are mutually 

supportive”, doing so requires some tough choices and presupposes an underlying value hierarchy that 

is not further explained in the document.  

The choices made de facto in some of the Consultation Paper’s proposed policy options, notably 

regarding growth, actually suggest that economic growth is seen as being at the top of the hierarchy 

of values, or at least seen as an implied “primus inter pares” (first among equals). If there is to be an 

underlying assumption of one value topping this hierarchy, it will have to be the awareness that the 

 
36 See https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15_Full_Report_High_Res.pdf for an 
overview, among others, on irreversible changes to be expected with “high confidence”. 
37 See above point 2, Fn 25 & 26, the annex at the end of this paper, and our comments on theme 2 below. 
38 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 10, paragraph 25. 

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15_Full_Report_High_Res.pdf
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planetary boundaries outlined above39 are absolute and non-negotiable, and to act accordingly. 

Anything exceeding the planet’s boundaries will be inexpedient, and miss the survival target. 

Accordingly, the spatial strategies, which currently focus on where growth should be located, should 

be re-oriented to reflect our needs in times of climate emergency. Asking where growth should be 

located would see the tail wagging the dog - rather, our spatial strategies should be asking where 

current residential and commercial energy demand is located, and planning systems need to take into 

account where renewable energy generation and storage should be located, accordingly. 

 

4. Relationship with other Plans and Strategies 

We are aware that the “Good Growth” concept is taken over from Oxfordshire’s Strategic Vision for 

Long-Term Sustainable Development, which was agreed, before the publication of the latest IPCC 

Report, by all Oxfordshire’s local authorities in April this year40. However, we also note that when 

explaining the relationship with other plans and strategies, the Consultation Paper sets out main 

“strategic influencers” which will “influence strategic-level place-shaping in Oxfordshire41”, and which 

include notably “Oxfordshire’s Strategic Vision”42. The Consultation Paper clarifies that “This context 

will continue to evolve as new strategic influencers emerge at national, sub-national or local level, 

or as others change43.” 

Doughnut Economics is a new key strategic influencer at all of the levels mentioned. If present and 

future citizens are to survive the climate emergency, the Strategic Vision’s growth concept must 

change, to respond responsibly to the recent findings of the IPCC. In its current state, the Strategic 

Vision does not address the long-term needs and sustainability objectives of our modern, post-tipping 

point economy. 

Looking at the relationship of the Oxfordshire 2050 Plan with existing local plans, the Consultation 

Document clarifies the former’s quality as a (spatial) framework for local plans (paragraphs 5 and 13), 

and that it will be used in the formulation of more detailed local plans (paragraph 12). From paragraph 

17, we understand that the Oxfordshire 2050 Plan will set the policy framework for local plans starting 

from the expiry of current local plans, i.e., depending on the district, between 2031 and 2036.  

We would still appreciate guidance on the exact approval process for the joint plan between local 

authorities, and the legal consequences of one or several local councils opposing a given policy option. 

As for the period preceding the expiry of local plans, we assume that the intention for the Oxfordshire 

2050 Plan is to be a soft policy tool, to be considered in the framework of existing local plans where 

feasible, expedient, and in line with councillors’ discretion. We would appreciate further guidance, 

 
39 See p.7 and the Annex at the end of this paper. 
40 https://www.oxfordshiregrowthboard.org/strategic-vision-agreed-by-all-of-oxfordshires-authorities/ . 
41 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 14, paragraph 33. 
42 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 15, between paragraphs 36 and 37, 
see top right, in the graph depicting “Strategic Influencers”. 
43 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 14, paragraph 34. 

https://www.oxfordshiregrowthboard.org/strategic-vision-agreed-by-all-of-oxfordshires-authorities/
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beyond paragraphs 13 to 17 of the Consultation Document, on the plan’s portfolio approach, and on 

which plan would take precedence under which circumstances, and in what timeframe. 

Our main critique with regard to the overall thrust of the policy options proposed – although we 

realise this may be a consequence of the procedural issues just outlined above – is that these seem to 

limit ambition to future development, without proposing solutions addressing issues currently being 

faced in existing settlements. This is notably the case for retrofitting, but also applies to air, water, soil 

and noise pollution, as well as to most of the other policy options.  

Although we appreciate that the individual policies may be within the competence of different tiers of 

the local administration, respectively, we should make sure to reap the benefits of this novel 

opportunity of a county-wide, joint statutory spatial plan for Oxfordshire, for an unprecedented 

duration of 30 years. This Plan has, and indeed should have, the ambition to implement joined-up 

climate action across the county.  

We simply cannot afford to ignore existing shortfalls by limiting ourselves to action on future 

developments only, in the very time window which will decide whether or not we cross climate 

tipping points. Most infrastructure and housing will not change until 2050, unless there are positive 

incentives for this to happen. Let us create these now – we have no time to lose. 

 

5. The Oxford-Cambridge Arc 

The Consultation Paper notes that the Oxfordshire Plan 2050 will play an important role in helping 

shape the emerging Spatial Framework for the Oxford-Cambridge Arc. What we do appreciate very 

much about current planning ambitions for the Arc is the innovation in carbon reduction in some parts 

of it, such as Oxfordshire’s Low Carbon Oxford44, and Project LEO (Local Energy Oxford)45.  

We welcome the consultation document’s statement in paragraph 40 that the Arc is envisaged to be a 

“(…) forum for joint work to deliver on zero carbon commitments, address water stress and increase 

electricity supply through local provision and support for renewables. Likewise, the emerging 

Oxfordshire Plan places an emphasis on tackling climate change, enhancing the environment, 

strengthening communities and securing sustainable transport as well as the quality of new growth 

that results.” 

However, much remains to be done to achieve the UK’s stated ambition of a “net zero” carbon 

economy by 2050, as findings in recent reports suggest46. To begin with, the concept of “net zero” 

implies the use of offsetting mechanisms, which we view critically, as these justify, e.g., massive 

 
44 http://lowcarbonoxford.org/ . 
45 https://project-leo.co.uk/ . 
46 Committee on Climate Change, 2021, 2021 Progress Report to Parliament, 
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/2021-progress-report-to-parliament/ ; ECI, Bioregional and OxLEP, 
2021, Pathways to a Zero Carbon Oxfordshire, https://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/publications/downloads/PazCo-
final.pdf .   

http://lowcarbonoxford.org/
https://project-leo.co.uk/
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/2021-progress-report-to-parliament/
https://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/publications/downloads/PazCo-final.pdf
https://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/publications/downloads/PazCo-final.pdf
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deforestation, provided that trees are planted elsewhere - when such young plantations cannot deliver 

the same carbon sequestration as the former, now removed habitat.  

    47 

We believe that local opportunities to sequester carbon should be privileged. 

And picking up on our comments above regarding growth, tangible and measurable climate 

commitments need to translate not only into budgetary / infrastructure allocation, but also into the 

policy priorities set for decisional fora. We note that the intention is to set up a Growth body for the 

Arc, too, similar to Oxfordshire’s former “Growth Board”, now “Future Oxfordshire Partnership”. As 

the recent change from its former name suggests, we should not be operating within pre-climate 

emergency parameters, or rely on dated assumptions for climate trajectories.  

We would like to see greater resolve and focus in addressing the imminent threat of Gulf Stream and 

climate breakdown, also within the framework of the Arc. The long-term survival of the planet and 

both future and present generations should not be treated as a potential collateral benefit that is “nice-

to-have”, as compared to the “must-have” of a growth agenda that is not up to speed with modern 

thinking and requirements.  

We are also very concerned that the question of whether the Oxford-Cambridge Arc is the best way to 

promote economic growth and ‘levelling up’ has not been subject to any government study. Moreover, 

a 2019 study by SmartGrowth UK, considering alternative geographical Arcs48, found that these were 

generally more environmentally sustainable, and more in need of investment and resources, than the 

Oxford-Cambridge Arc. 

 
47 Source: https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/tears-rage-hs2-killing-field-22770940 ; see also 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/24/trees-should-be-planted-without-plastic-guards-
says-uk-study-aoe . 
48 https://smartgrowthuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Arc_Report_2.pdf . 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/tears-rage-hs2-killing-field-22770940
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/24/trees-should-be-planted-without-plastic-guards-says-uk-study-aoe
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/24/trees-should-be-planted-without-plastic-guards-says-uk-study-aoe
https://smartgrowthuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Arc_Report_2.pdf
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In the current absence of a systematic assessment of the logic of the Arc as a sub-region, rethinking 

might be needed for a scheme of this scale and ambition, its objectives should be set out clearly and 

alternative ways of meeting them assessed. These objectives should notably include meeting 

international obligations on climate change and biodiversity, supporting democracy through locally 

determined planning, and national political commitments on levelling-up society and the economy.  

Oxfordshire has the potential to act now to fully to embrace its regional, national and global role and 

provide the much-needed thought leadership for which it is globally renowned, by being the 21st 

century economic powerhouse which designs a modern economy that promotes human prosperity, 

whether GDP is up or down, or holding steady. 

 

6. Resilience measures 

Planning for resilience will be key to our survival in the climate emergency. When addressing resilience, 

we must be realistic about resources. Significant effort should go into improving and protecting our 

existing communities from Rhineland-style floods, storms, droughts - the water resource available per 

head of population in south east England, excluding London, ranks the same as Tunisia on a global 

scale49 -, overheating, possibly even fire.  

 50  51 

We need plan for shortages of food, water, and their implications for law and order. It is imperative 

that we should be planning both for emergency action and environmental restoration. Each theme in 

the draft Plan repeats the need for climate change mitigation – but it should also reiterate the need 

for resilience to global heating and ecological and infrastructure breakdown.  

Our key objective should be: 

“To adapt to the effects of global heating and ecological breakdown, creating resilience for our 

population to a changed environment, and to crises such as floods, overheating, storm, drought, and 

food shortages.” 

 
49 What about Water? Dr. John Rodda, former Director for Hydrology and Water Resources at the World 
Meteorological Organisation, 2012 Report for South Oxfordshire Sustainability, p.1. 
50 Source: https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20210823-deadly-flooding-in-germany-belgium-fueled-by-
climate-change-study-finds . 
51 Source: https://www.bz-berlin.de/deutschland/grosse-corona-sorgen-in-katastrophengebieten . 

http://www.southoxfordshiresustainability.org.uk/
https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20210823-deadly-flooding-in-germany-belgium-fueled-by-climate-change-study-finds
https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20210823-deadly-flooding-in-germany-belgium-fueled-by-climate-change-study-finds
https://www.bz-berlin.de/deutschland/grosse-corona-sorgen-in-katastrophengebieten
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The policies outlined in the draft Plan, notably planning for zero carbon homes, all energy to be local 

and renewable, water demand to be halved per person, etc., are much needed first steps in the right 

direction. A major shortfall is that all these policies are currently limited to new development: we must 

be focus all resource on helping our existing residents. 

 

7. Local Action 

The new survival imperative is to stay within planetary boundaries, and this means fully to embrace 

clean energy and long-term, “patient” public investment in sustainable infrastructures. As public 

authorities, we need to become transformative partners creating (the pre-conditions for) a 

regenerative economy, both at macro- and micro-economic level, and supported by regenerative 

finance52. Outdated and perverse tax policies need to be replaced at national level by tax regimes 

setting the right incentives that will succeed in pricing out non-renewables. 

Local councils all across Oxfordshire could promote initiatives based on complementary local 

currencies achieving sustainable objectives53, such as project “BERKSHARE” in Massachusetts/U.S.A., 

“FUREAI KIPPU” in Japan, Bus Tokens in Curitiba/Brazil, the “Torekes”-project in Ghent/Belgium54, and 

indeed TIME BANKING in Blaengarw/Wales.  

Hope-inspiring local initiatives to lower carbon emissions - from transport to food to tree planting and 

community orchards55 - are already underway in Oxfordshire56, and should be encouraged, extended 

and supported. The potential of such initiatives to be widened to create “climate positive” (i.e., carbon-

negative) communities should be fully explored. 

A project in Oberlin57, Ohio/U.S.A. started with city administrations teaming up with the local College, 

and municipal light and power utilities, to go carbon negative and sequester more carbon dioxide than 

the city produced. The objective was to grow 70% of the city’s food locally, conserve roughly 81,000 

ha of urban green space, and revive local culture and community to create jobs. Six years later, by 

2015, college- and city-run buildings were powered by 90% renewable energy and a growing 

proportion of food for the city’s university, high schools, hospitals and government offices was sourced 

from local growers.  

At Oxford City level, and with an impact on the entire county of Oxfordshire as a whole, Oxford could 

consider initiatives such as joining the City of Amsterdam as a pioneer in the “Donut Coalition58”, to 

 
52 See for instance the C40 Divest/Invest Forum proposals, https://www.c40.org/programmes/divest-invest . 
53 https://medium.com/weareco/6-examples-of-complementary-currencies-that-will-change-your-vision-of-
money-4ba659814d31 . 
54 https://greattransition.org/publication/let-a-thousand-currencies-bloom . 
55 https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/news_bites/14682968.community-orchards-oxfordshire-mapped-
conservation-charity/ . 
56 https://lceo.mailchimpsites.com/our-projects ; https://lcon.org.uk/ ; hub: http://lowcarbonoxford.org/ . 
57 https://oberlinproject.org/energy/ . 
58 https://amsterdamdonutcoalitie.nl/ . 

https://www.c40.org/programmes/divest-invest
https://medium.com/weareco/6-examples-of-complementary-currencies-that-will-change-your-vision-of-money-4ba659814d31
https://medium.com/weareco/6-examples-of-complementary-currencies-that-will-change-your-vision-of-money-4ba659814d31
https://greattransition.org/publication/let-a-thousand-currencies-bloom
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/news_bites/14682968.community-orchards-oxfordshire-mapped-conservation-charity/
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/news_bites/14682968.community-orchards-oxfordshire-mapped-conservation-charity/
https://lceo.mailchimpsites.com/our-projects
https://lcon.org.uk/
http://lowcarbonoxford.org/
https://oberlinproject.org/energy/
https://amsterdamdonutcoalitie.nl/
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promote a regenerative local economy, and/or joining59 the C 40 Network60 as an “Innovator City”, 

signing up to commitments from the world’s leading cities, for instance by endorsing “Deadline 2020”, 

a commitment to urgently pursue high ambition climate action, demonstrating how to deliver on the 

Paris Agreement. 

61 

In sum, we need a radical reappraisal of existing plans and projections, as the Earth’s tipping points 

may be closer than we think. Climate policies commit us to 2.9°C of global heating, but catastrophic 

changes can occur at even 1.5°C or 2°C. With all eyes upon us during our presidency of COP 26, let us 

show some true climate leadership in Oxfordshire, long home to globally renowned thought leaders. 

 

“Even when all the promised technofixes and offsets are counted, current policies commit us to a 

calamitous 2.9C of global heating. To risk irreversible change by proceeding at such a leisurely 

pace, to rely on undelivered technologies and nonexistent capacities: this is a formula for 

catastrophe. (…) 

 

It’s not a smooth and linear transition we need.  

It’s a crash course 62.”  

 
59 As a short-term category for new cities applying to join the C40 for the first time; applicants for Innovator 
membership will initially be admitted as Observers until they meet C40's year-one participation requirements, 
for up to one year. 
60 https://www.c40.org/ . 
61 Source: https://www.c40.org/ , for more detail, cf. https://www.c40.org/other/deadline-2020 . 
62 Earth’s tipping points could be closer than we think. Our current plans won’t work, George Monbiot, The 
Guardian, 9 September 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/09/earths-tipping-
points-closer-current-climate-plans-wont-work-global-heating . 

https://www.c40.org/
https://www.c40.org/
https://www.c40.org/other/deadline-2020
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/09/earths-tipping-points-closer-current-climate-plans-wont-work-global-heating
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/09/earths-tipping-points-closer-current-climate-plans-wont-work-global-heating
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I. THEME ONE: ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

 

We very much appreciate the desperately-needed prominence the topic of climate change has been 

given in the present consultation, being placed upfront as theme one. And we could not agree more 

with the opening statement in paragraph 59 of the Consultation Paper that “Climate change is the 

most significant threat facing humankind today, with the threat of increased flood risk, severe 

drought and more extreme weather patterns resulting from greenhouse gas emissions and global 

warming. Such threats will have serious consequences for the health and wellbeing of communities 

without taking proactive steps to address the causes and mitigate the impacts of climate change.” 

(emphasis added).  

This priority focus is a welcome and clear policy steer, which must now translate downwards into the 

individual policy options proposed. We cannot underline enough how important it is to keep the 

integrity of above statement intact throughout the entire Consultation Document and its policy 

proposals.  

Already in 2019, UK citizens were more worried about the climate crisis than about the economy, 

crime and immigration63. In 2020, twice as many people were worried about climate change compared 

to 201764, and according to a recent survey with UK residents from May 2021, 80% of UK residents 

had some concern about climate change65.  

 66 “The Tories ignored expert flood advice in 

favour of austerity. Behold the results”, Simon Wren-Lewis, The Guardian, 23 February 2020.  

 
63 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/05/greta-thunberg-effect-public-concern-over-
environment-reaches-record-high . 
64 https://www.newscientist.com/article/2235860-twice-as-many-uk-citizens-worried-about-climate-change-
as-3-years-ago/ . 
65 https://www.statista.com/statistics/426733/united-kingdom-uk-concern-about-climate-change/ . 
66 Source: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/23/tories-ignored-flood-advice-austerity-
pitt-review . 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/05/greta-thunberg-effect-public-concern-over-environment-reaches-record-high
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/05/greta-thunberg-effect-public-concern-over-environment-reaches-record-high
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2235860-twice-as-many-uk-citizens-worried-about-climate-change-as-3-years-ago/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2235860-twice-as-many-uk-citizens-worried-about-climate-change-as-3-years-ago/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/426733/united-kingdom-uk-concern-about-climate-change/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/23/tories-ignored-flood-advice-austerity-pitt-review
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/23/tories-ignored-flood-advice-austerity-pitt-review
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The Green Party stands ready to address these concerns and do all we can to support both a top-down 

and bottom-up priority focus on climate change, in this and future consultation stages. We stand for a 

sustainable, healthy and resilient Oxfordshire 2050 that thrives within planetary boundaries, 

without jeopardising our children’s and future generations’ livelihoods.  

 

• Policy option 01 - Sustainable Design and Construction  

 Ministry of Housing, Communities 

and Local Government, 14 March 201967 

 

 
We wholeheartedly welcome the Consultation Document’s endorsement68 of the Eco Town Definition, 
the UKGBC Zero Carbon Buildings Framework Definition, the London Energy Transformation 
Initiative and the Circular Economy.  
 
This is exactly the high level of ambition needed right now, to shape a successful transition towards 
zero carbon - and ultimately carbon-negative – buildings, in both the commercial and residential 
buildings sector. 
 

 
67 https://twitter.com/mhclg/status/1106136154091474944 . 
68 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, pp. 28 - 35, paragraphs 85 to 89. 

https://twitter.com/mhclg/status/1106136154091474944
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 69 

Policy Option 1: We greatly welcome the preferred policy option, Policy Option 1 on Sustainable 

Design and Construction. Some of the detail, we feel, could be teased out a bit more, to bring this 

policy option into full bloom. To do justice to the fact that, as highlighted in paragraph 59 of the 

Consultation Document itself, “Climate change is the most significant threat facing humankind 

today”, we recommend extending the scope of application of policy option 1, to apply not only to 

“major”, but to all residential and non-residential developments in Oxfordshire.  

We would furthermore advocate the application of the Passivhaus standard, or standards no less 

ambitious, to all new housing, and the application of the BREEAM method70 to a minimum of 

‘excellent’ as in South Oxfordshire District Council’s (SODC’s) latest local plan policy DES10. to all 

commercial buildings. As to the , this should start as soon as the Joint Statutory Spatial Plan is adopted.  

 
69 Source: https://www.tmd.studio/blog/2020/01/19/zcb . 
70 https://www.breeam.com/ . 

https://www.tmd.studio/blog/2020/01/19/zcb
https://www.breeam.com/
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However, we do remain worried about the carbon implications of new development: no matter how 

sustainable in its future use, it releases a significant up-front amount of carbon in the construction 

process: "The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) estimates that 35% of the lifecycle carbon 

from a typical office development is emitted before the building is even opened71.”, and the figure 

for residential premises is 51%.  

This makes refurbishment much the preferred option: a case study considered the carbon emissions 

for the construction of a brand-new cottage with two bedrooms upstairs, two reception rooms and a 

kitchen downstairs, which came, at a conservative estimate, up to 80 tCO2e (tonnes CO2 equivalent). 

The case study concluded the better option was to refurbish the old house, because the carbon 

investment of doing this was just 8 tCO2e, and even the highest-specification newbuild could not catch 

up this advantage over the 100-year period. Once cost was taken into account, refurbishment became 

dramatically the most practical and attractive option72. Recent figures from the construction sector 

seems to suggest even higher carbon emissions for newbuild:  

- Greencore work on the basis of 100 tCO2e for construction, and 5 tCO2e emissions per year 

for a 20y life, i.e.; 200 tCO2e total emissions;  

- Taylor Wimpey seem to work on the basis that on average, each home (with its supply chain), 

releases 250 tCO2 e just in construction.  

Whichever number is applied, the mere construction of the 101,000 houses mandated as a minimum 

in the current draft Plan will use up almost all of our carbon budget for Oxfordshire for 2018-2040 

(for Oxford alone: 7,624 ktCO2e), and that is before considering their future residential emissions. 

We are concerned, too, that subjecting this policy option to viability/deliverability testing may not only 

dangerously delay the commencement of this much needed policy shift, but more importantly, the 

approach taken here would turn the very question on its head:  

The question is not whether sustainable design and construction requirements are viable, the 

question is whether it is viable not to adopt and implement these now in an extremely timely fashion.  

The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) estimates that even without considering the impacts of 

climate change, failure to make the necessary investments in infrastructure would end up costing the 

United States of America 2.5 million jobs and US$ 4 trillion in GDP over the period 2016–202573. If one 

factors in the impacts of climate change, these losses would be even higher. 

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) states that “(…) The higher costs associated with initial 

investment in resilient infrastructure are likely to be recouped in the long term through reduced 

expenses on repair work and on disaster response74 (…)” (emphasis added). 

 
71 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-58667328 . 
72 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/green-living-blog/2010/oct/14/carbon-footprint-house . 
73 Failure to Act – Closing the Infrastructure Investment Gap for America’s Economic Future, American Society of 
Civil Engineers (ASCE) Report 2016, https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/ASCE-Failure-to-Act-2016-FINAL.pdf , p.26. 
74 The Employment Impact of Climate Change Adaptation, A report prepared by the International Labour 
Organization (ILO) for the G20 Climate Sustainability Working Group (CSWG) under the Argentine G20 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-58667328
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/green-living-blog/2010/oct/14/carbon-footprint-house
https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/ASCE-Failure-to-Act-2016-FINAL.pdf
https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/ASCE-Failure-to-Act-2016-FINAL.pdf
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This ties in with what we said above in our introductory chapter about the importance of the role of 

public authorities as “patient investors”, not expecting immediate ROI. And public authorities also 

need to step up resilience measures to face climate change and emergencies resulting from extreme 

weather events, including floods, drought, overheating, storms and fire. 

Policy Option 01-1: This option is preferable to policy option 01-2. It is true that deferring standards to 

district local plans could hinder efforts to achieve net zero – but as pointed out by the Consultation 

Document in paragraph 85, this option would equally allow district local plans to be more ambitious. 

Policy Option 01-2: We are not supporting this option, as it does not go far enough to achieve NetZero 

in a timely manner.  

We very much welcome the intention to drive down emissions, as expressed in paragraph 71 of the 

Consultation Document: “Achieving net zero in Oxfordshire will require reductions in emissions from 

all sources and it is the intention of the Oxfordshire Plan to drive these down as far as possible. The 

Oxfordshire Plan will also seek to establish a framework in which environmental enhancements can be 

directed to where they can be most effective in mitigating the impacts of climate change and offsetting 

any residual carbon emissions that cannot be eradicated at source.” 

We would however add the caveat that reductions should not be guided by what a given authority 

considers “possible”, but ultimately by our legal obligations under the Paris Agreement, the NetZero 

target, and by what is necessary to avert the worst climate disasters and tipping points, in this historic 

time window we still have, and which will decide the fate of present and future generations.  

Also, we would like to reiterate our concerns regarding offsetting mechanisms, as these justify, e.g., 

massive deforestation provided that trees are planted elsewhere, when such young plantations cannot 

deliver the same carbon sequestration as the former, removed habitat. We believe that local 

opportunities to sequester carbon should be privileged. 

We very much welcome, too, the Consultation Document’s support of a green recovery in 

Oxfordshire75, and would appeal to decision makers not to curb this ambition by way of the following 

caveat: “(…) provided that the right investments can be made in the right places at the right time and 

the necessary skills are built within our communities.“ We are afraid that a conditional and tentative 

approach to green recovery will not be enough to avert major climate tipping points. 

We strongly welcome the clarification in paragraph 82 that the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF) does not prevent local authorities from setting higher ambitions – this puts the statement in 

paragraph 72 into perspective, which, read in isolation, seems to limit the Consultation Document’s 

support of the transition to a low carbon future to what is “(…) required by the National Planning Policy 

Framework76”.  

 
Presidency in 2018, p.20, section 2.3, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---
ed_emp/documents/publication/wcms_645572.pdf . 
75 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 25, paragraph 72. 
76 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 25, paragraph 72. 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/documents/publication/wcms_645572.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/documents/publication/wcms_645572.pdf
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We are much reassured by and enthusiastically embrace the commitment in paragraph 85 for 

Oxfordshire to go “(…) further than existing and proposed Government standards”, which delivers on 

the promise to follow a “proactive approach”, and on the ambition to exceed top-down climate 

objectives of the UK. 

This is an ambition which is not only “not prevented”, but clearly encouraged in the UK’s Sixth Carbon 

Budget, among others: “(…) Local authorities are proposing ambitious climate action at the local 

level, which meets, or in some cases exceeds, the top-down climate objectives of the UK and devolved 

governments. These action plans can represent ‘locally determined contributions’ to deliver climate 

action across the UK.77” (second emphasis added). 

In this context, we would like to draw attention to the Briefing Note for Councils on reducing embodied 

carbon in construction78, drawn up by the Architects' Climate Action Network, including a list of 

specific questions that planning applications should be required to address. 

Road building 

 79 The High Court dismissed Transport 

Action Network’s (TAN’s) legal challenge to the Government’s £27 billion Road Infrastructure Strategy (RIS2), with the 

investment plan approved in March 2020. The High Court stated that “The government is taking a range of steps to tackle the 

need for urgency in addressing carbon production in the transport sector. Whether they are enough is not a matter for the 

Court." The government now admits it must review £27bn roads policy to account for climate. 

 
77 Policies for the Sixth Carbon Budget and Net Zero, Committee on Climate Change, December 2020, 
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/sixth-carbon-budget/ , p.47; see also Local Authorities and the Sixth 
Carbon Budget- An independent report for the Climate Change Committee, Louise Marix Evans, December 2020, 
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Local-Authorities-and-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget.pdf , 
p.4. 
78 https://www.architectscan.org/embodiedcarbon . 
79 Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/carltonreid/2020/03/09/uks-25-billion-road-building-plan-put-on-
hold/ . TAN’s claim also used the Friends of the Earth Ltd v Secretary of State for Transport [2020] case as a 
precedent for blocking RIS2. In that instance, the Court of Appeal overturned the government’s Airports 
National Policy Statement ruling that it had failed to consider the Paris Climate Agreement, effectively putting 
an end to Heathrow’s expansion plans. 

https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/sixth-carbon-budget/
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Local-Authorities-and-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget.pdf
https://www.architectscan.org/embodiedcarbon
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carltonreid/2020/03/09/uks-25-billion-road-building-plan-put-on-hold/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carltonreid/2020/03/09/uks-25-billion-road-building-plan-put-on-hold/
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/heathrow-runway-ruling-sends-ripples-09-03-2020/
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/heathrow-runway-ruling-sends-ripples-09-03-2020/
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Paragraph 75 of the Consultation Document states that an “(…) assessment undertaken as a part of 

the Oxfordshire Energy Strategy identifies the main sources of greenhouse gas emissions in Oxfordshire 

as road transport and housing80.” (emphasis added). However, the graph provided after paragraph 76 

to illustrate this statement shows that road transport and not housing, but the industrial and 

commercial sector, have consistently tended to be the biggest sectoral emitters. 

According to the graph quoted after paragraph 76, roughly around the year 2014, road transport has 

overtaken even the industrial and commercial sector, and has since been the single largest sectoral 

emitter, at least until 2018. We are therefore particularly disappointed by current road building 

policies, which are incompatible with and fall short of the objective to drastically curb carbon 

emissions. This concerns especially the A40 link road, creation and improvements of M40 junctions, 

and the creation of additional slip-roads on the A34 and A40 and the HIF1 road in South Oxfordshire.  

We need to learn to live within the limits of our existing road infrastructure, with regard to cars and 

other motorised vehicles (including electric vehicles). It is clear that simply building more roads without 

the funding to maintain and enhance the network we already have is creating problems for the future. 

Moreover, we will never achieve the required modal shift to active travel and public transport if we 

continue to facilitate and thereby incentivise private motor vehicles. 

 Ancient Woodland destroyed by HS2 on Huntingdon 

Road, Warwickshire. Photo: Stuart Spray81 

We also need to put pressure on national government to properly fund existing road maintenance as 

part of any future development agenda. It is not acceptable to be held to a virtual Ponzi scheme 

where funding to deal with problems created by previous developments will only be forthcoming if 

yet more development is agreed. Without sufficient ongoing funding for maintenance, we are literally 

kicking the can down the road. 

Similarly, there seems to be no acknowledgement of the large and rapidly-increasing funding deficit 

for maintaining the current road network. Whilst we hope active travel improvements will help to 

 
80 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 26, paragraph 75. 
81 Source: https://bylinetimes.com/2020/10/15/boris-johnson-biodiversity-hypocrisy/ . 

https://bylinetimes.com/2020/10/15/boris-johnson-biodiversity-hypocrisy/
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remove cars from the road, efforts to reduce emissions by travel throughout Oxfordshire need to be 

stepped up. Measures need to include the creation/expansion of Zero Emission Zones (ZEZs) and Clean 

Air Zones (CAZs), low-traffic neighbourhoods (LTNs), the creation of zero carbon networks for freight 

and public transport, and a comprehensive plan to drive modal shift and reduce the need for car 

ownership, for example car-sharing schemes, on-demand bus services, superfast broadband and 

remote working hubs.  

Given the funding gap for road transport is an excess of £1Bn, and road building is incompatible with 

the declaration of a Climate Emergency and Clean Air Zones (CAZs), plans for road building must be 

abandoned, alongside a clear acknowledgement that there is no remotely realistic road-building 

scenario that will accommodate the numbers of extra private cars expected with a “business as usual” 

approach to new developments. Oxfordshire should explore road pricing within Oxford city, for its 

approach roads and other roads in the county, as well as the infrastructure to support this. 

 

In this context, it is vital to note the newly issued government guidance on carbon pricing in policy 

assessment82: The 2022 price has just been lifted from £27 (traded) and £72 (non-traded) to £248 per 

tonne. This applies to both government policies - such as planning reforms - and project,-such as 

roads.  

“Greenhouse gas emissions values (“carbon values”) are used across government for valuing impacts 

on GHG emissions resulting from policy interventions. They represent a monetary value that society 

places on one tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent (£/tCO2e). They differ from carbon prices, which 

represent the observed price of carbon in a relevant market (such as the UK Emissions Trading 

Scheme).” 

 

Furthermore, Paragraph 76 of the Consultation Document mentions that “Although there has been a 

decrease in overall emissions since 2008, they remain high with (…) residential development, (…)”. We 

would like to highlight that it is for this very reason that housing growth targets, especially “bold and 

ambitious” ones, cannot be the priority focus for the Oxfordshire 2050 Plan. 

Paragraph 77 of the Consultation Document states that to successfully achieve net zero carbon, the 

focus needs to be on the highest emitters, ensuring that targets are met, which is an objective we 

strongly support. However, the same paragraph goes on to say that this is to be achieved “(…) without 

impacting on the delivery of necessary infrastructure and services to meet the needs of Oxfordshire’s 

communities”, without defining the terms “necessary infrastructure”/“community needs” or stating 

who defines these.  

We call upon public authorities to lay down safeguards to prevent undermining net zero targets by 

way of an overextension of above caveat, and we repeat our reservations with regard to offsetting83. 

 
82 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/valuing-greenhouse-gas-emissions-in-policy-
appraisal/valuation-of-greenhouse-gas-emissions-for-policy-appraisal-and-evaluation . 
83 See above, p. 11. 

https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/7JKQfzSadnQ/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fpublications%2Fvaluing-greenhouse-gas-emissions-in-policy-appraisal%2Fvaluation-of-greenhouse-gas-emissions-for-policy-appraisal-and-evaluation
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/7JKQfzSadnQ/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fpublications%2Fvaluing-greenhouse-gas-emissions-in-policy-appraisal%2Fvaluation-of-greenhouse-gas-emissions-for-policy-appraisal-and-evaluation
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Also, tackling highest emitters first should preclude any policy to expand Oxford Airport (Kidlington).  

Although at present primarily used for pilot training (40% of traffic), in carbon emission terms there is 

a not insignificant usage for recreational general aviation, business, private helicopters and business 

aviation, i.e., air taxis, chartered/private jets and turboprops (10-15% of traffic), with a focus on 

corporate/executive aviation, operating aircraft on a sole-use chartered or private basis84.  

Given the significance and disproportionately high impact of aviation emissions, as a minimum 

measure, we strongly advocate to at least refrain from any further expansion of this high-carbon 

activity. 

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, reconciling the ambition to put climate change first with 

other objectives remains a challenge. Among others, paragraphs 76-77 of the Consultation Document 

illustrate this difficulty, by mentioning that residential development is among the highest emitters, 

and proposing to concentrate efforts on the highest emitters: the elephant in the room is growth - and 

notably housing growth seems presently to be in the driving seat in the policy options proposed. 

 

Empty Homes 

In response to this approach, we would like to refer back to our comments on growth in the 

introductory chapter above: the objective of building yet more homes sits somewhat oddly with 

current reports of about 350 Oxford homes (or around 800, once those exempt from council tax are 

taken into account) having remained empty for years85.  

Oxford City Council intervention has struggled to bring even 35 of those (10%) back into use so far in 

2020/2186. Moreover, homes staying empty in the long term is a tendency which is expected to grow 

post-pandemic. Some experts are warning that the impact of the pandemic could see growing 

numbers of empty homes, and councillors see an “urgent need for a national strategy giving councils 

the resources and powers needed to tackle this issue”, as “We cannot afford empty homes in Oxford 

given the scarcity and cost of housing in our city87.” 

We are facing a situation where charities have been put in place to tackle the persisting problem of 

empty homes, as well as an annual “National Empty Homes Week88” campaign. Initiatives like Action 

on Empty Homes, established since 199289, provide data, publications, research, best practice 

resources and local authority consultancy services on the subject. 

 
84 https://www.airportwatch.org.uk/uk-airports/oxford-kidlington-airport/ . 
85 https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/19528231.350-homes-oxford-empty-years/ . 
86 https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/19104867.council-tackling-empty-homes-oxford/ . 
87 Councillor Mike Rowley, Cabinet Member for Affordable Housing and Housing the Homeless, 
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/19104867.council-tackling-empty-homes-oxford/ . 
88 https://www.global-guardians.co.uk/latest-item?url=National-Empty-Homes-Week . 
89 https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/our-story . 

https://www.airportwatch.org.uk/uk-airports/oxford-kidlington-airport/
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/19528231.350-homes-oxford-empty-years/
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/19104867.council-tackling-empty-homes-oxford/
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/19104867.council-tackling-empty-homes-oxford/
https://www.global-guardians.co.uk/latest-item?url=National-Empty-Homes-Week
https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/our-story
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Despite the availability of such resources, the number of empty properties have increased for the last 

four years in a row90, and it is hard to conceive how building yet more homes (let alone at the rather 

high numbers proposed in even the most modest policy option in the present Consultation Paper) 

would help assuage the empty homes problem. 

Only in February this year, Oxford City Council itself has launched a call on owners to bring empty 

properties back into use in National Empty Homes Week91. Quoting Action on Empty Homes92 reports, 

Oxford City Council reports that the number of empty homes nationally has grown by nearly a fifth 

in one year. 

Following the Consultation Paper’s proposal to build yet more homes would, apart from exacerbating 

the already daunting empty homes figures, also serve to simultaneously exacerbate carbon footprint. 

We do not see how we can achieve our ecological objectives under the Paris Agreement and our Net 

Zero Oxford 2020 – 2025 Action Plan93, while at the same time building one million houses in the 

Oxford-Cambridge Arc, into the spatial framework of which the Oxfordshire 2050 Plan is to fit.  

Moreover, contrary to the prevailing dogma, there is little if any evidence that building more houses 

has any significant impact on house prices. Indeed, critiques of this thinking are increasingly influential, 

and it is increasingly recognised that the impact of increased supply on prices is verging on 

inconsequential at any realistic figure, for example in this influential report in 2019 by Ian Mulheirn: 

“Official data on housing volumes and the day-to-day cost of putting a roof over one’s head suggest 

that supply growth has been sufficient to restrain upward pressure on house prices. However, much 

more powerful countervailing forces have driven them to record multiples of income. This implies 

that the current policy focus on boosting supply does not offer a solution to the housing crisis and a 

fundamental rethink is badly needed94.” 

The repeated interventions by Central Government to support the current unaffordable prices, for 

example the “help-to-buy” (HtB) scheme, provide further evidence in this direction: the latter actually 

added £50k to average house prices. A 2020 LSE/UKRI study95 has found that HtB “(…) increased 

house prices by more than the expected present value of the implied interest rate subsidy (…)”, and 

that it led to “(…) an improvement in the financial performance of developers.”  

 
90 https://www.bigissue.com/latest/how-many-empty-homes-are-there-in-the-uk/ . 
91https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1724/council_calls_on_owners_to_bring_empty_properties_back_i
nto_use_in_national_empty_homes_week . 
92 https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/ . 
93 https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/download/1221/zero_carbon_action_plan ; 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1781/council_sets_out_action_plan_to_bring_about_a_zero_carbon
_oxford_by_2040_or_earlier . 
94 https://housingevidence.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/20190820b-CaCHE-Housing-Supply-FINAL.pdf . 
95 On the Economic Impacts of Mortgage Credit Expansion Policies: Evidence from Help to Buy, Felipe Carozzi/ 
Christian Hilber/ Xiaolun Yu, Center for Economic Performance (CEP) Discussion Paper No 1681, ISSN 2042-
2695, March 2020, https://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/dp1681.pdf . 

https://www.bigissue.com/latest/how-many-empty-homes-are-there-in-the-uk/
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1724/council_calls_on_owners_to_bring_empty_properties_back_into_use_in_national_empty_homes_week
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1724/council_calls_on_owners_to_bring_empty_properties_back_into_use_in_national_empty_homes_week
https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/download/1221/zero_carbon_action_plan
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1781/council_sets_out_action_plan_to_bring_about_a_zero_carbon_oxford_by_2040_or_earlier
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1781/council_sets_out_action_plan_to_bring_about_a_zero_carbon_oxford_by_2040_or_earlier
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/1ICIeBUSVtU/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fhousingevidence.ac.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2019%2F08%2F20190820b-CaCHE-Housing-Supply-FINAL.pdf
https://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/dp1681.pdf
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According to evidence presented in the OGNA itself, there is actually a positive correlation between 

housing delivery, increased cost and lower affordability, i.e. the more housing is built, the less 

affordable it gets: 

  96 

This underlines the need for the OGNA work to be reviewed and reconsidered. 

 

Retrofitting Existing Buildings 

We much welcome the mention of the Future Homes Standard in paragraph 80 of the Consultation 

Document, and the commitment to building ‘zero carbon ready’ homes, not requiring further retrofit 

to transition from 75% lower carbon emissions to eventually zero carbon. However, we feel there is a 

gap with regard to the issue of retrofitting existing homes, which the Consultation Document does 

not address at present, whilst retrofit is a key plank of the Oxfordshire Infrastructure Strategy (OXIS) 

consultation97. 

 
96 Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment, Phase 1 Report, 25.03.2021, 
https://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s60719/Appendix%208B%20Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20
Needs%20Assessment%20Phase%201%20Report%2024.06.21.pdf, p. 191 ff. 
97 https://assets.website-
files.com/5f9978a71f4d1719b3f50dfb/60f019fe639cd034a9b6da0b_OxIS%20Stage%201%20Summary%20Rep
ort%20Final%20for%20Consultation%20120721-compressed.pdf . 

https://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s60719/Appendix%208B%20Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20Needs%20Assessment%20Phase%201%20Report%2024.06.21.pdf
https://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s60719/Appendix%208B%20Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20Needs%20Assessment%20Phase%201%20Report%2024.06.21.pdf
https://assets.website-files.com/5f9978a71f4d1719b3f50dfb/60f019fe639cd034a9b6da0b_OxIS%20Stage%201%20Summary%20Report%20Final%20for%20Consultation%20120721-compressed.pdf
https://assets.website-files.com/5f9978a71f4d1719b3f50dfb/60f019fe639cd034a9b6da0b_OxIS%20Stage%201%20Summary%20Report%20Final%20for%20Consultation%20120721-compressed.pdf
https://assets.website-files.com/5f9978a71f4d1719b3f50dfb/60f019fe639cd034a9b6da0b_OxIS%20Stage%201%20Summary%20Report%20Final%20for%20Consultation%20120721-compressed.pdf
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We believe Passivhaus-retrofit98 should be supported wherever possible, and offering retrofit services 

and coordination would provide commercial opportunities for councils. Furthermore, we believe 

retrofit should include greywater systems wherever possible (see also comments below on water 

efficiency). 

 Thermal imaging, Oxford Brookes Project: 

Development of a bespoke and flexible digital service for retrofit programmes, for community groups to use at very low cost 

and more bespoke services available to local authorities, housing associations, researchers and retrofit providers99 

An obstacle that still needs addressing is the fact that buildings eligible for retrofit are all in different 

hands: 

• Social housing, 

• Commercial buildings, 

• Private housing, and 

• Private rented housing. 

Local planning authorities might incentivise homeowners who are planning extensions or loft 

conversions to prioritise retrofit, although this might be difficult where social considerations prime, 

such as a child or parent coming to live with family member/s, notably in the context of the pandemic. 

As a general default, at least, planning authorities could require that all planning applications relating 

to existing buildings are accompanied by a whole-house retrofit plan, submitted alongside the specific 

application, thus ensuring that retrofit assessments and plans are in place. 

In a segmented housing market, we should be looking at social rent, lowering the bill for tenants 

concerned. Loans could be allocated, to be repaid before tax. Grants as a public investment could be 

paid back from the housing benefit derived from the right to buy under market price, combined with 

the acquisition of a retrofitted building with savings outcomes. 

Another difficulty that needs addressing by way of policy intervention is affordability. The example of 

the Government’s Green Homes Grant, eventually abandoned earlier this year, illustrates that with all 

good intentions, a badly designed or implemented scheme can severely inhibit buy-in, and end up 

setting climate aspirations back. We should rally support to lobby at national level for the Government 

to propose a renewed Green Homes Grant, which needs to be worked through and cover a period of 

 
98 https://www.passivhaustrust.org.uk/competitions_and_campaigns/passivhaus-retrofit/ . 
99 Source: https://www.brookes.ac.uk/research/units/tde/projects/lemur/ . 

https://www.passivhaustrust.org.uk/competitions_and_campaigns/passivhaus-retrofit/
https://www.brookes.ac.uk/research/units/tde/projects/lemur/
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at least 20 years, so that industry can adapt to the demand - objectives could be set to retrofit at least 

80% of homes over the next ten years.  

The context of unemployment post-Covid equally presents as an opportunity to re-skill. We need to 

have a strategy to address this, and as much growth is to be expected in the retrofit sector, support 

and grants would not have to wait long for their ROI. 

Contributions at local level to be kick-started now could include District and Planning Authorities 

issuing a leaflet/pdf for the planning application, informing about retrofitting options. The Planning 

Authority could have paid officers to give advice to homeowners, who could engage them to look at 

their plans via a fee-based service. A Partnership Board on Retrofitting could be established across 

the County and nationwide, as information needs to be passed across to every organisation working 

on retrofitting, and there could be a Retrofit Coordinator who is central to this initiative. 

At national level, the Construction Leadership Council (CLC) has been consulting100 on a National 

Retrofit Strategy until 21 March 2021, and the outcome of this consultation exercise should be closely 

followed by the sector.  

In this context, we would like to flag up the excellent initiative on retrofitting, undertaken by the South 

Oxfordshire/Vale of the White Horse District Councils Joint Scrutiny Task and Finish Group 2021101. 

Following the failure of the government’s Green Homes Grant, the group consulted with experts across 

the industry to produce a compact, in-depth report, looking at three main areas: advice, funding and 

installation. Based on the advice received from the sector, the group has adopted a set of 

recommendations and proposed projects for the two District Councils and the wider local area. 

Despite barriers, notably at national level, the group has identified significant opportunities, most 

importantly the existence of relevant skills, knowledge and networks to make retrofitting work 

successful, and the potential for developing a local economy on green skills and retrofit, creating 

employment locally.  

This project is a priority for both councils, and dovetails with the Oxfordshire Plan 2050 objectives, as 

well as OXLEP’s strategies for Oxfordshire in the next 30 years, and Local Authority carbon targets. 

We would also like to flag up research undertaken by the New Economics Foundation (NEF), whose 

headline statistics state that a "(…) national house retrofit programme could save families over £400 

per year and create 500,000 jobs102”.  

 
100 https://www.constructionleadershipcouncil.co.uk/press-releases/national-retrofit-strategy-a-consultative-
document/. 
101 http://democratic.southoxon.gov.uk/documents/g2932/Public%20reports%20pack%20Monday%2027-Sep-
2021%2018.00%20Climate%20and%20Ecological%20Emergencies%20Advisory%20Committe.pdf?T=10, p.23 
ff., as discussed in South Oxfordshire District Council’s Climate and Ecological Emergencies Advisory Committee 
on 27 September 2021. 
102 https://neweconomics.org/2020/07/a-national-house-retrofitting-programme. 

https://www.constructionleadershipcouncil.co.uk/press-releases/national-retrofit-strategy-a-consultative-document/
https://www.constructionleadershipcouncil.co.uk/press-releases/national-retrofit-strategy-a-consultative-document/
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/oqddS6_bDCc/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fdemocratic.southoxon.gov.uk%2Fdocuments%2Fg2932%2FPublic+reports+pack+Monday+27-Sep-2021+18.00+Climate+and+Ecological+Emergencies+Advisory+Committe.pdf%3FT%3D10
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/oqddS6_bDCc/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fdemocratic.southoxon.gov.uk%2Fdocuments%2Fg2932%2FPublic+reports+pack+Monday+27-Sep-2021+18.00+Climate+and+Ecological+Emergencies+Advisory+Committe.pdf%3FT%3D10
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/o2PRsIYdy1M/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fneweconomics.org%2F2020%2F07%2Fa-national-house-retrofitting-programme
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The proposed four-year programme, backed by research including detailed economic modelling, finds 

that a new National Retrofitting Taskforce, created to oversee an investment of over £100 billion to 

retrofit nearly 9 million homes, would (if started in 2020): 

• Create jobs: 206,000 new full-time equivalent jobs in retrofitting, across all regions by end 
2021. Taken jointly, (in-)direct employment would be Ø515,000 new jobs (2020 – 2024); new 
direct jobs created would be worth 22% of all employment in construction (2020 – 2024). 

• Boost national income: The programme could boost annual economic activity by £27.96 billion 
(1.28%) by 2021 compared to previous forecasts, and by £36.34 billion (1.58) by 2023/24 (2019 
prices). 

• Cut household bills: There would be an average annual energy bill savings of around £418 for 
each home retrofitted by 2023/24. 

• Cut emissions: Approximately 19.23MtCO2/year of emissions would be saved by 2023/24, or 
21% of 2019 emissions from UK’s homes. This is a cumulative 40.9 MtCO2 by 2023/24. 

Moreover, a new NEF campaign states that houses cause 14% of our emissions, and proposes to 
upgrade 19million homes nationwide by 2030103. 

Our recommendations for a retrofit policy geared towards meeting climate emergency needs are: 

 

✓ Passivhaus-retrofit of existing buildings, both residential and commercial, should be a high 

priority for local planning authorities, and should also include greywater systems; 

✓ Planning authorities should be required to obtain a whole-house retrofit plan from anyone 

who is submitting a planning application to work on their home; 

✓ Reducing and de-carbonising the energy demand in buildings should be a strategic priority 

for achieving zero carbon targets; 

✓ There should be local strategies, with an uptake of the national Construction Leadership 

Council’s strategy, and aligning with the larger vision of a ‘clean’ economy; local retrofit 

strategies should also make sure information is passed on to every organisation involved, 

including local authorities and business, NGOs, consumer and professional organisations.  

✓ As part of their local retrofit strategy, each council should look at small and large actions 

they can take on their own and as a partnership; 

✓ Councils should investigate (commercial) retrofit opportunities to benefit local economy and 

residents, as well as financial investment opportunities for Local Authorities to invest in their 

own community, supporting (most) vulnerable groups in the process104;   

 
103 https://greathomesupgrade.org . 
104 A balance between public investment and private gain should be achieved, and financing models for social 
rent could consider pay-back from gains generated by the publicly financed retrofit.  

https://greathomesupgrade.org/
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✓ Government support for Passivhaus-retrofit needs to be long-term, reliable and as simple as 

possible, influenced by experts in the field, and using local authorities and LEPs in partnership 

as trusted local leaders; 

✓ In terms of tax incentives for retrofit, VAT rules should be changed so as to enable claiming 

back tax on renovation and retrofit, as otherwise, imbalances compared to newbuilt would 

continue to persist, maintaining an incentives structure discouraging retrofit;  

✓ Existing disincentives and barriers to retrofit should be removed, such as building regulations 

imposing charges on home owners for applications to install renewable energy such as solar 

panels; where positive incentives are not affordable, we should make sure to at least remove 

additional cost burden;   

✓ Building regulation and planning application charges for retrofits and the inclusion of solar 

panels should be reduced wherever possible and should be exempt from any increases during 

budget setting exercises; 

✓ Households should declare a climate emergency105. 

 

 

• Waste and circular economy 

We much appreciate that the Consultation Document includes information on the circular economy106, 

acknowledging that construction waste accounts for the largest proportion of waste within the 

Oxfordshire waste cycle107. As also mentioned in the Consultation Document108, Oxfordshire has a 

Minerals and Waste Local Plan prepared by Oxfordshire County Council (OCC), of which Part 2 on site 

allocations is currently under preparation and up for adoption in February 2022.  

We realise the reason that waste remains a big area mostly unaddressed by the plan might be that it 

is an OCC competence; however, waste management has a huge impact on the realisation of net zero 

and the climate, which is why this policy area should benefit from the same amount of joined up 

thinking in the Oxfordshire 2050 Plan as other policy areas. 

We would like to take this opportunity to reiterate the disappointment (already expressed in our 

response to the OXIS consultation) at the lack of ambition in the County's waste plans.  

We should like to see a much stronger focus on waste reduction, repair, reuse and designing for 

refurbishment – particularly, so as to avoid the volume of waste incineration, which is one of the most 

detrimental sources of CO2 and air pollutions in the entire whole life cycle.  

 
105 https://www.climateemergency.uk/ . 
106 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, after paragraph 85, p. 33. 
107 https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/sites/default/files/file/planning-minerals-and-
waste/AnnualMonitoringReport2018.pdf . 
108 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, paragraph 18, p. 9. 

https://www.climateemergency.uk/
https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/sites/default/files/file/planning-minerals-and-waste/AnnualMonitoringReport2018.pdf
https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/sites/default/files/file/planning-minerals-and-waste/AnnualMonitoringReport2018.pdf
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Waste incineration, to make the same amount of electricity as a coal power plant, releases 2.5 times 

as much CO2 by comparison109.  

The UK's exclusion of incinerators from the net zero emissions target in the Paris agreement is 

meanwhile subject to a legal challenge110: by excluding emissions from incinerators, the government 

has failed to consider the Paris Agreement’s requirement to reduce emissions “as soon as possible”, 

so as to significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change. 

  111 

As outdated, pre-climate-emergency tax incentives make it cheaper to burn waste, the amount of 

waste collected by local authorities in England and then incinerated has increased: 

- from 12.1% of waste in 2008-9 

- to 43.8% in 2018-19112. 

The perverted tax incentives scheme means power stations and landfill site operators have to pay tax 

to incentivise them to reduce pollution, whereas incinerator operators do not have to pay tax on 

disposal of waste or for their CO2 emissions.  

We call upon local decision makers to lobby the government to reverse this inexpedient incentives 

scheme, and to do their utmost at local level to mitigate its damaging impact. 

 
109 http://www.energyjustice.net/incineration/climate . 
110 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/aug/25/legal-challenge-uk-exclusion-waste-incinerators-
emissions-trading-scheme . 
111 Source: https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200910/cmselect/cmenvfru/230/230we57.htm . 
112 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/env18-local-authority-collected-waste-annual-results-
tables . 

http://www.energyjustice.net/incineration/climate
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/aug/25/legal-challenge-uk-exclusion-waste-incinerators-emissions-trading-scheme
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/aug/25/legal-challenge-uk-exclusion-waste-incinerators-emissions-trading-scheme
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200910/cmselect/cmenvfru/230/230we57.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/env18-local-authority-collected-waste-annual-results-tables
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/env18-local-authority-collected-waste-annual-results-tables
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• Policy option 02 - Energy  

It is absolutely crucial to give careful consideration to energy infrastructure and its development, as 

meeting and shaping energy demand will be at the heart of a zero-carbon future. Infrastructure 

investment and re-organisation will require strong and focused efforts at the national level (regulatory 

rules, incentives for energy suppliers and customers, consistent and clear legal and policy frameworks). 

Within Oxfordshire itself, the changing nature of electricity generation and supply has already placed 

strains on the distribution network and its operators. This will only increase as higher levels of smaller-

scale and more localised electricity generation become central to the energy transition. The 

Consultation Paper asserts that energy demand will be “exacerbated by the population growth 

expected113”. Yet, as confirmed by ONS data, population growth - including in Oxfordshire - is not 

rapidly increasing114. Rather, housing levels are increasing in pursuit of economic growth. 

And even without significant growth in Oxfordshire’s housing and population levels, our electricity 

network infrastructure is in need of significant investment. This is vital to ensure improved flexibility 

and capacity so as to accommodate both new renewable electricity generation and the shift to 

electricity becoming the dominant energy supply for heating and transport. National-level policy and 

regulatory frameworks will play a key role in incentivising and facilitating such investment, but local 

spatial planning will also be important in delivering these results. 

Local spatial planning and development planning approval also have important contributions to make 

to the increasing the levels of renewable electricity generation within Oxfordshire. Co-ordination 

between such new generation capacity and the network infrastructure is essential to ensure that new 

generation can connect to the network and maximise its contribution.  

Local electricity distribution grids should also be encouraged, especially in new developments where 

local energy generation can be shared directly between households if the infrastructure is included 

in the initial design. This not only reduces costs in comparison to national grid connections, it also 

reduces pressure on the larger network. This will be an increasingly important consideration as we 

move more towards an electricity-based energy economy and demand for electric vehicle charging 

increases. 

Development approval could be made conditional on far-reaching requirements concerning: auto-

generation; establishing community-level renewables; higher energy efficiency standards; fitting heat 

pumps; and making provision for energy storage (in the form of batteries at appropriate scale levels). 

On the broader level of spatial planning, serious thought must be given – at regular intervals and 

strategically – to the land required to expand network infrastructure and renewable electricity 

generation capacity (as acknowledged in paras. 116 and 117 of the consultation). 

Policy Option 02: All of the points made in Policy Option 02 are to be welcomed, for the reasons given 

above, along with regularly reminding central government and regulators of the need for a national 

 
113 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, paragraph 108, p. 37. 
114 See 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulle
tins/annualmidyearpopulationestimates/mid2019estimates .  

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulletins/annualmidyearpopulationestimates/mid2019estimates
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulletins/annualmidyearpopulationestimates/mid2019estimates
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framework that facilitates these local developments and makes investment and development 

possible and, indeed, attractive.  

The 100% renewables target for meeting the energy needs of major developments is warmly to be 

welcomed. At the same time, it is noted that this refers only to ‘major’ developments, so it would be 

important: first, to know how their scale is defined so as to assess the impact of such a policy; and, 

second, to ask what the approach to developments falling below the ‘major’ threshold will be.  

In particular, Alternative Policy Option 02-2 refers more broadly to ‘new developments’ having a 

target of a minimum of 10% of energy needs met by renewable energy. If this 10% minimum were to 

cover all developments, this would be gravely lacking in the necessary ambition to tackle the climate 

emergency and achieve zero carbon (as the consultation itself acknowledges, para. 121).  

However, it would also be a grave mistake to leave ‘non-major new developments’ without any 

renewables targets altogether, which seems to be what the current proposed Policy Option 02 would 

do. Insofar as this would be the result, this is strongly to be criticised, and we would call for more far-

reaching renewable energy requirements to be included in all new developments which do not count 

as ‘major’ as referred to in the current Policy Option 02.  

For example, a significant percentage target for solar energy could be included in local plans and 

smaller developments. We must not lose sight of the need to meet existing energy demand through 

increasing renewables, by encouraging renewable electricity generation from individual household 

level upwards.  

Finally, the draft Plan should contain a strategic map for preferred locations for grid-scale renewable 

energy installations, perhaps based on the work of project LEO115, to balance different competing 

uses for land, (especially in the green belt). 

Alternative Policy Option 02-1 is rightly not preferred, as the lack of co-ordination allied with a lack of 

strong county-wide targets would not provide the push needed to a genuine energy transition and 

achieving zero carbon outcomes as quickly as possible. 

 

• Policy option 03 - Water Efficiency  

As mentioned in our introductory comments, the recent IPCC report makes for a very sobering reading, 

and the implications for freshwater availability are no exception. Under some climate change 

scenarios, the whole of the south of England is at risk of water shortage by 2065116, with the UK’s 

 
115 https://project-leo.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/LEO-Report-LandUseMap_vs4_FINAL-new-
cover.pdf. 
116 Water UK, 2016, Water Resources Long Term Planning (2015-2065), https://www.water.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf . 

https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/wNIDANxRmU0/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fproject-leo.co.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2020%2F10%2FLEO-Report-LandUseMap_vs4_FINAL-new-cover.pdf
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/wNIDANxRmU0/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fproject-leo.co.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2020%2F10%2FLEO-Report-LandUseMap_vs4_FINAL-new-cover.pdf
https://www.water.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf
https://www.water.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf
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South East being the most water-stressed part of the UK. According to data available from Thames 

Water117, we can even expect a substantial lack of water before 2045.  

To begin with, only 2.5% of the global water stock is freshwater. Increased stress results from 

demographic, environmental, economic and social factors; notably, an over-abstraction of water can 

lead to the collapse of wetland, river, lake and estuary ecosystems, reducing their resilience and 

ability to directly provide flood attenuation, waste assimilation and food production.  

The predicted significant impacts of climate change on freshwater systems are mainly due to the 

projected increases in temperature, sea level and precipitation variability. Decreased glacier extent or 

snow water storage will also affect river flows, whilst rising sea levels could cause saline intrusion into 

groundwater and estuaries resulting in decreased freshwater availability in coastal areas. 

Capacity issues 

Thames Water’s and Affinity Water’s strategy to address water shortages in the Thames River Valley 

in the next three decades is to build a water reservoir between Abingdon, Steventon and East Hanney, 

known as the South East Strategic Reservoir Option (SESRO). Land is safeguarded for the reservoir in 

the Vale of White Horse Local Plan, and the water companies are currently planning completion in 

2037/2038118.  

Beyond that, there currently do not seem to be any long-term plans addressing the threatening 

drought scenarios in our region, and the stone-cold reality is an abyss looming post-2050: without 

major demand management measures now, there are serious risks of drought in Oxfordshire by the 

2050s119. 

Moreover, the reservoir in the Vale will drive high water demand. 50 litres per person per day 

represent a basic minimum use to meet needs of hydration, cooking, personal hygiene and washing.  

Our current consumption is already pushing far beyond the 2030 target of 75 litres per person per 

day120 - according to the National Audit Office (NAO), the average daily consumption of water per 

person for England in 2018-19 was 143 litres121, with consumption having increased each year since 

2014-15. Instead, we should be world-leading on sustainability, including on water consumption 

patterns, and on ensuring that suppliers maintain the distribution network and reduce losses. 

 
117 https://www.thameswater.co.uk/media-library/home/about-us/regulation/water-resources/water-
resources-management-plan-overview.pdf, p.3: “Unless we act now, we forecast a substantial shortfall 
between the amount of water available and the amount we need in the next 25 years and in the longer term.” 
118 https://www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2021/03/2021-03-05-WRSE-Best-Value-
VOWH-response_Redacted.pdf. 
119 Chris Cousins, Riki Therivel and Elizabeth Wilson, “The Oxford-Cambridge Arc: A critical assessment by 
POETS”, July 2021, https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-
210721.pdf. 
120 Current building regulations targets are equivalent to 125 l/p/d (litres per person per day) of potable water 
usage for domestic premises and for >16 l/p/d for commercial premises are <75 l/p/d and <10 l/p/d respectively 
which, roughly speaking, is a 40% reduction in potable water use by the end of the decade, https://www.mesh-
energy.com/insights/riba-2030-climate-challenge-how-can-we-reduce-potable-water-use-by-at-least-40 . 
121 https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Water-supply-and-demand-management.pdf . 

https://www.thameswater.co.uk/media-library/home/about-us/regulation/water-resources/water-resources-management-plan-overview.pdf
https://www.thameswater.co.uk/media-library/home/about-us/regulation/water-resources/water-resources-management-plan-overview.pdf
https://www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2021/03/2021-03-05-WRSE-Best-Value-VOWH-response_Redacted.pdf
https://www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2021/03/2021-03-05-WRSE-Best-Value-VOWH-response_Redacted.pdf
https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-210721.pdf
https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-210721.pdf
https://www.mesh-energy.com/insights/riba-2030-climate-challenge-how-can-we-reduce-potable-water-use-by-at-least-40
https://www.mesh-energy.com/insights/riba-2030-climate-challenge-how-can-we-reduce-potable-water-use-by-at-least-40
https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Water-supply-and-demand-management.pdf
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Increasing supplies without fixing leaks is madness in a world where water stress will become a major 

factor within the timescale of this plan.  

 Thames 

Water’s plans to boost water supply in view of the shortages expected within the next 25 years122. 

We need a solid water demand management strategy, with one key plank to our strategy being to 

constrain consumption, and simply use less water.  

We need to draw upon a broad range of measures, to include: 

➢ awareness raising and attitude change,  

➢ sustainable irrigation in agriculture,  

➢ rainwater harvesting,  

➢ greywater systems,  

➢ measurement of losses,  

➢ an environmental perspective on water subsidies,  

➢ monitoring of health risks and benefits, and the  

➢ development and consistent implementation of a Water Demand Management plan123. 

 

Rainwater harvesting 

Among all the options authorities worldwide are considering for minimising potable water demand, 

systems for rainwater harvesting are the most feasible, and the ecological benefits of recycling 

rainwater are potentially huge. For example, toilet flushing accounts for up to 35% of the average 

 
122 Source: https://www.thameswater.co.uk/media-library/home/about-us/regulation/water-resources/water-
resources-management-plan-overview.pdf . 
123 https://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/v/iwm-network/learning_content/watershed-
resources/ressource_water/water_demand/index.html . 

https://www.thameswater.co.uk/media-library/home/about-us/regulation/water-resources/water-resources-management-plan-overview.pdf
https://www.thameswater.co.uk/media-library/home/about-us/regulation/water-resources/water-resources-management-plan-overview.pdf
https://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/v/iwm-network/learning_content/watershed-resources/ressource_water/water_demand/index.html
https://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/v/iwm-network/learning_content/watershed-resources/ressource_water/water_demand/index.html
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household’s water usage124, and adding the amount of water we used for laundry and irrigation makes 

potential savings rather significant, and for businesses and industries such as hotels, figures are even 

higher. 

The main ecological benefit of rainwater collection systems reduced use of mains water, which means 

less water will be artificially drawn from the environment - a supply that is best used for drinking, 

bathing and cooking. Another benefit is the lessened load upon drainage systems and the lowered 

impact of flooding, by channelling the run-off water into tanks for recycling. 

 

Greywater systems 

Greywater systems have great potential for alleviating water stress. In a 2021 study125 looking at  

(1) greywater collection from the bathroom and reuse for toilet flushing,  

(2) greywater collection from bathroom sinks and showers, and reuse as hot water for sinks and 

showers, and  

(3) a combination of (1) and (2) where greywater collection from bathroom sinks and showers is 

used for toilet flushing, sinks and shower, 

the study results indicate hot water reductions between 55.6 and 58.2% can be reached, while cold 

water reductions ranged from 5.8 to 30.6%, and reductions in energy for producing hot water were 

between 43.5 and 46.8%. Not only the water itself, but also the thermal energy of greywater can 

meanwhile be recovered, which is important, as usually one fifth of the overall energy usage flows off 

into the canalisation, and this percentage will increase with the increased retrofitting of buildings126. 

The greywater’s thermal energy can be recovered in individual buildings without prior treatment of 

the greywater. Other greywater re-deployment systems include greywater from washing machines as 

a source, and/or a usage of treated greywater for irrigation.  

To ensure that there is no adverse impact on ecosystems, we urge authorities to require appropriate 

state-of-the-art technology, to make sure the water treatment is appropriate to prevent soil and water 

quality degradation. A basic standard should be a two-step treatment process, with a greywater 

collection reservoir separate from the operational water reservoir, as well as an independent 

pipeline network that is not composed of carcinogenic chemical compounds127.  

 
124 https://www.renewableenergyhub.co.uk/main/rainwater-harvesting-information/benefits-of-rainwater-
collection/ . 
125 Water and energy savings from greywater reuse: a modelling scheme using disaggregated consumption 
data, J. Knutsson & P. Knutsson, Int J Energ Water Res 5, 13–24 (2021), https://doi.org/10.1007/s42108-020-
00096-z , https://rdcu.be/cxtSQ. 
126 https://www.oekologisch-bauen.info/haustechnik/wasser-und-sanitaer/grauwassernutzung.html . 
127 Drinking water contamination from the thermal degradation of plastics: implications for wildfire and 
structure fire response, Kristofer P. Isaacson / Caitlin R. Proctor / Q. Erica Wang / Ethan Y. Edwards / Yoorae 
Noh / Amisha D. Shah / Andrew J. Whelton, Environmental Science, Water Research & Technology, Issue 2, 
2021, https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2021/EW/D0EW00836B  

https://www.renewableenergyhub.co.uk/main/rainwater-harvesting-information/benefits-of-rainwater-collection/
https://www.renewableenergyhub.co.uk/main/rainwater-harvesting-information/benefits-of-rainwater-collection/
https://doi.org/10.1007/s42108-020-00096-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s42108-020-00096-z
https://rdcu.be/cxtSQ
https://www.oekologisch-bauen.info/haustechnik/wasser-und-sanitaer/grauwassernutzung.html
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2021/EW/D0EW00836B
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 “Some common types of drinking water pipes: Black plastic is HDPE; white is PVC; 

yellow is CPVC; red, maroon, orange, and blue are PEX; green is PP; and grey is polybutylene. The metal pipes are lead, iron 

and copper.” 128 

Before the greywater reaches the greywater reservoir, it should be subject to preliminary cleaning by 

way of a filter. The fine purification should then encompass two stages:  

(1) Biological treatment: in the greywater collection reservoir, a population of micro-organisms should 
build up, to break down the majority of organic substances (soap, skin residue, oils etc.). The health of 
the micro-organisms should be regularly monitored and maintained with booster applications. 

(2) Physical treatment: a membrane filter with sufficiently small pore diameter not permitting the 
bacteria from the collection reservoir to be transferred to the operational reservoir, ensures water 
quality. 

 

Sustainable agriculture 

Despite the dramatic growth in demand for water from industrial and domestic activities over the last 

century, agriculture remains the most significant global use. As pointed out above, 70% of fresh water 

supply worldwide is used by agriculture. Humans have a minimum basic water requirement of around 

50 litres per day to meet the needs of hydration, cooking, personal hygiene and washing, but around 

50 times this amount is needed to produce enough food for a day129.  

Sustainable agriculture is a solution here, and in this framework, we need a future-proof infrastructure 

for sustainable irrigation. By “sustainable”, we are referring to a solution that brings human needs in 

line with planetary boundaries130. We cannot one-sidedly rely on a farming perspective, claiming 

irrigation is “sustainable” when it provides uninterrupted access to water resources, at a price not 

exceeding the marginal revenue generated, without accounting for environmental externalities131. To 

be resilient in the long term, we need to look at sustainability from the point of view of water 

 
128 https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/plastic-pipes-are-polluting-drinking-water-systems-after-
wildfires/. 
129 Water consumption: Why we should measure every drop, 25 June 2019, GRESB - Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) performance assessment of real assets, providing standardised and validated data to capital 
markets.https://gresb.com/water-consumption-why-should-measure-every-drop/ . 
130 Weak and Strong Sustainability of Irrigation: A Framework for Irrigation Practices Under Limited Water 
Availability, Eros Borsato / Lorenzo Rosa / Francesco Marinello / Paolo Tarolli / Paolo D’Odorico, 28 February 
2020, https://doi.org/10.3389/fsufs.2020.00017 . 
131 See also: Protecting the Earth, Edda Müller, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, 
https://www.fes.de/fulltext/stabsabteilung/00511toc.htm . 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/plastic-pipes-are-polluting-drinking-water-systems-after-wildfires/
https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/plastic-pipes-are-polluting-drinking-water-systems-after-wildfires/
https://gresb.com/water-consumption-why-should-measure-every-drop/
https://doi.org/10.3389/fsufs.2020.00017
https://www.fes.de/fulltext/stabsabteilung/00511toc.htm
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resources, where irrigation is only truly sustainable if it does not deplete freshwater stocks or 

environmental flows.  

 132 

And perhaps now is a good time to get off our post-modern high horse, and turn to past generations’ 

traditional wisdom for inspiration and indeed help with the survival in harsh and hostile conditions – a 

wisdom that seems to have fallen through the cracks in our growth-driven, consumerist society: 

 133 “(…) Rosa Lasaponara, from the Institute of 

Methodologies for Environmental Analysis in Italy, said the holes appear to have allowed the Nazca to survive in the 

notoriously drought hit region. She said the water drawn to the surface by the funnel-shaped holes turned the area into a 

flourishing landscape able to support agriculture. Talking to BBC: 'What is clearly evident today is that the puquio system 

must have been much more developed than it appears today. 'Exploiting an inexhaustible water supply throughout the year, 

the puquio system contributed to an intensive agriculture of the valleys in one of the most arid places in the world.” 

 

Water Quality – Sewage (see also our comments on theme 2, policy option 11 below) 

The question of water efficiency/supply cannot neatly be separated from the question of water quality 

(see policy option 11 below): pollution from human activities is increasingly impacting on surface and 

groundwater quality, and posing serious threats to humans and ecosystems, which further affects 

supply.  

 
132 Source: Machu Picchu’s Remarkable Water Supply and Drainage Systems, Omrania, Riyad, 21 January 2020, 
https://omrania.com/inspiration/machu-picchus-remarkable-water-supply-and-drainage-systems/ . 
133 https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20160408-the-ancient-peruvian-mystery-solved-from-space , see also 
https://archaeologynewsnetwork.blogspot.com/2016/04/ancient-spirals-in-peruvian-desert-used.html . 

https://omrania.com/inspiration/machu-picchus-remarkable-water-supply-and-drainage-systems/
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20160408-the-ancient-peruvian-mystery-solved-from-space
https://archaeologynewsnetwork.blogspot.com/2016/04/ancient-spirals-in-peruvian-desert-used.html
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In the context of water efficiency, we therefore also need to take into account the impact on aquifers 

and watercourses from the run-off of fertilisers, herbicides, pesticides and other excessive inputs from 

farming (see policy option 11 for detail). 

According to a recent Environment Agency report, the water industry in England is failing to cut 

pollution from spills of raw sewage into rivers and coastal waters, with Thames Water now being 

fined £2.3m for a raw sewage pollution incident occurring in 2016134. The prosecution and sentencing 

of Thames Water had been delayed until this week, for reasons including the pandemic.  

The judge said Thames Water’s breach of environmental standards constituted “high negligence”, and 

the company had already received a record £20m fine in March 2017135, for a series of pollution 

incidents at sewage facilities in Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire that led to the pumping of 1.9bn 

litres of untreated sewage into the Thames.  

The Environment Agency’s annual performance assessment of the industry136 states that “(…) 

according to the report, which found that more than half of the serious pollution incidents in 2020 

were caused by Anglian and Thames Water137”. 

 “River Wharfe in Ilkley, 

Yorkshire. The site has been given bathing status, which means it will be subjected to a much tougher water-testing 

regime.138” 

 
134 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/26/thames-water-fined-23m-for-raw-sewage-
pollution-incident . 
135 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-39352755 . 
136 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/water-and-sewerage-companies-in-england-environmental-
performance-report-2020 . 
137 Water industry in England failing on raw sewage pollution, Environment Agency finds, Sandra Laville, The 
Guardian, 13 July 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/13/water-industry-england-raw-
sewage-pollution-environment-agency . 
138 Source: Sewage island: how Britain came to spew its raw waste into the sea, Amy Fleming, The Guardian, 19 
April 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/19/sewage-island-how-britain-spews-
untreated-waste-rivers-sea . 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/26/thames-water-fined-23m-for-raw-sewage-pollution-incident
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/26/thames-water-fined-23m-for-raw-sewage-pollution-incident
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-39352755
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/water-and-sewerage-companies-in-england-environmental-performance-report-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/water-and-sewerage-companies-in-england-environmental-performance-report-2020
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/13/water-industry-england-raw-sewage-pollution-environment-agency
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/13/water-industry-england-raw-sewage-pollution-environment-agency
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/19/sewage-island-how-britain-spews-untreated-waste-rivers-sea
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/19/sewage-island-how-britain-spews-untreated-waste-rivers-sea
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We very much welcome that the Consultation Document takes these concerns seriously, and we 

support the proposed preferred policy option 03, requiring the most ambitious minimum water 

standards for new development, both residential and non-residential. This should be supplemented 

with measures to address existing demand management and possibly retrofit measures. 

We do not believe alternative policy option 03-1 is ambitious enough when merely calling for water 

neutrality, especially in the absence, as yet, of a funded study on how to measure water neutrality. 

We oppose alternative policy option 03-2 as not ambitious enough in view of the climate emergency. 

 

• Policy option 04 - Flood Risk  

  139 

As we have highlighted in the introduction, over 23,000 properties in England have beeen affected by 

flooding in the last five years140. There is an acceptance that new green infrastructure (IF7) is needed 

for flood prevention, but no strategy to achieve this seems to be envisaged, and no obvious examples 

can be found in the list of potential projects.  

We cannot rely on the current National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) guidelines on flood 

protection which assume that major flooding incidents will only occur once in a hundred years. Even 

though the NPPF has added a 40% buffer to this scenario to take account of climate change, it is likely 

that this will be exceeded many times in that period, given that serious flooding is now a regular 

occurrence. It also fails to take into account the long-term effects of regular, smaller localised flooding 

that causes misery to residents in many key areas of Oxfordshire on an almost annual basis.  

This also has a knock-on effect for the viability of developments in increasingly flood prone areas, as 

insurance companies have refused, and continue to refuse, cover for new and existing buildings, for 

understandable reasons. This ties in with our recommendation of a ban on new development at least 

in functional floodplains. 

Instead, a focus is placed on increasing flood storage capacity (IF3) which does not address the causes 

of flooding, and which will not realistically keep pace with increasingly extreme and / or prolonged 

rainfall resulting from climate change. Clearly, there is a large unmet need in systems to slow surface 

run-off under IF3. Additionally, the creation of new community woodlands and increased tree planting 

 
139 Source: https://www.theconstructionindex.co.uk/news/view/mps-wants-new-building-regs-for-flood-plain-
houses . 
140 https://www.local.gov.uk/climate-related-incidents-affecting-councils . 

https://www.theconstructionindex.co.uk/news/view/mps-wants-new-building-regs-for-flood-plain-houses
https://www.theconstructionindex.co.uk/news/view/mps-wants-new-building-regs-for-flood-plain-houses
https://www.local.gov.uk/climate-related-incidents-affecting-councils
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would help slow run-off, whilst also providing health benefits, biodiversity gains and carbon 

sequestration141.  

Up-stream ‘leaky dams’ should be installed where appropriate142, including by populating flood plains 

with beaver colonies as “natural helpers” 143, as beaver dams slow the flow of floodwater through the 

district, reducing “peak flows” during flood events. As a further collateral benefit, a team of scientists 

overseen by Prof Richard Brazier of the University of Exeter has also found that beavers play a 

significant role in filtering pollutants from the river, including manure, slurry and fertilisers. After a 

five-year project (2015-2020) to investigate the effects of a wild-living population of beavers on the 

River Otter144, the study concludes that despite some costs to this approach, such as minor flooding of 

some farmland, any costs are outweighed by the quantifiable benefits beavers bring to the River Otter, 

including eco-tourism and “ecosystem services”, such as flood alleviation. 

Additionally, there is a gap in schemes focusing on keeping cities and towns cool during the increasingly 

frequent heatwaves, requiring further green infrastructure. We welcome collaboration with Thames 

Water to ensure potable water supplies meet demand; however, more needs to be done to address 

issues of overflowing sewers, as a result of increased rainfall due to climate change, resulting in 

increased pollution of our waterways, and flooding. 

We endorse the Consultation Paper’s approach145 that natural flood management works best when a 

‘catchment-based approach’ is taken, i.e., where efforts are coordinated to manage the flow of water 

along the whole length of a river catchment from its source to sea. We very much welcome the 

Consultation Paper’s commitment for Oxfordshire authorities to work with the Environment Agency 

and other stakeholders to implement this approach. 

  146 

 
141 https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/documents/1756/woodland_flood_control_iale_paper_2006.pdf . 
142 https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/publications/2018/07/natural-flood-management-leaky-dams/ . 
143 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/17/beavers-cut-flooding-and-pollution-and-boost-
wildlife-populations . 
144 https://www.exeter.ac.uk/research/creww/research/beavertrial/ . 
145 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 44, paragraph 145. 
146 Source: https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2015/12/27/why-building-on-flood-plains-may-
not-be-such-a-good-idea/ . 

https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/documents/1756/woodland_flood_control_iale_paper_2006.pdf
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/publications/2018/07/natural-flood-management-leaky-dams/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/17/beavers-cut-flooding-and-pollution-and-boost-wildlife-populations
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/17/beavers-cut-flooding-and-pollution-and-boost-wildlife-populations
https://www.exeter.ac.uk/research/creww/research/beavertrial/
https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2015/12/27/why-building-on-flood-plains-may-not-be-such-a-good-idea/
https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2015/12/27/why-building-on-flood-plains-may-not-be-such-a-good-idea/
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We favour the preferred policy option 04 providing a strategic planning framework for managing flood 

risk in Oxfordshire, insofar as it incorporates recommendations from the Environment Agency to 

increase the resilience of existing developments in Flood Zone 3b; however, this is not going far 

enough: as to point 4) of policy option 04, we would caution that new development should not be 

undertaken in flood plains, or at the very least not in functional floodplains (“flood zone 3b”), which 

are the most at risk of flooding. 

A series of experts, MPs and local authorities have said that these new developments often increase 

the flood risk to surrounding areas because water that would be otherwise absorbed by the land 

instead runs off more quickly into rivers that then burst their banks147. 

We would like to see much more ambitious measures here, and are calling for an immediate end to 

building on land considered to be at high risk148 of flooding. We both need to ban new development 

in (functional) flood plains, and reinforce resilience measures for already existing build, especially given 

alarming figures given by the Environment Agency, whose analysis indicates that there could be a large 

increase – of up to 50% – in the number of houses built on flood plains over the next 50 years, despite 

government policy not to build on floodplains unless “unavoidable”. 

The disconnect between the developers who financially benefit from new housing developments, 

and those who face the consequences of it not being sustainable or insurable, is unacceptable and 

cannot continue. 

Projects such as the Earth Trust’s Rivers of Life (I & II)149 have multiple benefits for everything from 

flood risk, water quality, biodiversity and carbon sequestration, as well as potential economic and 

educational value, and should be supported by policy. 

Finally, we would also like to highlight the particularly dangerous consequences resulting from the 

flooding of brownfield sites (for detail, see our comments on Theme 5, policy option 29 below), which 

can result in preventable human casualties. We urge you to consider strong preventive action in line 

with the precautionary principle to avoid such disastrous outcomes. 

It is unsurprising that the government has come under fire from the National Farmers’ Union150, who, 

among other criticism, blamed a “third world” approach to water management for the devastation 

caused by flooding. 

As for alternative policy option 04-1, we do not consider it ambitious enough. 

  

 
147 https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/25/avoid-building-homes-on-flood-plains-says-
environment-agency-head . 
148 This equates to 10% of land in England; analysis by the Guardian found that more than 84,000 homes had 
been built in these high-risk flood zones between 2013 and 2018, with the annual total having doubled in that 
time. 
149 https://earthtrust.org.uk/projects/river-of-life-ll/ . 
150 https://waterbriefing.org/home/water-issues/item/18074-national-farmers-union-calls-for-urgent-action-
on-integrated-water-management-to-secure-uk-food-production . 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/25/avoid-building-homes-on-flood-plains-says-environment-agency-head
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/25/avoid-building-homes-on-flood-plains-says-environment-agency-head
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/19/one-in-ten-new-homes-in-england-built-on-land-with-high-flood-risk
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/E9wEj88Jg20/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fearthtrust.org.uk%2Fprojects%2Friver-of-life-ll%2F
https://waterbriefing.org/home/water-issues/item/18074-national-farmers-union-calls-for-urgent-action-on-integrated-water-management-to-secure-uk-food-production
https://waterbriefing.org/home/water-issues/item/18074-national-farmers-union-calls-for-urgent-action-on-integrated-water-management-to-secure-uk-food-production
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II. THEME TWO: IMPROVING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

 

We very much welcome the importance accorded to environmental quality, in terms of both the direct 

beneficial contribution of green and blue spaces to carbon sequestration and human wellbeing (mental 

health etc.), and the wider aspects of biodiversity as the life support system of our planetary home. 

However, the intrinsic value of the natural world as a living ecosystem should also be recognised for 

its own sake – the term “biosphere”, for instance, would reflect a less anthropocentric view than the 

one suggested by the terms “natural capital” and “ecosystem services”.  

It is good to see a recognition of the mutual reinforcement of benefits, with solutions to tackle climate 

change and the loss of biodiversity also benefiting human health and wellbeing. However, beyond 

theoretical aspirations, the Plan needs firm commitments to concrete measures and timelines. The 

priority, far above economic growth (however “sustainable”), must be to bring planning policy into 

line with the climate and ecological emergency. Lip service without investment into green 

infrastructure, invoking lack of “viability”, will prove fatal for both Oxfordshire’s economy and 

population within relatively short order, as the climate tips. 

It is vital that improving environmental quality also commits to enhancing access to nature for people, 

through the creation of open access spaces and better access to blue spaces. The River Thames is a 

key nature recovery network, but access to the river is severely restricted, forcing people into 

“honeypot” locations. Better access to all natural spaces151, including the River Thames, is vital to 

human health and wellbeing and climate resilience. 

 152 

 
151 https://mobile.twitter.com/guyshrubsole/status/1435623516573999109 , https://www.gov.uk/right-of-
way-open-access-land/use-your-right-to-roam . 
152 Source: Reduction of disparities in access to green spaces: Their geographic insertion and recreational 
functions matter, Roland NGOM / Pierre GOSSELIN / Claudia BLAIS, Applied Geography, Volume 66, January 
2016, p. 35-51. 

https://mobile.twitter.com/guyshrubsole/status/1435623516573999109
https://www.gov.uk/right-of-way-open-access-land/use-your-right-to-roam
https://www.gov.uk/right-of-way-open-access-land/use-your-right-to-roam
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All district councils and the county council should have a climate and ecological emergency officer 

(CEEO). All decisions taken by those councils should need to assess the climate implications before the 

financial, legal and equality and inclusion implications. CEEOs  should have responsibility for overseeing 

that all council decisions are compatible with the emergency, and should attend important meetings 

such as planning meetings. All district councils and the County Council also need to educate the public 

about the state of emergency that we are in, and the radical measures that need to be taken. The 

CEEOs should make sure this is discussed in schools and village halls across the county. 

The emergency declared by the council also implies a commitment that it is prepared to do everything 

in its power to expedite the reduction in emissions for which it could be held responsible, both in the 

UK and abroad. This must be reflected in its procurement and waste disposal policies.  

Most councils limit their response to climate change to their “own operations”. This does not take into 

account wider policy impacts, particularly in terms of development, especially on green field sites. 

There needs to be a wider vision and acceptance that policy positions on issues like development and 

procurement can have an equally damaging impact on the local and global environment, and this 

should be included in all local authority environmental audits. 

There needs to be a comprehensive land use policy for the environment, involving councils, 

landowners, farmers, conservation bodies and wildlife trusts to decide a good balance of the many 

demands on land. As well as development, conservation, nature recovery, etc., it needs to cover trees 

and crops grown both for food and also for other purposes such as fabrics (e.g. flax) and building 

materials (e.g. hemp), so reducing the need for some imports. Farmland bought simply for tree 

planting for offsetting purposes should be subject to planning restrictions, and we reiterate our 

concerns about offsetting in this respect – local opportunities to sequester carbon should be 

privileged. 

The County Council, although not a planning authority, nevertheless has an important role in its 

dealings with national government, lobbying for climate change mitigation measures. The Oxfordshire 

Green Party Manifesto for 2017153, for example, states that Green councillors will:  

• Be a clear voice lobbying central government to take the lead in international climate change 

treaties to seek a consensus amongst nations and a clear global plan to reduce carbon 

emissions. 

• Call for the establishment of annual targets for global and national greenhouse gas emissions 

reductions in all relevant sectors, and help establish effective enforcement mechanisms.  

More needs to be said in the Plan about food and farming, as these are an important part of the rural 

economy. At a time of immense climate change and its effects worldwide, the food security, resilience, 

and food sovereignty of Oxfordshire and the UK is vitally important154, in the face of the threat of a 

 
 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S014362281530014X . 
153 https://www.greenoxfordshire.com/2017_oxfordshire_manifesto , p. 22. 
154 Cf. IPCC Special Report on climate change, desertification, land degradation, sustainable land management, 
food security, and greenhouse gas fluxes in terrestrial ecosystems, https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/ . 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S014362281530014X
https://www.greenoxfordshire.com/2017_oxfordshire_manifesto
https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/
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collapsing food system, and the resulting need to build resilient local food systems. This need has 

also been recognised by the recommendation in the government’s National Food Strategy155 that all 

local authorities should have their own food strategy. It argues that “a nature-positive, carbon-

negative food system” is perfectly achievable. This would suggest that in Oxfordshire, all good 

agricultural land should be used primarily for food production, and not developed for housing, business 

parks, etc. All farmland and open country should be treated as potentially environmentally sensitive 

land.  

Also, according to sectoral organisation AgFunderNews (AFN), “(…) An overreliance on herbicides and 

pesticides has led to an increase worldwide in the number of weeds and insects that are resistant to 

the chemicals intended to contain them. This outcome, in turn, is reducing the production of wheat, 

corn, soybeans, and other plants that are critical to feeding a growing global population. 

 Polyculture garden at the Eden Project156, with flowers and 

greens interplanted to decrease susceptibility to pests and diseases, eliminating the need for pesticides. 

A loss of biodiversity / the destruction of insect and animal habitats by commercial and residential 

construction are not only (1) reducing carbon sinks and (2) making recurring pandemics more likely, 

but also (3) lower agricultural production. 75% of food crops rely on pollinators, mainly bees, and the 

present extinction rates for pollinator species are 100 to 1,000 times higher than normal due to human 

impacts157.” Aside from herbicide and pesticide use, farming is also a major contributor to 

eutrophication of water sources through phosphorous and nitrate158. 

 
155 https://www.nationalfoodstrategy.org/ . 
156 Credit: Eden Project, Cornwall, https://www.edenproject.com/ . 
157 https://agfundernews.com/its-time-to-plant-the-seeds-of-growth-in-sustainable-agriculture.html . 
158 https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/++preview++/environment-and-business/challenges-and-
choices/user_uploads/phosphorus-pressure-rbmp-2021.pdf . 

https://www.nationalfoodstrategy.org/
https://www.edenproject.com/
https://agfundernews.com/its-time-to-plant-the-seeds-of-growth-in-sustainable-agriculture.html
https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/++preview++/environment-and-business/challenges-and-choices/user_uploads/phosphorus-pressure-rbmp-2021.pdf
https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/++preview++/environment-and-business/challenges-and-choices/user_uploads/phosphorus-pressure-rbmp-2021.pdf
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Peri-urban farming 

Urban and peri-urban agriculture (UPA) is the cultivation of crops and herbs, rearing of animals for 

food/other uses, as well as fisheries and forestry within/surrounding the boundaries of cities. It also 

comprises a multitude of food production activities, and both medicinal and ornamental plants for 

home consumption and the market.  Crucially, in the face of impending food shortages, it contributes 

to fresh food availability in the urban environment, but at the same time to the greening of cities and 

the productive reuse of urban waste.  

In the UK, the Fringe Farming project looks at current barriers to peri-urban farming, identifies land 

opportunities and local actions, and develops national policy to enable agroecological farming at the 

edge of cities as part of a green economic recovery:  

“We want to see the creation of a wave of new market garden enterprises that connect the 

urban and the rural with growing and trading healthy food closer to markets, generating long-

term green jobs and resilient economies, and contributing public goods in the process159.”  

With a new generation of farmers and growers looking for suitable sites to meet increased demand 

for healthy, ecological and culturally appropriate foods160, one of the key challenges to developing 

localised food systems is finding and accessing land to support equitable opportunities in the sector.  

Currently, gaps in access to information or buy-in from local councils and businesses means that 

opportunities for integrating the social and ecological benefits of peri-urban farming into resilient food 

systems are being missed. 

To some extent, farming is covered in the Nature Recovery Network (NRN) section. However, type of 

farming is important: agriculture needs to be encouraged to move away from monocultures and 

intensive livestock farming with its pollution of soil and water and damage to humans and wildlife 

through cocktails of toxic chemicals, and to encourage agroforestry and the adoption of drought-

tolerant, flood-resilient and naturally disease-resistant, non-GMO crops, combined with IPM and 

companion planting, to avoid the use of pesticides which damage soil health – the latter being a pre-

requisite for successful and long-term carbon sequestration (for more detailed comments, see our 

comments below on policy option 7). 

Small mixed farms, especially using agroecological/organic methods, contribute greatly to 

biodiversity and contribute to soil and water health, while large-scale intensive farming does the 

opposite. More small “regenerative” farms will also provide more rural employment than large 

intensive ones, and young people should be encouraged in schools and colleges to take up farming (or 

forestry or agroforestry) as a career.  

Access to land is key here for those wishing to embark on a career as farmers or growers, so council 

land should be made available for rent at reasonable cost for smallholdings (and also for allotments). 

 
159 https://www.sustainweb.org/foodandfarmingpolicy/fringe-farming-peri-urban-food-growing/ . 
160 https://foodfoundation.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Food-Foundation-COVID-19-Veg-Box-Scheme-
report.pdf . 

https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/yFPZk4t3XGQ/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sustainweb.org%2Ffoodandfarmingpolicy%2Ffringe-farming-peri-urban-food-growing%2F
https://foodfoundation.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Food-Foundation-COVID-19-Veg-Box-Scheme-report.pdf
https://foodfoundation.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Food-Foundation-COVID-19-Veg-Box-Scheme-report.pdf
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Responsible authorities should also organise a scheme for socially minded landowners with land to 

spare to similarly make plots available (on leases long enough to be worthwhile).  

161 A consortium of 13 partners from 9 

countries launched AFINET (AgroForestry Innovation NETworks), a thematic network for knowledge transfer between 

scientists and practitioners in agroforestry. Agroforestry, is a climate-smart agriculture (CSA) practice which deliberately 

integrates woody vegetation (trees or shrubs) with crop and/or animal systems, to benefit from the resulting ecological and 

economic interactions. 

We should encourage and support a greater emphasis on arable agriculture and a move away from 

intensive livestock farming. Meat and dairy production and consumption form part of the primary 

emitters of greenhouse gases, as well as contributing to many health and welfare issues for both 

animals and humans. This adds a greater emphasis on the retention of good farming land for 

agriculture, rather than turning it over for development. 

 

• Policy option 05 - Protection and Enhancement of Landscape Characters  

Oxfordshire has been entrusted with the most varied and beautiful landscape, and it is important to 

retain the rural character of the landscape, villages and towns; development should only be allowed 

where this meets a real local need, such as affordable housing for local people. We welcome the draft 

Plan’s impact assessment strategy, but would call for measures going beyond mere impact assessment, 

to prevent negative impacts and/or indeed a free-for-all for development in other areas.  

We would also like to highlight that there is a conflict in where villages are being allowed to keep their 

heritage character, but houses are being bought as second homes / holiday accommodation, with 

local people priced out. Successfully encouraging young people to take up farming and other local 

work depends on the provision of affordable homes for them to live in – to ensure this is the case, we 

 
161 Source: https://www.agricology.co.uk/field/blog/innovations-uk-agroforestry. See also 
https://euraf.isa.utl.pt/afinet and https://www.gov.uk/guidance/agroforestry-and-the-basic-payment-scheme . 

https://www.agricology.co.uk/field/blog/innovations-uk-agroforestry
https://euraf.isa.utl.pt/afinet
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/agroforestry-and-the-basic-payment-scheme
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would encourage decision-makers to consider taking measures concerning second homes similar to 

the ones taken in Wales, for example162. 

The protection of Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and their settings should be enforced. 

Major development in greenfield areas adjoining AONBs should be avoided to protect the landscape 

setting of the protected area, as per the recommendations of the CPRE163. Moreover, we call upon 

authorities to add in the 36 mi2 Regional Nature Park at Otmoor, Bernwood and Stowood164.  

In areas that have already seen a large amount of new development such as in Didcot, Bicester, 

Wantage and Grove, enhancement should take the form of the creation of large (500 acres or more) 

areas of open-access, nature-rich space for recreation, and access to nature for people. These areas 

would be publicly owned, and former agricultural land would be repurposed, rewilded and enhanced 

and with opportunities for sustainable, health-enhancing leisure activities such as swimming, cycling, 

picnicking, walking, tree planting etc. The key is that these large green spaces would be open access 

and, in this sense are preferable, but without limiting new Green Belt allocation. 

The preferred policy option of protection and enhancement of landscapes should be supported.  

It is vital that people and wildlife have access to wild green spaces as well as parklands. Cultivated 

and manicured green spaces cannot be seen as replacements for wild areas which are being 

destroyed for development, and replaced with pocket parks and lawns.  

 

• Policy option 06 - Protection and Enhancement of Historic Environment  

The same rationale as laid out under policy option 5 applies mutatis mutandis to the protection and 

enhancement of our historic environment, and the preferred policy of historic environment strategy 

should be supported. 

 

• Policy option 07 - Nature Recovery  

The intention of creating a Nature Recovery Network is excellent. To be put into practice, however, 

this needs a tight, legally enforced strategy of landowners, ecologists, Thames Water and the planning 

authorities etc. working together (see comments above on the need for a land use policy), and 

mechanisms for nature recovery by way of an Oxfordshire Nature Recovery Strategy need to be 

provided.  

The Consultation Document states that, for viable nature recovery, ‘well-connected’ ecological 

networks are necessary, and proposes a focus on Conservation Target Areas and Freshwater Areas.  

 
162 https://news.sky.com/story/wales-vows-to-tackle-rise-of-second-homes-as-locals-warn-theyre-being-
priced-out-of-their-communities-12349622 . 
163 https://www.cpre.org.uk/resources/beauty-still-betrayed-the-state-of-our-aonbs-2021/ . 
164 https://www.bioabundance.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2021/02/Regional-National-Park-
Proposal_february-2021.pdf . 

https://news.sky.com/story/wales-vows-to-tackle-rise-of-second-homes-as-locals-warn-theyre-being-priced-out-of-their-communities-12349622
https://news.sky.com/story/wales-vows-to-tackle-rise-of-second-homes-as-locals-warn-theyre-being-priced-out-of-their-communities-12349622
https://www.cpre.org.uk/resources/beauty-still-betrayed-the-state-of-our-aonbs-2021/
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.bioabundance.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2021/02/Regional-National-Park-Proposal_february-2021.pdf&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1632004180523000&usg=AOvVaw3j80On1X6rnUVOli8TV1-G
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.bioabundance.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2021/02/Regional-National-Park-Proposal_february-2021.pdf&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1632004180523000&usg=AOvVaw3j80On1X6rnUVOli8TV1-G
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However, while the Freshwater Areas are connected, the Conversation Target Areas are currently not: 

establishing corridors is mentioned166, but it is not clear how this would be achieved. Some of the 

Spatial Strategy Options will increase road traffic and development between towns and probably 

disrupt connectivity. Also, ‘wildlife’ is mentioned, but different species will have different spatial needs 

and will be differently affected by development. 

Also, it is difficult to see how nature recovery is to be reconciled with growth in practice, even “good 

growth”. This is particularly incompatible if Oxfordshire buys into the concept of the Oxford–

Cambridge Arc, with its planned level of development.  

The draft Oxfordshire 2050 Plan recognises the importance of protecting the natural world that has 

still survived, as well as trying to recover what has been lost. 

This needs emphasising; when considering tree cover, for example, it is infinitely more valuable to 

retain ancient trees and their centuries-old relationships with other wildlife than plant new ones 

elsewhere, which will take decades or centuries to attain the same natural value, even if they survive. 

The destruction of ancient and even established woodland should be prohibited – for one thing, its 

deadwood is as important as its living trees: to quote an ecological consultant (Judy Webb): “When 

you calculate the total biodiversity, including all the fungi, insects that feed on fungi and insects in 

deadwood then we calculate 90% of the total biodiversity in any rich woodland is in the deadwood.” 

 
165 https://www.wildoxfordshire.org.uk/sample-page-2/single-slide-of-nrn-map/ of 26 November 2020. 
166 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 60. 

https://www.wildoxfordshire.org.uk/sample-page-2/single-slide-of-nrn-map/
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And allowing areas of hedging or woodland to expand naturally, preferably in areas where woodlands 

already exist, is likely to be more resilient than planting new ones. Especially in locations where natural 

expansion is less likely (but also elsewhere), agroforestry, planting orchards, and tree planting to help 

prevent flooding are very valuable, and need to be embraced and promoted, and new planting to link 

existing wildlife sites together into the NRN is an excellent way forward. 

Similarly, creating a freshwater network is very much to be welcomed – as long as these works do not 

compromise other biodiversity-rich habitats, or release soil-carbon stored in these areas. A wildflower 

meadow, even cut for hay once a year, can capture and store 3 tonnes of carbon, or 11 tonnes of 

CO2 per hectare annually167  

 Carbon sink168. 

And as mentioned in our comments under theme 1, policy option 4, the introduction of beavers could 

be beneficial in encouraging biodiversity, helping to prevent flooding, and improving water quality. 

It is important to make sure that any new developments are not only subject to a strict impact 

assessment, but kept well away from wildlife sites. Permission for developments too close to important 

wildlife sites must be refused, as the latter would be threatened not only by run-off and other forms 

of pollution, but trampling by residents living too close.  

Strategic schemes for habitat restoration now need to be developed and integrated with other 

infrastructure such as flood alleviation and transport. What is urgently needed for locations such as 

less fertile agricultural land (e.g., immediately around Didcot, Bicester or Wantage), vulnerable to yet 

more development, and having already absorbed a significant amount of growth, is improved access 

to quality nature for citizens, through the creation of new, large (500 acres or more) areas of nature-

rich protected and public parkland. 

In this context, we would like to express our support for creating a 36 sq mile Regional Nature Park 

comprising Otmoor and the Royal Forests of Bernwood and Stowood, proposed at an earlier 

consultation by Oliver de Soissons. This has been promoted by: 

 
167 Additional carbon sequestration benefits of grassland diversity restoration, De Deyn et. al., 2010:, J. Applied 
Ecology. 
168 Source: https://www.edenproject.com/mission/our-projects/national-wildflower-centre . 

https://www.edenproject.com/mission/our-projects/national-wildflower-centre
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● Bioabundance Community Interest Company, a group of over 80 Oxfordshire Parish Councils 

and individuals (chiefly in South Oxfordshire). The group includes a wealth of ecologists and 

planners. 

● Both the City and South Oxfordshire Councils have shown interest in the Park and passed 

motions concerning it. 

● Within the relevant area, every parish council and all individuals responding to the suggestion, 

support it. 

● Natural England and others have been consulted informally upon it, and are very positive. Local 

NE staff propose expanding the park to the north (outside Oxfordshire) into the Brill Hills and 

the Ray Wetlands, further increasing its viability. 

The Park fits in with Government’s wish for a number of new natural protected areas, and could be 

supported from national funding. Such a park, with appropriate rail and cycle links, could provide 

access to nature for 300,000 people in Oxfordshire. As an area already rich in nature, it would provide 

a vital ‘reservoir’ for wildlife, to refuel depleted areas via the nature recovery networks. The plan 

includes a suggestion for a waterpark. 

Intensive agriculture and habitat degradation 

Further, we very much welcome that the Consultation Paper recognises the considerable impact of 

intensive agricultural methods on habitat degradation169. In this context, we would also like to 

address an elephant in the room which the Consultation Paper stops short of mentioning at this stage 

(it being a Reg. 18 Part consultation), but we believe it needs flagging early on in the process, to inform 

policy making at Reg. 19 stage: we believe that pesticides policies have a strong, and so far, 

underestimated role to play for nature recovery and carbon sequestration.  

Despite long-standing initiatives to have pesticide-free towns, cities, and indeed regions - such as 

Cornwall’s county-wide pollinator strategy that includes trialling alternative weed control systems, the 

Isle of Wight’s county-wide abandoning of the use of glyphosate on all highways, opting for mechanical 

and hand-weeding, and the Lewes and Farnham and Waverly districts 170 - a lot of councils still have 

no pesticide policy, and/or still deploy highly hazardous pesticides (HHPs), despite resources being 

available to help local authorities phase out HHPs171, and the fact that the indiscriminate use of 

pesticides leads to the degradation of soil’s microbial ecosystems172. Studies like a recent one of 

February 2021 have repeatedly found an overall negative effect of, e.g., glyphosate on soil fungal 

communities173.  

 
169 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 53, paragraph 178. 
170 https://www.pan-uk.org/pesticide-free-towns-success-stories/ - editor’s note: this overview also includes 
regions / districts (such as the Lewes district), and county-wide success stories of pesticide bans and 
restrictions. 
171 https://issuu.com/pan-uk/docs/pft_a_toolkit_for_local_authorities?e=28041656/43992989 , 
https://www.pan-uk.org/site/wp-content/uploads/Alternatives-to-herbicides-a-guide-for-the-amenity-
sector.pdf , https://www.pan-uk.org/information-for-local-authorities/ . 
172 https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm , Önder, M.; Ceyhan, E.; Kahraman, A. Effects of Agricultural 
Practices on Environment. Biol. Environ. Chem. 2011, 24, 28–32. 
173 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0325754120301255 . 

https://www.pan-uk.org/pesticide-free-towns-success-stories/
https://issuu.com/pan-uk/docs/pft_a_toolkit_for_local_authorities?e=28041656/43992989
https://www.pan-uk.org/site/wp-content/uploads/Alternatives-to-herbicides-a-guide-for-the-amenity-sector.pdf
https://www.pan-uk.org/site/wp-content/uploads/Alternatives-to-herbicides-a-guide-for-the-amenity-sector.pdf
https://www.pan-uk.org/information-for-local-authorities/
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/19sBs9sjhZk/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscience%2Farticle%2Fpii%2FS0325754120301255
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These findings are important not only for soil health as such, but also in the light of the IPCC report, as 

bacteria and fungi recycle carbon in soils from living and dead plants. The limelight for absorbing CO2 

is often on plants, but it is the activity by soil microbes (threatened by glyphosate/HHPs) which 

determines whether the carbon is stored underground or released back into the atmosphere175.  

Recent studies, such as the “Impact of Agrochemicals on Soil Microbiota and Management, A 

Review176” have found that: 

 “(…) the soil receives the bulk of complex agrochemical compounds, several of which are 

poisonous to the activity of non-target beneficial soil micro-organisms [13]. (…)” 

“(…) More than 95% of the applied herbicides and 98% of insecticides reach non-target soil 

micro-organisms than their target pest, as they are sprayed proportionately across the entire 

field, irrespective of the affected areas [14]. 

“(…) Hence, of the total quantity of applied pesticides, about 0.1% reaches the target 

organisms while the remaining quantity pollutes the soil and environment.  

 
174 Credit: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048969719342160 . 
175 https://www.ceh.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Why%20do%20soil%20microbes%20matter%20-
%20the%20impact%20of%20climate%20change%20on%20soil%20biodiversity.pdf , 
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm . 
176 Land 2020, 9(2), 34; https://doi.org/10.3390/land9020034 . 

https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B13-land-09-00034
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B14-land-09-00034
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048969719342160
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/4McHruhBX7E/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ceh.ac.uk%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2FWhy%2520do%2520soil%2520microbes%2520matter%2520-%2520the%2520impact%2520of%2520climate%2520change%2520on%2520soil%2520biodiversity.pdf
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/4McHruhBX7E/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ceh.ac.uk%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2FWhy%2520do%2520soil%2520microbes%2520matter%2520-%2520the%2520impact%2520of%2520climate%2520change%2520on%2520soil%2520biodiversity.pdf
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm
https://doi.org/10.3390/land9020034
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This indiscriminate use of pesticides not only disturbs the soil biodiversity but also adversely 

affects soil microcosms comprising of soil micro-fauna in field communities and soil ecosystem 

[15]. Large quantities of pesticides reaching to the soil have a direct effect on soil microbiota, 

which is a biological indicator of soil fertility influencing plant growth and development 

[16,17,18].  

Similarly, several studies have reported the impact of numerous pesticides on subduing soil 

enzyme activity(s) which affects the nutrient status of soil and include hydrolyzes, nitrate 

reductase, urease, oxidoreductases, nitrogenase, and dehydrogenase activities.  

Further, biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) and their associated biotransformation (i.e., 

ammonification, nitrification, denitrification, phosphorus solubilization and S-oxidation) are 

also affected by pesticide applications [19].  

In addition, reduced microbial carbon biomass (MCB) and functional diversities of many non-

target soil microbial populations are affected because of intensive applications of pesticide in 

contemporary agriculture [13]. (…).”  

(sic; emphasis added). 

 

 
177 https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B13-land-09-00034 . 

https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B15-land-09-00034
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B16-land-09-00034
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B17-land-09-00034
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B18-land-09-00034
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B19-land-09-00034
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B13-land-09-00034
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm#B13-land-09-00034
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Overall in this section, we applaud the importance given to connectivity between habitats. This is 

important not just because “Species living within such sites may be threatened by not being able to 

migrate under changing environmental conditions”, but for other reasons, too - such as the ‘island 

effect’, the ‘edge effect’, and the apparent understanding of the importance of a holistic, landscape-

wide approach.  

In principle, we would support preferred policy option 07, and the utilisation of Local Nature 

Partnerships (LNPs) and the draft Nature Recovery Network (NRN)179, but under the caveat that 

authorities provide more detail on what will be done in each zone. 

We remain somewhat disappointed by the paucity of concrete suggestions about what actions need 

to be taken - the main focus of the plan currently seems to be further research to determine which 

areas of the county should belong to which of the three zones. That information is obviously needed 

before action is taken, but not having the full map yet does not mean that we cannot say what we 

plan to do in each type of zone. Particularly with regard to the Core Zone, we would like to emphasize 

that all ancient woodland180 in the county should be included per se, not only those that are part of 

an SSSI or controlled by the Woodland Trust. 

 
178 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2667010021001281 . 
179 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nature-recovery-network . 
180 List of designated ancient woodland, according to government data: https://woodlandr.uk/, or in map 
form:https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?mapService=NE/AncientWoodlandEngland&Mod
e=spatial 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2667010021001281
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nature-recovery-network
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://woodlandr.uk/&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1632004180547000&usg=AOvVaw2xDAYrr6eo6NEzF_fXfLAW
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?mapService%3DNE/AncientWoodlandEngland%26Mode%3Dspatial&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1632004180547000&usg=AOvVaw14w8Vxb4PxHQ584AfwX282
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?mapService%3DNE/AncientWoodlandEngland%26Mode%3Dspatial&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1632004180547000&usg=AOvVaw14w8Vxb4PxHQ584AfwX282
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• Policy option 08 - Biodiversity Gain  

We are currently witnessing the Holocene or Anthropocene mass extinction, which is the sixth mass 

extinction event in the earth’s history, which experts inform us could see three quarters of all species 

disappear181. The significant differences compared to previous mass extinctions are that: 

(1) the present mass extinction is anthropogenic, i.e., human-generated, 
(2) the current rate of species extinction is estimated to be 100 to 1,000 times higher than 
natural background extinction rates, and that 
(3) present species extinction is also higher than at any time since 66 million years ago182. 
 

It comes therefore as no surprise that in ecological terms, humanity has been noted as an 

unprecedented “global super-predator”: human population growth and increasing per capita 

consumption (notably meat consumption) are the primary driver of mass extinction, and 

deforestation, overfishing, ocean acidification, and the decline in amphibian populations being a few 

broader examples of global biodiversity loss.  

We therefore very much welcome the Consultation Document’s intentions regarding biodiversity gain, 

although we would like to highlight that the need for a “gain” in biodiversity is only generated by 

human activity reducing it in the first place. We therefore think it would be conducive to awareness-

raising on this issue to instead use the term “Compensatory Biodiversity Gain in 

Developments/Planning” (or indeed, offsets).  

And again, the difficulty will be to make sure that such offsets are indeed effected in practice. The 

proposed mitigation hierarchy is to be welcomed in the sense that it prioritises offset on site, and it is 

now indispensable to actually privilege on-site offsets, and to actually realise them.  

The UK now has a legally binding target, announced by DEFRA in May 2021, aiming to halt the decline 

of nature in England by 2030. The Plan proposes a biodiversity net gain (BNG) for new development 

of 20%, which we are told will not affect “viability” of developments - a priority setting which, again, 

does not give due regard to the climate emergency.  

Also, there is a real risk that 20% net gain (if properly measured) will not be deliverable for many 

developments, i.e., there needs to be a simple way for off-site upgrades, preferably with developers 

paying a direct contribution to established projects in Nature Recovery Networks (NRNs). 

And even if financial viability were the prime consideration, CPRE points out that the metrics for 

calculating net gain are yet to be thoroughly tested, and indeed DEFRA’s biodiversity metrics have 

received a lot of criticism from ecologists, not least as leading rewilding projects in England, such as 

Knepp estate in Sussex, would barely register for biodiversity under the government’s new 

calculations 183.  

 
181 Cf. Anthony Barnovsky, executive director of  Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve, Standford University, see also 
https://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2016/12/specials/vanishing/ . 
182 https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-52881831 . 
183 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/21/biodiversity-metric-algorithm-natural-england-
developers-blight-valuable-habitats-aoe . 

https://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2016/12/specials/vanishing/
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-52881831
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/21/biodiversity-metric-algorithm-natural-england-developers-blight-valuable-habitats-aoe
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/21/biodiversity-metric-algorithm-natural-england-developers-blight-valuable-habitats-aoe
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We agree with CPRE that developers find ways to distort the system, downgrading the existing 

biodiversity value of the sites they wish to develop, and overstating what their compensatory 

measures can deliver. This is challenging for local authorities, who often lack the in-house expertise 

and resources to undertake robust scrutiny of such proposals. The policy therefore needs to reflect a 

precautionary principle about erring on the side of caution in assessments, and being clear about who 

should take responsibility for making these judgements (i.e. the local authority, not developers or their 

agents), which requires a significant increase in funding.  

It also seems unlikely that any development that ends up in private hands can guarantee lasting net 

gain. Buildings can be extended, planting paved over, and permeable hard standing replaced. Similarly, 

land around new developments can quickly be degraded by over-use, as noted above. Net gains would 

need to be guaranteed in perpetuity, for instance by way of a covenant specifying such land as being 

part of a planning permission. 

We are somewhat disappointed by preferred policy option 08 for not living up to the Consultation 

Document’s stated objective “to set an ambitious target for biodiversity net gain184”. 20% net gain 

does not exceed the national minimum target, and it is therefore somewhat difficult to qualify it as 

“ambitious”. We would support setting a higher target to begin with, or at least to aim at increasing 

the target with evolving practice and experience, bearing in mind that this Joint Statutory Plan covers 

twice the regular duration, and is meant to be valid until 2050. 

We would also like this policy option to declare, or at least acknowledge the extinction crisis, which 

has reached as alarming a level as the climate crisis, and is an indicator of (and probably a good proxy 

for) our alarmingly increasing planetary overshoot185. 

 

• Policy option 09 - Natural Capital and Ecosystem Services  

Apart from the slight damper of the anthropocentric/utilitarian terminology used186, it is excellent that 

local authorities are working with Oxford University on assessing “natural capital”.  

 187 

 
184 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 65, paragraph 223. 
185 https://www.sepa.org.uk/one-planet-prosperity/earth-overshoot-day/ . 
186 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 66, paragraph 232. 
187 Source: https://oecd-events.org/green-finance-and-investment-2020/ . 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/one-planet-prosperity/earth-overshoot-day/
https://oecd-events.org/green-finance-and-investment-2020/
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Notably the carbon sink potential of “natural capital” deserves our full attention in times of climate 

emergency, and with mental health problems costing the county well over a billion pounds a year, the 

business case for investment in ecosystems (referred to by the utilitarian view as “green and blue 

infrastructure”) is certainly proved, even without all the other health and economic benefits listed. 

We welcome the Consultation Paper’s statement that “There is a strong case for investment in green 

infrastructure188 (…)”, and the (potential) benefits listed as a business case189 are very helpful and 

indeed hope-inspiring. We note, however, that a few of the examples do not, technically speaking, fall 

under the definition of green infrastructure (GI), such as cycling infrastructure and speed limits. Also, 

it may be helpful to approach green infrastructure differently for urban and rural areas, respectively.  

 190 

We greatly appreciate the acknowledgement of regulating services in paragraph 235 of the 

Consultation Document. However, two vital regulating services are missed out and should be 

considered as well: (1) the breakdown of waste, and (2) microclimate control (beyond simple cooling 

and shading), e.g., more rain around stands of trees.  

We would in principle support the preferred policy option 09; however, we have concerns that the 

proposed “Natural Capital baseline mapping”, combined with the assessment using an “eco-metric” 

quantifying “environmental value” might lead to a situation where the degradation of habitats would 

not be seen as problematic as such, but only insofar as this would lead to a decrease in the delivery of 

perceived “ecosystem services” by the respective habitat.  

A reductionist utilitarian view has one key strategic weakness: human assessment of the “services” 

that ecosystems deliver has chronically been lagging behind, as illustrated just for instance by the 

recent “discovery” of the role soil microbiome plays in carbon sequestration.  

 
188 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 68, paragraph 247. 
189 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 70, after paragraph 252. 
190 Source: https://www.wetlands.org/blog/blue-green-infrastructure-from-a-single-measure-to-city-wide-
network/blue-green-defined/ . 

https://www.wetlands.org/blog/blue-green-infrastructure-from-a-single-measure-to-city-wide-network/blue-green-defined/
https://www.wetlands.org/blog/blue-green-infrastructure-from-a-single-measure-to-city-wide-network/blue-green-defined/
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As a consequence, the ex-post discovery of “services” that habitats provide in preventing climate 

breakdown often comes too late, with disastrous consequences for human survival. 

We would therefore urge authorities to cover traditional blind spots, and adopt a more precautionary 

approach to the preservation of habitats, even where both their ecological and economic benefits still 

lie as yet undiscovered by human science, which is but an attempt to catch up with nature, and an 

intrinsically late one. 

 “The Fall of Icarus”, Jacob Peter Gouwy 1635-1637191 

 

• Policy option 10 - Green Belt  

As the Oxfordshire Green Party, we are strongly opposed to any future Green Belt reviews. Policy 

option 10 advocates the enhancement of Green Belt areas, but no suggestion is made as to how to 

influence landowners to get involved, while these have strong economic incentives to make huge 

windfall profits when getting permissions for development. A recent analysis of the green belt as an 

instrument of urban planning as against developments in the context of climate change comes to the 

following conclusion:  

“(…) Although the principle of the Green Belt is not under threat, the interpretation of policy is 

open to change and there are clear indications that the pressures for new housing are pushing 

policy makers towards relaxing some of the criteria. In this respect the CPRE has argued that 

the 2017 Housing White Paper could serve fundamentally to weaken the status of Green 

Belt.(45) Initially this appears strange, as the White Paper states that Green Belt boundaries 

should continue to be altered only in ‘exceptional circumstances’ and after all other reasonable 

options for meeting housing need have been ‘examined fully’. However, the definition of 

‘exceptional circumstances’ (para 1.39 of the White Paper) specifically includes ‘housing 

requirements’. The CPRE argues that the test could be used by developers to justify a constant 

 
191 Source: https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-fall-of-icarus/2823dc25-398a-4d88-
a4b2-be314065a62d . 

https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-fall-of-icarus/2823dc25-398a-4d88-a4b2-be314065a62d
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-fall-of-icarus/2823dc25-398a-4d88-a4b2-be314065a62d
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state of Green Belt review. This is a significant change in emphasis from previous policy 

statements that housing demand alone is not sufficient justification to change Green Belt 

boundaries. The CPRE also argues that the requirement to ‘examine fully’ other options may 

be toothless in practice. Since the introduction of the NPPF in 2012, planning inspectors have 

rarely challenged local authorities who have promoted Green Belt release, even where there 

are significant amounts of brownfield land available192” (emphasis added). 

A report by Brentwood Borough Council193 shows that the annual rate of loss of Green Belt has 

doubled since the NPPF came into force in 2012: Green Belt boundaries are now being changed to 

accommodate housing at the fastest rate for at least two decades. At least 800 hectares of green belt 

land have been developed for a range of commercial or industrial projects, such as offices or retail 

parks, since 2009. Nearly three-quarters of the housing proposed on land to be released from the green 

belt will be unaffordable for most people living in the local area: planning consultants Glenigan found 

only 16% of homes built in Green Belt since 2009 were affordable.  

In Cherwell, for example, where the District Council recently agreed to 4400 houses on green belt sites, 

none of the ‘affordable’ homes will be available to local families, but are instead being given over to 

deal with the needs of Oxford City. it cannot be equitable that local residents should be forced to lose 

their green space and rural nature with no stake in the resultant developments, except for those able 

to access the ‘unaffordable’ homes. 

With the New Homes Bonus194, the Government has been giving financial incentives which significantly 

increase Green Belt release and development, contrary to its own commitments. Although perhaps 

not a key factor in itself, it may have encouraged councils to sign up to the 2017 Housing and Growth 

Deal. 

The implementation of planning policy must be wary of overextending the concept of “exceptional 

circumstances” allowing the grant of planning permissions on the Green Belt.  

 

The term “exceptional circumstances” in relation to the Green Belt must be reinterpreted in the light 

of the climate emergency, to be construed exceptionally narrowly and restrictively. Ideally, provisions 

in local planning law should be freezing further strategic green belt releases or additions to previous 

strategic green belt releases. 

 
192 Repurposing the Green Belt in the 21st Century, Peter Bishop / Alona Martinez Perez / Rob Roggema / Lesley 
Williams, UCL Press, 2020, https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv13xprpt , p. 91. 
193 Green Belt Study Part I: London Metropolitan Green Belt over-view’, CE-BW-0585-RP06 – FINAL, Brentwood 
Borough Council, 1 November 2018, section 4.2.12, 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwig1dOcpYnzAhWCA2M
BHYKdACkQFnoECAcQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocument.brentwood.gov.uk%2Fpdf%2F06112018150226000
000.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3MFSFLkQIYVQThWneH8HOY . 
194 Introduced by the Government in 2011, to provide an incentive for local authorities to encourage housing 
growth in their areas, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-homes-bonus-final-allocations-2020-
to-2021 . 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv13xprpt
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwig1dOcpYnzAhWCA2MBHYKdACkQFnoECAcQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocument.brentwood.gov.uk%2Fpdf%2F06112018150226000000.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3MFSFLkQIYVQThWneH8HOY
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwig1dOcpYnzAhWCA2MBHYKdACkQFnoECAcQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocument.brentwood.gov.uk%2Fpdf%2F06112018150226000000.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3MFSFLkQIYVQThWneH8HOY
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwig1dOcpYnzAhWCA2MBHYKdACkQFnoECAcQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocument.brentwood.gov.uk%2Fpdf%2F06112018150226000000.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3MFSFLkQIYVQThWneH8HOY
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-homes-bonus-final-allocations-2020-to-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-homes-bonus-final-allocations-2020-to-2021
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A planning map of Oxford. Highlighted in red: new sites for housing and other developments in 

Oxford. (Picture: Oxford City Council) 
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There are individual case scenarios where rural communities are being hollowed out after young 

people leave the areas, not able to afford continuing to live in their own communities, due to high 

house prices and second home ownership. In such cases, depending on how exceptional the invoked 

circumstances are, and especially considering affordability and local need, there might be a case for 

supporting community-led, local green belt development. 

However, building on green belt land should not be the first resort, and protections that are already 

in place should be supported and strengthened. The interpretative guidance by the NPPF and the 

2017 White Paper means that currently, ample opportunity remains for obtaining permission to build 

on green belt land, under supposedly “exceptional” circumstances, which have evolved into a de 

facto default. 

Enhancing Green Belts would only be positive where this would not compromise wildlife value, and 

under the caveat that, in particular, environmentally valuable green belt land such as hay meadows or 

grazing land around developments must not be used for externalising services for them, such as SUDS, 

cycleways, fitness trails, etc. These should be contained within the developments.  

The Consultation Document quotes196 the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) suggesting that 

“Once Green Belts have been defined, local planning authorities should plan positively to enhance their 

beneficial use, such as (…) to provide opportunities for outdoor sport (…)”.  

While providing outdoor sports is a worthwhile objective as such, if such provision takes place in the 

Green Belt, the competing objectives require safeguards to be put in place, so as not to compromise 

carbon sequestration on the Green Belt: for instance, operators of an outdoor sports facility, e.g., a 

tennis court, are often likely to have recourse to chemicals for ensuring the “safety” of their site, to 

avoid liability for accident risk, and the use of such chemicals would impact negatively on the Green 

Belt. 

More importantly, enhancement will only happen if there is a total embargo on any further “Green 

Belt reviews”. Realistically, it is only when landowners are forced to accept that there is no chance of 

their part of the Green Belt being released for development, with the enormous windfall profit 

entailed (granting a residential consent might increase the value of the land by a factor of 250 times 

from its agricultural value!), that they will be prepared to look at enhancement.  

Current policy gives destructive incentives to landowners to run down their Green Belt sites, so as to 

increase the supposed chances for their release. If we are serious about carbon sinks and climate 

mitigation, we need an immediate policy reversal to redress these incentives structures. 

As far as the improvement of derelict land is concerned, this question might more appropriately 

pertain to the recovery of brownfield sites, rather than Green Belt land. Rather concerning safety issues 

can arise when building on a previously unregulated landfill site that is prone to flooding, as in the case 

 
196 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 73 f., paragraphs 267-268, and 
textbox «Policy Option 10» after paragraph 270. 
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of the tragic death of a seven-year-old boy, Zane Gbangbola, killed by accidental hydrogen cyanide 

release in 2014 – the family is still campaigning for justice seven years on197. 

Finally, we believe that any plans to expand Oxford Airport should be opposed entirely in their own 

right, and not merely as constituting a threat to the Green Belt. The last thing we should be doing in 

a state of climate emergency is increasing opportunities for air travel. 

To resume, the Green Belt around Oxford is key not only to wildlife and human wellbeing, but also to 

carbon sequestration, particularly in the post-tipping point scenario we find ourselves in.  

Policy Option 10 merely addresses “enhancement” of the Green Belt, but does not address its extent 

or indeed release. Although enhancement of existing Green Belt land can certainly be positive if done 

sensitively, it strikes us that a major focus should be on preserving the extent of Green Belt land as 

such, given the ongoing and increasing impact of the policy changes we lay out above, and we propose 

to amend policy option 10 accordingly. 

 

• Policy option 11 - Water Quality (see also our comments on theme 1, policy option 3 above) 

We have a water quality crisis. Policy option 11 currently does not require a change to existing 

circumstances, but only seems to envisage improving water quality with regard to new development. 

Policy option 11 should be adapted to deliver a clear roadmap for a clean-up of our rivers and 

waterbodies.  

 198 

 
197 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-surrey-54603701 . 
198 https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-
science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects . 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-surrey-54603701
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
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As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, the Local Government Association (LGA)'s latest 

research on the effects of climate change on local authorities shows that eight in ten councils have 

suffered climate-related incidents in the last five years, with over 23,000 properties in England being 

affected by flooding during this period199.  

Flooding is not without impacts on water quality, especially where the flooding also affects brownfield 

sites (see our comments on policy option 29 below), which are often located in floodplains. In the wake 

of climate change with its increasingly frequent droughts and flooding, water scarcity and its 

consequences are one of the greatest dangers for nature and humankind alike.  

The UK’s South East is the most water-stressed part of the UK, with the whole of the south of England 

at risk of water shortage by 2065 under some climate change scenarios200, and without major 

demand management measures, there are serious risks of drought in our region by the 2050s201.  

Moreover, as mentioned in our introductory comments, there are warning signs that the gulf stream 

might shut down sooner than expected202, which would affect the UK dramatically, by decreasing 

temperatures and rain fall, and thereby land use and agriculture203. 

Current continental or global hydrological model uses have concentrated much on the occurrence of 

flooding or droughts, and the general availability of fresh water. On a large scale, however, scientists 

have traditionally neglected water quality as an important factor for determining whether water is 

potable, and in particular the fact how quickly pollutants can ooze into the groundwater, through 

cracks or fissures in the earth’s surface. 

Agriculture has a significant part to play for both availability and quality of freshwater.  

 204 

 
199 https://www.local.gov.uk/climate-related-incidents-affecting-councils . 
200 Water UK, 2016, Water Resources Long Term Planning (2015-2065), https://www.water.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf . 
201 Chris Cousins, Riki Therivel and Elizabeth Wilson, “The Oxford-Cambridge Arc: A critical assessment by 
POETS”, July 2021, https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-
210721.pdf. 
202 https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01097-4 . 
203 https://www.nature.com/articles/s43016-019-0011-3 . 
204 https://agfundernews.com/its-time-to-plant-the-seeds-of-growth-in-sustainable-agriculture.html . 

https://www.local.gov.uk/climate-related-incidents-affecting-councils
https://www.water.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf
https://www.water.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/WaterUK-WRLTPF_Final-Report_FINAL-PUBLISHED-min.pdf
https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-210721.pdf
https://www.poetsplanningoxon.uk/poets-oxcam-arc-critical-assessment-paper-210721.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01097-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s43016-019-0011-3
https://agfundernews.com/its-time-to-plant-the-seeds-of-growth-in-sustainable-agriculture.html
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The OECD acknowledges that “Agriculture both contributes to and faces water risks (…)”, and that 

“Irrigated agriculture remains the largest user of water globally, a trend encouraged by the fact that 

farmers in most countries do not pay for the full cost of the water they use. Agriculture irrigation 

accounts for 70% of water use worldwide and over 40% in many OECD countries. Intensive 

groundwater pumping for irrigation depletes aquifers and can lead to negative environmental 

externalities, causing significant economic impact on the sector and beyond. In addition, agriculture 

remains a major source of water pollution; agricultural fertiliser run-off, pesticide use and livestock 

effluents all contribute to the pollution of waterways and groundwater205.” (emphasis added). 

Before the mid-1970s, it was believed that soil acted as a protective filter preventing pesticides from 

reaching groundwater, but recent studies have debunked this myth:  

“(…) Pesticides can reach water-bearing aquifers below ground from applications onto crop 

fields, seepage of contaminated surface water, accidental spills and leaks, improper disposal, 

and even through injection waste material into wells206”(sic),  

Moreover, these studies have shown that the serious risk of groundwater contamination by fast flow 

into aquifers has been widely underestimated207.  

208 

 
205 https://www.oecd.org/agriculture/topics/water-and-agriculture/ ;  
206 https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-
science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects . 
207 Hartmann, A. et al. (2021): Risk of groundwater contamination widely underestimated because of fast flow 
into aquifers. In: PNAS 118 (20). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2024492118. 
208 Source: https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-
science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects . 

https://www.oecd.org/agriculture/topics/water-and-agriculture/
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2024492118
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/pesticides-groundwater?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
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For instance, scientists used the example of glyphosate to illustrate the significant consequences of 

fast flow: according to the data, glyphosate can exceed its legal thresholds in groundwater up to 19 

times due to fast flow. These findings on increased pollution risk for fresh water and/or ecosystems 

dependent on fresh water are particularly relevant for agricultural regions dependent on degradable 

fertilisers and pesticides.  

As Oxfordshire has such a serious problem with ongoing sewage outflows polluting our rivers, we 

welcome the prospect of infrastructure upgrades to water supply and wastewater treatment and of 

local authorities working towards bathing water status.  

This must be rigorously monitored and followed through. The Plan promises the phasing of 

development with the infrastructure upgrades; the completion of the infrastructure needs to precede 

the development. 

At the planning level, measures to reduce the impact of new development on the foul water network 

should be embedded in building design - reducing and eliminating surface water ingress into the foul 

water network, through rainwater catchment systems, grey water recycling and encouraging best 

practice in foul water technology such as the use of soakways or composting toilets. 

A clear plan for foul water system upgrades, with timescales, needs to be presented by Thames 

Water, and areas for new development dependent on adequate sewerage networks. Oxfordshire 2050 

should take the opportunity to liaise directly with Thames Water and the Environment Agency to work 

towards a clear pathway to the full upgrade of the sewerage network. 

Encouraging the use of water catchment systems and Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) in 

building design would be of dual benefit here: both in terms of climate resilience in times of drought, 

and also in reducing run-off in times of flood. 

 209 

 
209 Source : https://www.thelkgroup.com/the-suds-balancing-act/ . 

https://www.thelkgroup.com/the-suds-balancing-act/
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Whereas in Wales, any development over 100m2 must have a SuDS, in the rest of the UK, the 

situation is currently less responsive to the climate emergency, unfortunately. Encouragingly though, 

an increasing number of local authorities, especially in the south, expect to see them in planning 

applications, although they are as yet still not mandatory there. Guidance by the Construction Industry 

Research and Information Association (CIRIA) sets out four pillars for SuDS: 

• Quantity: the retention of surface water on-site to control outflows during peak events; 
• Quality: the filtering of water to remove contaminants and sediment before it is discharged, 

for example, through a reed bed or pond; 
• Bio-diversity: the use of swales, balancing ponds or other elements to create habitat and 

encourage diversity in fauna and flora; 
• Amenity: using the SuDS to add value to sites through the creation of walkways, play areas etc. 

Policy option 

We could support the preferred policy option on condition that it recognises the risk any 

development poses “to surface and ground water quality, quantity and flow, and fisheries interests” 

as stated by the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA):  

“(…) Polluting discharges and/or contaminated run-off entering the surface water or 

groundwater environment as a result of the construction and/or the operation of the proposed 

activity on the site can impact water quality. Proposed development within a watercourse may 

affect hydromorphology, quantity and flow of surface waters, while development requiring 

excavations and/or changes in ground level have the potential to interrupt groundwater flow 

paths210”. 

Moreover, we would like to see stronger emphasis on the fact that Developers proposing “(…) schemes 

that present a hazard to groundwater resources, quality or abstractions must provide an acceptable 

hydrogeological risk assessment (HRA) to the Environment Agency and the planning authority. Any 

activities that can adversely affect groundwater must be considered, including physical disturbance of 

the aquifer. If the HRA identifies unacceptable risks then the developer must provide appropriate 

mitigation. If this is not done or is not possible the Environment Agency will recommend that the 

planning permission is conditioned, or it will object to the proposal.”,  

and that, within a Source Protection Zone 1, the Environment Agency will normally object in principle 

to any planning application for a development that may physically disturb an aquifer211. 

Finally, we would like to see a policy change aimed at implementing mandatory SuDS for developments 

above a certain size (100m2 or other size as appropriate), similar to the regulatory example already in 

place in Wales, and for retrofitting SuDS in existing settlements. 

 

 
210 https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/articles/development-may-have-effect-water-environment-including-
groundwater-and-fisheries . 
211 The Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater protection, February 2018, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/groundwater-protection-position-statements . 

https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/articles/development-may-have-effect-water-environment-including-groundwater-and-fisheries
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/articles/development-may-have-effect-water-environment-including-groundwater-and-fisheries
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/groundwater-protection-position-statements
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• Policy option 12 - Air Quality  

According to Public Health England (PHE), air pollution is one of the major environmental determinants 

of health, both short and long-term.  

There is solid evidence of significant impact on, among others, the incidence and severity of 

cardiovascular disease and lung health: according to data published by the Government last October, 

75% of the reporting zones had illegal levels of air pollution.  

Sadly, this is not new – air pollution has been above legal limits for over 10 years, with hardly any 

progress made in meeting legal obligations that should already have been complied with back in 

2010212, which had initially been the deadline for compliance under EU law.  

According to information from the British Lung Foundation (BLF)’s Task Force for Lung Health, 90% of 

local authorities are still breaching legal limits213. 

 214 

This is made worse by the fact that for some substances, there may be no safe emission levels. This is 

already accepted for fine particulate matter215, and a growing body of evidence suggests it is also the 

case for NO2, with a recent study216 showing health impacts at levels below existing legal limits for NO2 

(NO2 emitters are vehicles, industry, power generation and domestic heating). 

 
212 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/1001/contents/made . 
213 https://www.blf.org.uk/taskforce/data-tracker/air-quality/no2 . 
214 Source: https://publichealthmatters.blog.gov.uk/2018/11/14/health-matters-air-pollution-sources-impacts-
and-actions/  
215 “There are no safe levels of PM and impacts are observed below levels permitted by current legal limits.”,  
 Air Quality - A Briefing for Directors of Public Health, DEFRA / PHE / LGA, March 2017, see also 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6976917/ , and 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-matters-air-pollution/health-matters-air-pollution . 
216 https://www.europeanlung.org/en/news-and-events/media-centre/press-releases/long-term-exposure-to-
air-pollution-within-eu-regulations-linked-to-impaired-breathing-in-children-and-new-cases-of-asthma-in-
adults . 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/1001/contents/made
https://www.blf.org.uk/taskforce/data-tracker/air-quality/no2
https://publichealthmatters.blog.gov.uk/2018/11/14/health-matters-air-pollution-sources-impacts-and-actions/
https://publichealthmatters.blog.gov.uk/2018/11/14/health-matters-air-pollution-sources-impacts-and-actions/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6976917/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-matters-air-pollution/health-matters-air-pollution
https://www.europeanlung.org/en/news-and-events/media-centre/press-releases/long-term-exposure-to-air-pollution-within-eu-regulations-linked-to-impaired-breathing-in-children-and-new-cases-of-asthma-in-adults
https://www.europeanlung.org/en/news-and-events/media-centre/press-releases/long-term-exposure-to-air-pollution-within-eu-regulations-linked-to-impaired-breathing-in-children-and-new-cases-of-asthma-in-adults
https://www.europeanlung.org/en/news-and-events/media-centre/press-releases/long-term-exposure-to-air-pollution-within-eu-regulations-linked-to-impaired-breathing-in-children-and-new-cases-of-asthma-in-adults
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Air pollution affects the health and quality of life of people across Oxfordshire. It has been estimated 

that air pollution causes the equivalent of 40,000 early deaths in the UK every year217, and it has a 

particular impact on children as they grow. 

 218 

 219 

 
217 For Oxfordshire, see in particular https://www.greenoxfordshire.com/the-mike-woodin-green-trust1.html , 
and https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/11163902.report-backs-widows-belief-pollution-caused-lung-cancer/; 
cf. also https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/every-breath-we-take-lifelong-impact-air-pollution . 
218 Source: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/closing-rat-runs-worsens-pollution-says-ella-adoo-kissi-debras-
mother-on-eve-of-inquest-lhqp83sqk . 
219 https://www.innersouthlondoncoroner.org.uk/news/2020/nov/inquest-touching-the-death-of-ella-roberta-
adoo-kissi-debrah . 

https://www.greenoxfordshire.com/the-mike-woodin-green-trust1.html
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/11163902.report-backs-widows-belief-pollution-caused-lung-cancer/
https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/every-breath-we-take-lifelong-impact-air-pollution
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/closing-rat-runs-worsens-pollution-says-ella-adoo-kissi-debras-mother-on-eve-of-inquest-lhqp83sqk
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/closing-rat-runs-worsens-pollution-says-ella-adoo-kissi-debras-mother-on-eve-of-inquest-lhqp83sqk
https://www.innersouthlondoncoroner.org.uk/news/2020/nov/inquest-touching-the-death-of-ella-roberta-adoo-kissi-debrah
https://www.innersouthlondoncoroner.org.uk/news/2020/nov/inquest-touching-the-death-of-ella-roberta-adoo-kissi-debrah
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In the recent landmark UK inquest on the tragic death of a nine-year-old girl, Ella Kissi-Debrah220, the 

coroner ruled that air pollution made a material contribution to the child’s death, with a recognised 

failure to reduce nitrogen dioxide levels221. At the conclusion of the two-week inquest, coroner Philip 

Barlow said Ella had been exposed to "excessive" levels of pollution. The inquest heard that in the 

three years before her death, the little girl had multiple seizures and was admitted to hospital 27 

times222. 

The latest UNICEF report identifies air pollution as the number one effect of climate change on 

children worldwide223, negatively affecting human development and natural environments224. NGOs 

such as Clean Air Parents Network are fighting to protect their children’s health and life, calling for 

Clean Air Zones, clean transport and a new Clean Air Act225.  

Moreover, recent scientific findings show that even at levels lower than previously thought, air 

pollution seriously endangers people’s health. The WHO is reacting by proposing drastic changes to 

its previous 2005 Recommendations, slashing its original recommendations for fine particulate 

matter (PM2.5) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). In the UK, exposure of young lungs to toxic pollution is 

far above what we know to be acceptable:  

• For PM2.5, UK legal limits are now 4 times higher than WHO recommendations; 

• For NO2, UK legal limits are now 4 times higher than WHO recommendations. 

Alarmingly, a growing body of evidence also highlights potential links between air pollution and Covid-

19226. According to Client Earth, 2019 data shows that we have been breathing illegally polluted air 

right before the Covid-19 pandemic227.  

While lockdown led to a temporary decrease in NO2 levels in some areas228, traffic229 and pollution230 

levels are now back on the rise in many towns and cities. Local authorities should not rely on temporary 

dips experienced during lockdown to evade the urgent need to clean up our air on a lasting basis. It 

 
220 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/dec/16/ella-kissi-debrah-mother-fight-justice-air-
pollution-death . 
221 https://www.ft.com/content/148ed4f4-a4b6-48d4-8834-08aa248dcb0f . 
222 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-55330945 . 
223 https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/one-billion-children-extremely-high-risk-impacts-climate-crisis-
unicef. 
224 https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpubh.2020.00014/full . 
225 https://www.cleanairparents.org.uk/ . 
226 https://uk-
air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_Duri
ng_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf . 
227 https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/uk-air-pollution-how-clean-is-the-air-you-
breathe/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-
air&fbclid=IwAR1OcAxBMnCPovziSZRd6Xe0V97i_QcjsK8qcapX6DvRR_33SVeUp6rTjMo . 
228 https://uk-
air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_Duri
ng_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf . 
229 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/transport-use-during-the-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic . 
230 https://energyandcleanair.org/pollution-returns-to-european-capitals/ . 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/dec/16/ella-kissi-debrah-mother-fight-justice-air-pollution-death
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/dec/16/ella-kissi-debrah-mother-fight-justice-air-pollution-death
https://www.ft.com/content/148ed4f4-a4b6-48d4-8834-08aa248dcb0f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-55330945
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/one-billion-children-extremely-high-risk-impacts-climate-crisis-unicef
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/one-billion-children-extremely-high-risk-impacts-climate-crisis-unicef
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpubh.2020.00014/full
https://www.cleanairparents.org.uk/
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_During_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_During_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_During_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/uk-air-pollution-how-clean-is-the-air-you-breathe/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-air&fbclid=IwAR1OcAxBMnCPovziSZRd6Xe0V97i_QcjsK8qcapX6DvRR_33SVeUp6rTjMo
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/uk-air-pollution-how-clean-is-the-air-you-breathe/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-air&fbclid=IwAR1OcAxBMnCPovziSZRd6Xe0V97i_QcjsK8qcapX6DvRR_33SVeUp6rTjMo
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/uk-air-pollution-how-clean-is-the-air-you-breathe/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-air&fbclid=IwAR1OcAxBMnCPovziSZRd6Xe0V97i_QcjsK8qcapX6DvRR_33SVeUp6rTjMo
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_During_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_During_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/2007010844_Estimation_of_Changes_in_Air_Pollution_During_COVID-19_outbreak_in_the_UK.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/transport-use-during-the-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic
https://energyandcleanair.org/pollution-returns-to-european-capitals/
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is clear that the pandemic will not solve the problem in the long term, with pollution already lurching 

back to pre-lockdown levels. 

Measures to reduce air pollution from traffic in particular, are desperately needed and long overdue. 

We need to fully embrace active travel, clean transport and Clean Air Zones, and dramatically reduce 

vehicle and other emissions beyond CO2, i.e. both fine particulate matter and particle pollution, 

including ground-level ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and lead.  

In particular with regard to Clean Air Zones, the UK Government’s own research231 shows that they 

are the most effective way to quickly reduce illegal and harmful levels of air pollution in urban areas, 

i.e., they protect people, and quickly. Following successful court action by NGOs against the UK 

Government232, ministers have ordered 63 local authorities to come up with proposals to tackle the 

illegal levels of pollution in their areas 233. Rather than wait to be targeted next, it might be preferable 

to pre-empt court action by taking measures now on our own terms. 

Beyond traffic, air pollution from other sources also needs addressing, as other substances, notably 

NO2,are emitted not only by vehicles, but also by industry, power generation and domestic heating. 

Policy Option: 

The proposal raises some of the issues mentioned under other policy options above: commitments to 

cleaner air in general are welcome, but we struggle with the rather aspirational commitments, 

apparently limited to new development, not to increase air pollution. Air pollution is a major 

sustainability issue with considerable financial and health costs for Oxfordshire, and we hope that 

the weight of these issues will be reflected by clear, ambitious and unambiguous commitments free of 

loopholes.  

Oxford has actually improved air quality over the last few decades, but according to the full air 

pollution report from 2019234, there are still numerous sites in the city that exceed the (rather 

unambitious) annual mean NO2 limits set by the government. The same is probably true for other 

hubs in Oxfordshire, and the abovementioned report highlights that Oxford still has poor air quality235, 

especially in areas with high traffic.  

This is not mentioned in the Consultation Document, and many of the Spatial Strategy Options will 

focus on the development of Oxford itself and the outlying areas. They need clear mitigation strategies 

 
231 UK Plan for tackling roadside nitrogen dioxide concentrations, Technical Report, Department for 
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs / Department for Transport, July 2017, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/632916/a
ir-quality-plan-technical-report.pdf . 
232 https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/uk-government-loses-third-air-pollution-case-as-
judge-rules-air-pollution-plans-unlawful/ . 
233 https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/cleaner-air-coming-to-a-uk-city-near-
you/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-
air&fbclid=IwAR2jLe145j83i9XZB5wpz2FT4eE-kJ2ExnaKOhvlsdDdAlthCixjVQ5-BpQ . 
234 Oxford City Air Quality Annual Status of 2019, 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/7334/air_quality_annual_status_report_2019.pdf . 
235 https://www.oxford.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/7334/air_quality_annual_status_report_2019.pdf . 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/632916/air-quality-plan-technical-report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/632916/air-quality-plan-technical-report.pdf
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/uk-government-loses-third-air-pollution-case-as-judge-rules-air-pollution-plans-unlawful/
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/uk-government-loses-third-air-pollution-case-as-judge-rules-air-pollution-plans-unlawful/
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/cleaner-air-coming-to-a-uk-city-near-you/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-air&fbclid=IwAR2jLe145j83i9XZB5wpz2FT4eE-kJ2ExnaKOhvlsdDdAlthCixjVQ5-BpQ
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/cleaner-air-coming-to-a-uk-city-near-you/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-air&fbclid=IwAR2jLe145j83i9XZB5wpz2FT4eE-kJ2ExnaKOhvlsdDdAlthCixjVQ5-BpQ
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/news/cleaner-air-coming-to-a-uk-city-near-you/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=clean-air&fbclid=IwAR2jLe145j83i9XZB5wpz2FT4eE-kJ2ExnaKOhvlsdDdAlthCixjVQ5-BpQ
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/7334/air_quality_annual_status_report_2019.pdf
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/7334/air_quality_annual_status_report_2019.pdf
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– not only for the direct development in those areas, but for the impact of increased numbers of 

commuters on air quality, for example. If a development does not increase air pollution at the specific 

site, but increases traffic in other areas (e.g., because of increased commuting), who is responsible for 

mitigation? 

We would support the preferred policy option, 12, upon condition that its ambition levels are 

increased. Currently, the policy option does not seem to propose any mitigation measures for the 

existing air pollution. And the electrification of Oxfordshire’s vehicle fleet is not a substitute for active 

travel, especially given the growing evidence around pollution caused by tyres. 

Oxford City centre has seen improvements of air quality since the introduction of the Low Emission 

Zone – will similar zones be implemented in other parts of Oxfordshire, apart from the ongoing trials? 

There have been proposals for an Oxford Zero Emission Zone – how will this affect, and be affected, 

by developments? Sustainability and better air quality begin with infrastructural site selection236, and 

notably new development in car-dependent locations should be avoided. Re-forestation would 

potentially reduce air pollution, as well as improve other environmental markers. 

More generally, new developments be designing out air pollution altogether, so that they do not need 

design to reduce it, for example by avoiding street canyons; the latter could be a design we might need 

in the future, so as to prevent overheating (cf. Arab cities and the Masdar development237). This is 

where an overall vision of Oxfordshire with very few cars is so important. 

The policy options seem currently limited to proposing measures for future development. However, 

crucially, residents suffering from poor air quality are often not the ones in newly developed sites, and 

are often not able to mitigate the poor air quality through their own behaviour. Therefore, steps need 

to be taken to protect citizens along major arteries in and out of town and city centres. 

As the Consultation Document states, air pollution ranks third among the top seven sustainability 

challenges in Oxfordshire. To avoid cost and damage to life and health going forward, it is simply not 

enough to propose a not very ambitious or pro-active preferred policy option, which limits itself to 

stating that new development should be mindful of possible air pollution. Air pollution amounting to 

an annual cost of £207,000,000 to Oxfordshire238, and having a (literally) fatal health impact, notably 

on children, should make for a strong case to combat existing air pollution with immediate and 

ambitious mitigation measures, and for sustainably investing in green infrastructure.  

As such, we do welcome the commitment to undertake ex-ante air quality assessments for major 

future developments, and the question of who will undertake them needs addressing. It will be key to 

ensure high-quality work on this issue, and to produce solid and sound suggestions for mitigation. 

With regard to the policy option’s comments on offset, we would like to query what criteria are applied 

to decide whether “it is possible to reduce negative impacts”, and what an “acceptable level” 

represents, in particular in a scenario where some substances have no safe emission levels to begin 

 
236 https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/sep/10/barcelonas-car-free-superblocks-could-save-hundreds-
of-lives . 
237 https://masdar.ae/en/masdar-city/the-city . 
238 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 69, graph after paragraph 248. 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/sep/10/barcelonas-car-free-superblocks-could-save-hundreds-of-lives
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/sep/10/barcelonas-car-free-superblocks-could-save-hundreds-of-lives
https://masdar.ae/en/masdar-city/the-city
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with (see comments above). Moreover, specifically with regard to offsetting where air pollution cannot 

be avoided, we note that no specific offset measures or policies are mentioned here. However, a 

possible future Air Quality Action Plan is referenced, which we would strongly support, and which 

should set proactive and ambitious policies and targets, as well as legally enforceable deliverables.  

 239 

We would also like to point out the connection between air pollution and active travel: vulnerable 

groups are advised not to exercise in air-polluted areas, as under conditions of exercise, toxic 

pollutants penetrate the body’s organs more intensely than with a normal resting pulse. Exercise 

induces and amplifies: (1) the respiratory uptake of toxins, (2) the pulmonary deposition of toxins, 

and (3) the toxicity of inhaled air pollutants240. Even for healthy individuals, it appears that exercise 

under high levels of exposure to air pollution can adversely affect cardiovascular health, especially for 

younger adults 241.  

High levels of air pollution will therefore be a disincentive for active travel, until it is addressed with 

the necessary measures. 

Finally, policy option 12 mentions “main sources” of air pollution – this would depend on the exact 

substance monitored. For NO2, this would include vehicles, industry, power generation and domestic 

heating, each of which would need a different strategy to effect mitigation measures. While transport 

is the main producer of air pollution in Oxford, accounting for 68% of emissions242, the Consultation 

Document should also address the underlying causes of why using cars to commute into Oxford is such 

a frequent practice – rental and housing prices, lack of and price of public transport, etc.  

 
239 Source: https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/17463109.22-places-oxfordshire-breaching-air-pollution-
limits/. 
240 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3143527/ . 
241 Association of the combined effects of air pollution and changes in physical activity with cardiovascular 
disease in young adults, Seong Rae Kim et al. European Heart Journal,10.1093/eurheartj/ehab139 . 
242 See 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1482/air_pollution_in_oxford_increased_for_the_first_time_in_years
_during_2019_due_to_extreme_weather . 

https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/17463109.22-places-oxfordshire-breaching-air-pollution-limits/
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/17463109.22-places-oxfordshire-breaching-air-pollution-limits/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3143527/
https://academic.oup.com/eurheartj/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/eurheartj/ehab139
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1482/air_pollution_in_oxford_increased_for_the_first_time_in_years_during_2019_due_to_extreme_weather
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1482/air_pollution_in_oxford_increased_for_the_first_time_in_years_during_2019_due_to_extreme_weather
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The Consultation Paper mentions a commitment to ‘reducing emissions from buildings and other non-

transport sources’243 – how will this be approached in existing domestic and industrial infrastructure? 

Will environmental standards for landlords be enforced, or any incentives given? What about 

incentives or regulations to move industrial sites to lower emissions, or to change their fleet to 

electric vehicles? What about air pollution and drift-off arising from agriculture? 

In sum, air pollution is a major public health concern, with a failure to act transforming it into a major 

cost factor for the county (see above). It disproportionally affects children, particularly in vulnerable 

urban communities, i.e., those who live along major traffic corridors and highways, close to industrial 

sites, who have no escape to rural areas with improved air quality. 

Given the very direct, life-shortening impact on Oxfordshire’s inhabitants and particularly young 

children, we would again urge authorities to remove loopholes in proposed measures, such as 

terminology along the lines of “where possible”, and instead adopt the ambitious policies which the 

tragic loss of human lives incurred by air pollution demands, exponentially increased by interactions 

with the pandemic, giving due regard to the fact that air pollution represents the third highest 

budget item in terms of annual cost to the economy. 

 Air pollution levels in Oxford, 

sites going beyond the Nitrogen Dioxide limit of 40µg/m3 244 

  

 
243 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 80. 
244 Source: https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/17463109.22-places-oxfordshire-breaching-air-pollution-
limits/, quoting Friends of the Earth. 

https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/17463109.22-places-oxfordshire-breaching-air-pollution-limits/
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/17463109.22-places-oxfordshire-breaching-air-pollution-limits/
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III. THEME THREE: CREATING STRONG AND HEALTHY COMMUNITIES 

 

As one key precondition for its strength, the health of a community, in physical, mental and emotional 

terms, is cannot be considered separately from other policies, but is crucially affected by decisions 

taken on issues such as transport, air pollution, water quality, farming and pesticide policy. We strongly 

advocate joined-up thinking between all the policies proposed in this Consultation Document, 

especially, as many win-win situations arise from simply addressing one policy, which means that any 

effort local authorities make to address a given issue, is likely to pay off elsewhere, too, if the right 

policy tool is chosen. 

 

• Policy option 13 - Healthy Place Shaping and Impact Assessments  

We strongly support the provision of meaningful Health Impact Assessments (HIA), in particular 

where these are not reduced to a mere desktop exercise, and where the “rapid” quality of the 

assessment does not lead to a watering down of standards.  

The definition of “major” developments should be carefully crafted, so as to close loopholes 

undermining the application of the HIA. The draft Plan rightly points out that healthy place shaping 

principles include notably “the impacts of air quality on human health, social isolation and loneliness 

and physical activity”.  

Beyond that, we would include water quality, soil health and chemical exposure by way of pesticides 

and other toxins in, e.g., building materials, noise and light pollution, as well as wildlife habitat 

health, good access to natural wildlife spaces for residences, designing settlements so as to 

encourage neighbourliness (One Planet Living245), pedestrianisation/removing cars, and the role of 

local spatial planning for a successful pandemic response.  

These principles should be applied both to new development and existing settlements. 

 

The UN Habitat Report on Cities and Pandemics246 found that urban areas have been at the forefront 

of the COVID-19 crisis, with 95% of all cases recorded in cities in the first months. It shows how 

compact, well-planned cities combining residential and commercial functions with public spaces and 

affordable housing can improve public health, the local economy and the environment, despite the 

vast scope of challenges faced by cities with the pandemic.  

 

 
245 https://www.oneplanet.com/documents/guides-guidances/Goals-and-Guidance-for-Communities-Jan-
2017.pdf. 
246 UN-Habitat Report on Cities and Pandemics: towards a more just, green and healthy future, 30 March 2021,  
https://unhabitat.org/un-habitat-report-on-cities-and-pandemics-towards-a-more-just-green-and-healthy-
future . 

https://www.oneplanet.com/documents/guides-guidances/Goals-and-Guidance-for-Communities-Jan-2017.pdf
https://www.oneplanet.com/documents/guides-guidances/Goals-and-Guidance-for-Communities-Jan-2017.pdf
https://unhabitat.org/un-habitat-report-on-cities-and-pandemics-towards-a-more-just-green-and-healthy-future
https://unhabitat.org/un-habitat-report-on-cities-and-pandemics-towards-a-more-just-green-and-healthy-future
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Coronavirus-style global pandemics are likely to occur more often in the future, and just as disease has 

shaped urban landscapes in the past, we now have the chance to adapt place shaping, and to prevent 

a new wave of public-health disasters by “designing out disease247.  

This requires investment in areas which form urban ‘weak spots’, overcrowded, cut off from other 

parts of the city by lack of transport or at risk from environment and health hazards. Crucially, the 

abovementioned UN Habitat Report highlights much-needed local level action in spatial planning.  

There are lessons to be learned from health-conscious design principles applied in pandemics of the 

past: simple and obvious as they might seem, they have still fallen out of practice. Far too often, 

contemporary design - in particular of work spaces and offices - neglects the importance of ventilation, 

windows that can be opened to allow access to fresh air and natural sunlight, as well as access nature 

more generally248. 

 

Noise pollution 

 “Sonic Doom: How 

Noise Pollution Kills Thousands Each Year249” 

We much welcome that the overall benefit of reducing noise pollution for the economy is 

acknowledged in the Consultation Paper: “A noise reduction of just 1 decibel for every property in the 

county would be worth £8m p.a. to the Oxfordshire economy250”).  

 
247 https://ww3.rics.org/uk/en/modus/built-environment/homes-and-communities/designing-out-
disease.html, and https://www.dezeen.com/2020/06/04/future-home-form-follows-infection-coronavirus-
michelle-ogundehin/. 
248 https://www.theurbandeveloper.com/articles/what-is-the-the-impact-of-urban-design-on-health-
architecture-design-pandemics . 
249 https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jul/03/sonic-doom-noise-pollution-kills-heart-disease-
diabetes . 
250 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 70, after paragraph 252, bullet point 
3. 

https://ww3.rics.org/uk/en/modus/built-environment/homes-and-communities/designing-out-disease.html
https://ww3.rics.org/uk/en/modus/built-environment/homes-and-communities/designing-out-disease.html
https://www.dezeen.com/2020/06/04/future-home-form-follows-infection-coronavirus-michelle-ogundehin/
https://www.dezeen.com/2020/06/04/future-home-form-follows-infection-coronavirus-michelle-ogundehin/
https://www.theurbandeveloper.com/articles/what-is-the-the-impact-of-urban-design-on-health-architecture-design-pandemics
https://www.theurbandeveloper.com/articles/what-is-the-the-impact-of-urban-design-on-health-architecture-design-pandemics
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jul/03/sonic-doom-noise-pollution-kills-heart-disease-diabetes
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jul/03/sonic-doom-noise-pollution-kills-heart-disease-diabetes
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Noise pollution has clearly been a problem in Oxfordshire251. But the draft Oxfordshire 2050 Plan as 

yet does not include a separate policy addressing noise pollution as its own topic – it is merely 

mentioned as a side issue a few times, with no solutions proposed, and simply one mention of the fact 

that “vegetation may reduce noise by 50%252”.  

‘OxAria’, a 18-month study starting in July last year, has extended existing research on air pollution to 

assessing noise exposure253: Researchers at Oxford and Birmingham University had secured £207,000 

funding from the Natural Environment Research Council to add acoustic monitoring devices 

alongside the existing air quality sensor network, capturing audio frequency (noise levels) as well - in 

addition to the existing sensors already generating real-time information on key air pollutants, 

including Nitrogen Oxides (NO, NO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO), Ozone (O3) and Particulate Matter (PM1, 

PM2.5, PM10). 

Noise pollution has a profound impact on health254: apart from causing annoyance/fatigue, 

interfering with communication and sleep, reducing efficiency and damaging hearing, the 

physiological effects of (chronic) exposure to noise also extend to constriction of blood vessels, 

tightening of muscles, increased heart rate, high blood pressure and changes in stomach and 

abdomen movement255. This especially affects children, who are more vulnerable to noise pollution. 

Moreover, noise has a proven impact on mental health256, but also on (aquatic257) wildlife258.  

We therefore call upon you to include measures combatting noise pollution in policy option 13, 

including, where possible, noise abatement measures by way of urban greenspace and plant cover, 

which will simultaneously address reduction of flood risk, run-off into rivers and streams, and, to some 

extent, absorb air pollution. 

 

Light pollution 

Global light pollution has increased by up to 270% globally—and as much as 400% in some regions, 

according to recent studies259. Artificial night lighting has well document impacts on our health260, but 

also on ecosystems:  

 
251 https://fixmystreet.oxfordshire.gov.uk/report/171588 . 
252 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 70, after paragraph 252, point 2. 
253 https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2020/07/air-and-noise-quality-study-oxford.aspx . 
254 https://www.eea.europa.eu/articles/noise-pollution-is-a-major , 
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jul/03/sonic-doom-noise-pollution-kills-heart-disease-
diabetes . https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/20/noise-pollution-wild-life-better-
regulation . 
255 https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/policy-areas/noise/noise-health/ . 
256 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412019318343 . 
257 https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rspb.2016.0839 . 
258 https://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/blog/human-created-noise-pollution.html#.YVS7pX1CSM8 ,  
259 https://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/13/16/3311 , 
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsbl.2019.0649 . 
260 https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20160617-what-rising-light-pollution-means-for-our-health . 

https://fixmystreet.oxfordshire.gov.uk/report/171588
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2020/07/air-and-noise-quality-study-oxford.aspx
https://www.eea.europa.eu/articles/noise-pollution-is-a-major
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jul/03/sonic-doom-noise-pollution-kills-heart-disease-diabetes
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jul/03/sonic-doom-noise-pollution-kills-heart-disease-diabetes
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/20/noise-pollution-wild-life-better-regulation
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/20/noise-pollution-wild-life-better-regulation
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/policy-areas/noise/noise-health/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412019318343
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rspb.2016.0839
https://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/blog/human-created-noise-pollution.html#.YVS7pX1CSM8
https://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/13/16/3311
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsbl.2019.0649
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20160617-what-rising-light-pollution-means-for-our-health
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“(…) Light pollution has been shown to affect both flora and fauna. For instance, prolonged exposure 

to artificial light prevents many trees from adjusting to seasonal variations, (…) This, in turn, has 

implications for the wildlife (…). Research on insects, turtles, birds, fish, reptiles, and other wildlife 

species shows that light pollution can alter behaviors, foraging areas, and breeding cycles, and not 

just in urban centers but in rural areas as well262.” (sic) 

The issue is acknowledged by Oxfordshire authorities263, but without concerted action to reverse this 

trend, the impact on the natural environment will accelerate, further exacerbating the biodiversity 

crisis and wasting energy. 

Reducing artificial night light would have a very beneficial impact both for human health and 

ecosystems, at the same time as further contributing to energy savings. 

 

Biodiversity loss and pandemics 

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, we again need to highlight the connection between human 

health and biodiversity loss. Protecting biodiversity is not a “nice-to-have” type luxury: both the UN 

itself and UNESCO264, among others, have repeatedly highlighted that pandemics will increase in 

frequency and severity, unless biodiversity loss is addressed.  

 
261 Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamiecartereurope/2021/09/23/revealed-global-light-pollution-has-
increased-by-up-to-400-in-the-last-25-years-and-its-quickly-getting-worse-heres-why/ . 
262 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2627884/ . 
263 https://www.oxford.gov.uk/info/20054/environmental_health/225/light_pollution . 
264 Pandemics to increase in frequency and severity unless biodiversity loss is addressed, UNESCO News from 29 
October 2020, welcoming the expert report from the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), https://en.unesco.org/news/pandemics-increase-frequency-and-
severity-unless-biodiversity-loss-addressed . 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamiecartereurope/2021/09/23/revealed-global-light-pollution-has-increased-by-up-to-400-in-the-last-25-years-and-its-quickly-getting-worse-heres-why/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamiecartereurope/2021/09/23/revealed-global-light-pollution-has-increased-by-up-to-400-in-the-last-25-years-and-its-quickly-getting-worse-heres-why/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2627884/
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/info/20054/environmental_health/225/light_pollution
https://en.unesco.org/news/pandemics-increase-frequency-and-severity-unless-biodiversity-loss-addressed
https://en.unesco.org/news/pandemics-increase-frequency-and-severity-unless-biodiversity-loss-addressed
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Land degradation and habitat loss key drivers for pandemics. Image: IPBES265 

A recent expert report from the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and 

Ecosystem Services266 (IPBES) establishes the links between biodiversity loss and the increase in 

pandemic risk factors. Healthy place shaping crucially starts with biodiversity protection, and we 

appeal to decision makers to reinforce their commitment to joined up thinking between policies. 

As to the individual measures proposed on various issues in this policy option, we note that this is 

limited, at this stage, to providing a noncommittal list of examples of principles that a policy “might” 

include, a list which is still tentative at this stage. 

We call upon you to firm up some of the options listed here, notably measures to reduce social isolation 

and loneliness and provide diversity in the residential offer. We call for the provision of affordable and 

social rented housing a priority in rural Oxfordshire, where villages have attracted wealthy incomers, 

with the consequence that young people have not been able to afford to live near their families, and 

older residents easily becoming isolated, especially in Covid context. 

Also, community cohesion should be encouraged by providing incentives for a sharing and circular 

economy. Neighbourhood food growing could be extended by way of farmers’ markets, community 

lunches, etc. Schemes like Waste 2 Taste267 in Oxford play an important role in providing social contact, 

mentoring for the homeless and vulnerable, as well as training in food skills. Other examples could be 

providing communal laundry areas, space for repair workshops, etc. Finally, would like to highlight the 

interaction of policy option 13 with other policies across the draft plan, notably: 

 
265 As quoted by World Economic Forum, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/11/covid-19-pandemics-
nature-scientists/ . 
266 IPBES (2020) Workshop Report on Biodiversity and Pandemics of the Intergovernmental Platform on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, Daszak, P. / das Neves, C. / Amuasi, J. / Hayman, D. / Kuiken, T. / Roche, B. 
/ Zambrana-Torrelio C. / Buss, P. / Dundarova, H. / Feferholtz, Y. / Foldvari G. / Igbinosa, E. / Junglen, S./ Liu, Q. 
/ Suzan, G. / Uhart, M. / Wannous, C. / Woolaston, K. / Mosig Reidl, P. / O'Brien, K. / Pascual, U. / Stoett, P. / Li, 
H. / Ngo, H. T., IPBES secretariat, Bonn, Germany, DOI:10.5281/zenodo.4147317, https://ipbes.net/pandemics . 
267 https://www.waste2taste.co.uk/ . 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/11/covid-19-pandemics-nature-scientists/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/11/covid-19-pandemics-nature-scientists/
https://ipbes.net/pandemics
https://www.waste2taste.co.uk/
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- sustainable construction and retrofit measures explored under policy option 1, such as 

designing buildings for inter-seasonal storage of heat to provide carbon-free warmth during 

the colder months, 

- energy policies adopted under policy option 2, such as district heating and local energy 

networks under council ownership, and 

- initiatives related to policy option 21, aiming to use battery storage to power a network for 

electric vehicles and electric heating for homes and businesses. 

 

• Policy option 14 - Health Infrastructure  

This policy needs strengthening to ensure that no new development takes place without medical 

provision going in first. We need to act responsibly and prevent scenarios like on 9 September 2021, 

when the John Radcliffe Hospital closed its doors, as it had had no space for 24 hours, and could not 

offload ambulances. Two weeks previously, Wallingford Surgery had announced that it could take no 

more patients. 

 

• Policy option 15 - High-Quality Design for New Development and Garden Town Standards for New 

Settlements  

We welcome the ‘Garden Village/Town/City’ aspiration for new developments, and the setting of 

standards for quality, affordability and sustainability, as long as these aspirations can be fulfilled.  

However, as the Town and Country Planning Association268 points out, the planning requirement of 

viability “(…) makes it hard to uphold high standards and often results in developments with lower 

levels of key Garden City requirements, such as genuinely affordable housing and early provision of 

high-quality community facilities. (…) a combination of robust development plan policy and skilled 

officers is crucial to ensuring that good decisions are made.” It is crucial that developers are not allowed 

to fall short in their delivery of agreed principles.  

New settlements should include community land trusts, housing cooperatives, allotments and other 

opportunities for food growing and production, ideally smallholdings for long rent. Planning for the 

new settlement must include planning for the local stewardship in perpetuity of all community assets, 

including green spaces, commercial estates, etc.  

In its paragraph 320, the Consultation Document raises the question of how to address the challenge 

of the circular economy. The latter should start as close to home as possible, by encouraging repair 

workshops, opportunities for re-use and recycling etc. within the development, and other initiatives 

to promote the sharing economy. As befits the Garden Village ethos, there should be opportunities for 

workshops and small businesses integrated with housing.  

 
268 TCPA, Understanding Garden Villages, p. 13: 
https://www.tcpa.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=3507c991-fde2-4218-8920-641416f521b5 . 

https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/acyKsmiDyEM/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tcpa.org.uk%2FHandlers%2FDownload.ashx%3FIDMF%3D3507c991-fde2-4218-8920-641416f521b5
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New settlements should also include local energy generation, storage and distribution schemes.  

We would also like to raise the issue that the masterplan requirement does not take place below a 

threshold of 700 units being built. We believe, however, that it should apply for much smaller 

developments, such as the two in Wallingford, which are for only 550 units each. 

Further details on the principles required for successful Garden communities can be found at the 

TCPA’s new project Tomorrow 125269 - in 2023 the book written by the Garden City inventor Ebenezer 

Howard, in which he outlines a practical framework for a fairer society, will be 125 old. The project 

explores how the Garden City idea can help us construct a pathway to a hopeful future based on a 

fairer society, going further than the current planning and legal framework allows, to achieve “the 

holistic and real changes necessary for a fairer and more sustainable future”.  

For larger settlements or add-ons to existing settlements, in addition to standard Community 

Employment Plans, zero carbon modular construction should be considered, with on-site 

manufacturing using and training local employees, a model already employed elsewhere in the UK, 

for example in Lewes270.  

The ‘county farm’ model could be reinvigorated by S106 commitments to create smallholdings as part 

of garden communities, with close links to educational and mental health facilities. 

Policy commitments and other levers of community and local control need to be firm enough to 

ensure that the reality lives up to the vision, which has not always been the case historically271. 

Finally, local authorities should lobby government to ask for powers to buy land at agricultural prices 

and recoup the value. 

 

• Policy option 16 - Leisure, Recreation, Community and Open Space Facilities  

This policy option should contain a reference to natural spaces as places of recreation, including wild 

swimming; the latter obviously presupposes hard work on water quality, so as to prevent health 

damage to residents. Working towards the application of bathing quality standard should be made a 

priority. 

  

 
269 https://www.tomorrow125.org.uk/zones/garden-city-power-station . 
270 https://www.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/lewes-district-council-news/modular-house-builder-secures-council-
framework-appointment/ . 
271 https://www.transportfornewhomes.org.uk/the-project/garden-villages-and-garden-towns/ . 

https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/a6EVcyGOOFw/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tomorrow125.org.uk%2Fzones%2Fgarden-city-power-station
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/JUMnuX2z-90/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk%2Flewes-district-council-news%2Fmodular-house-builder-secures-council-framework-appointment%2F
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/JUMnuX2z-90/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk%2Flewes-district-council-news%2Fmodular-house-builder-secures-council-framework-appointment%2F
https://www.transportfornewhomes.org.uk/the-project/garden-villages-and-garden-towns/
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IV. THEME FOUR: PLANNING FOR SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL AND CONNECTIVITY 

 

• Policy option 17 - Towards a Net Zero Transport Network  

We welcome the proposed measures for a net zero transport network, especially the role foreseen 

for active travel, the integrated approach to land-use planning needs in the RTPI, and the 

commitment to implementing Paragraph 104 (d) of NPPF 2019, i.e., to provide among others for high 

quality walking and cycling networks. 

However, we would like to see a stronger commitment than merely proposing to “support the delivery 

of improvements”, or to “take opportunities to support delivery” of urgently needed measures.  

What is urgently needed to address the climate (and health) emergency is a more ambitious draft, 

with firm commitments to outcomes, deliverables, and (even approximate) timelines. The synergies 

with measures on air pollution represent a win-win, in terms of addressing both population health, 

and climate change issues. 

Overall, planning measures towards a zero carbon transport network should firmly integrate existing 

settlements, and new settlements (see policy option 18 for further detail) should be people-centred 

an incentivise active travel, while planning out car dependency. 

The current priority given to motorised transport over active travel needs to be reversed. Alternative 

forms of transport must be made easier to access and use than driving, and also cheaper – the current 

cross-subsidisation of polluting transport modes including private cars has to stop. Instead, 

externalities in terms of climate change and environmental damage have to be internalised, and 

fully passed on to end pricing (as a result of a misguided cross-subsidisation policy, driving is currently 

relatively inexpensive).  

We would advocate exploring Low Traffic Neighbourhoods, Low Emission Zones, congestion charging 

and road pricing, according to local needs / circumstances, as ways of reducing the amount of traffic 

and/or mitigating its effects. Funds raised must be invested in improved and/or new cycle and 

pedestrian routes, and to reduce bus fares. The pandemic showed that with fewer cars on the roads, 

people take to cycling. 

Active travel depends on having safe, segregated and continuous cycle routes, wide pavements free 

of obstacles and designed for use by wheelchairs and buggies, and convenient crossings over busy 

roads. Strategic networks for cargo bikes in urban settlements for deliveries is not mentioned enough, 

but they are important. 

The pace of electrification of transport needs to be increased through a better EV charging 

infrastructure. Cooperative promotion by the city, other districts and the county should boost a two-

pronged trend: (1) decreasing the number of households with private car ownership, and (2) 

encouraging recourse to car clubs and car hire.  
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Car parking is not mentioned in the Plan, but in combination with other measures (especially stepping 

up public transport), reducing car parking space can be used strategically to discourage car use. New 

housing and commercial developments should design out parking space and use car-free covenants, 

to redirect demand towards active travel. Where absolutely necessary, car clubs / car-sharing 

schemes can be used. Incidentally, dual use of already existing car parks is a key omission in the 

Oxfordshire Plan 2050: building above car parks could add considerably to much-needed low-cost 

housing.  

Improving public transport is vital if individual car use is to be reduced, and bus services need to be 

made much more convenient. Climate-friendly bus users are currently often hit by periodic delays 

due to high levels of climate-unfriendly car use, despite the provision of bus lanes and bus gates. Bus 

routes and times are not always convenient, and bus companies should be encouraged to cooperate, 

among others to provide joint ticketing and the routes and timing that users most need. Evening bus 

services in rural areas particularly need improvement.  

Bus ticket prices are currently too high, and cross-subsidised car use too cheap to incentivise a more 

significant public transport uptake. Councils need to work with government to reduce bus / train fares. 

Over 15 European cities have even made public transport free272 and thereby revitalised city centres.  

 

Moreover, bus stops themselves can become carbon sinks, following the shining example of Utrecht, the Netherlands: More 
than 300 bus shelters roofs have undergone a green transformation, each with their new blanket of sedum. The bus shelters 

were commissioned by ClearChannel - Leicester is already following suit with bee-friendly bus stops.273. 

Applying joined up thinking with theme 3 in particular, action would also be needed to make bus stops 

more attuned to the needs of vulnerable groups and increasingly extreme weather conditions. 

Especially where bus frequencies are low, bus shelters should provide adequate rain cover and 

seating, as a minimum, for pregnant/nursing women, the infirm and the elderly. We do understand 

that modern “seating” in bus stops deliberately relies on “hostile architecture” to design out lingering 

and homeless sleeping274. However, on top of being a symptomatic behavioural quick-fix not exactly 

routed in philanthropy, this design is equally hostile to both the targeted, and paying, vulnerable 

 
272 https://etikl.com/magazine/mobility/public-transport-is-free-in-these-17-european-cities/ . 
273 Source: https://mobilane.com/projects/utrecht-opts-for-eco-bus-shelters-with-green-sedum-roofs/ , 
https://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/news/leicester-news/bee-friendly-bus-stops-topped-5462984 .. 
274 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-magazine-monitor-27760963 . 

https://etikl.com/magazine/mobility/public-transport-is-free-in-these-17-european-cities/
https://mobilane.com/projects/utrecht-opts-for-eco-bus-shelters-with-green-sedum-roofs/
https://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/news/leicester-news/bee-friendly-bus-stops-topped-5462984
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-magazine-monitor-27760963
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customers. The latter pay a disproportionately high add-on price, i.e., aggravated physical (and thus 

psychological) stress on from the ergonomically hostile “lean-on” structures. 

275How?➔ 276 

Another issue which needs addressing to make the city liveable for active and climate-friendly travel, 

notably pedestrians, are traffic lights’ extremely short green phases, which seem measured on the 

model of a fit 40-year-old crossing the road. This gives the vulnerable, our youngest and older residents 

not much of a chance to make it within the rather ambitious, automated time window. We appreciate 

that the short time windows also cut emissions from cars waiting at traffic lights, but: (1) in the long 

run, private car use should be disincentivised anyway, (2) climate change requires the reversal of the 

obsolete traffic rule “slow defers to fast”, and (3) this is quite a harsh “solution” inflicted on vulnerable 

groups, which also makes crossings more accident-prone. To devise inclusive “8 to 80” cities (see our 

comments below on policy option 18), the length of traffic light green phases has to be re-thought. 

Rail: Restoring dormant lines and other solutions 

The option of restoring disused railways, perhaps through Community Rail Partnerships or Light Rail, 

should be encouraged. The Oxfordshire Rail Corridor Study (ORCS) published in July this year277, 

commissioned and funded jointly by the Department for Transport (DfT) and the Future Oxfordshire 

Partnership, recommends a number of future improvements to increase interconnectivity across 

Oxfordshire. Produced by Network Rail, with oversight from the Future Oxfordshire Partnership, in 

collaboration with industry partners and the County and City Councils, the study includes a proposal 

for a new station at Wantage/Grove, subject to additional main line infrastructure. 

Its recommendations have now been drawn together to form ‘Oxfordshire Connect’, an overarching 

industry strategy for the county, which will be used to decide future investment priorities, including 

for the £69 million in funding confirmed by the DfT for the next stage of the Oxford Corridor Capacity 

Phase 2 project278. In this context, we support the East–West railway line, and the proposal for a new 

station at Wantage/Grove, which must be completed as fast as possible. Residents have campaigned 

 
275 Source: https://www.morebus.co.uk/world-breastfeeding-week . 
276 Source: https://www.oxford-chiltern-bus-page.co.uk/301005.htm . 
277 https://www.globalrailwayreview.com/news/125871/study-expansion-oxfordshire-rail-network/ . 
278 Oxfordshire Connect will also help to seek future funding through the UK government’s Rail Network 
Enhancements Pipeline (RNEP). 

https://www.morebus.co.uk/world-breastfeeding-week
https://www.oxford-chiltern-bus-page.co.uk/301005.htm
https://www.globalrailwayreview.com/news/125871/study-expansion-oxfordshire-rail-network/
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for over 40 years, petitioning Network Rail to re-open it, for better connectivity and an alternative to 

congested roads, which would simultaneously tackle climate change.  

The proposal to reopen the Witney/Carterton rail line is worth considering, too, especially the 

proposal getting the line gets close enough to Brize Norton to make it accessible for travellers to the 

RAF base. This would take a lot of personnel off the roads and, if the line is strong enough, possibly 

freight, too. Another advantage would be that (contrary to other dormant lines) the proposal by 

Witney-Oxford Transport Group279 does not involve cutting through any existing house estates, but 

instead tracks the road until it turns south to Carterton. This should mean not having compulsorily to 

purchase housing/residential land, and should also reduce objections from current residents. 

A climate-friendly and “doughnut economics”-type long-term investment are Dual System Trains: 

 
Tram-train running in the streets of Heilbronn City (left), and on the main line in the outskirts (right)280. 

The “Karlsruhe model281” is a tram-train system, initially developed and implemented by a German 

local transit authority (“Karlsruher Verkehrsverbund, KVV”). It consists of tram/light rail trains and 

commuter/regional rail trains running on the same set of tracks, generally between or outside of 

urban areas. Main advantages are  

- the elimination of transfer between regional and urban public transport, 

- shorter stop spacing compared to regional trains, 

- extending existing rail networks into a city without complying with limiting heavy rail 

legislation, 

- relieving platform capacity at large nodes, 

- less vulnerable to accidents in adverse weather conditions than, e.g., trackless trams, 

- relatively few investments in infrastructure, as tram-train uses existing infrastructure.  

The vehicles are more cost efficient in the long term, but in return, require a greater up-front 

investment than regular trams. Examples of the Karlsruhe model implemented outside Germany 

include Tyne and Wear Metro here in the UK, the Rijn Gouwel line and Randstad Rail in the 

Netherlands, Athens Metro in Greece, and San Diego Trolley in the United States. 

 
279 https://witneyoxfordtransport.org.uk/ . 
280 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe_model . 
281 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe_model . 

https://witneyoxfordtransport.org.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe_model
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Plans for replicating the Milton Keynes mass rapid transit or the Cambridgeshire autonomous metro 

have been getting some interest, as have trackless trams282 using a dedicated tram/bus lane, which 

could run along the A40. However, whether trackless trams are an option depends on the exact local 

conditions, and there are a number of major concerns283 indicating that in the long run, trackless trams 

at least may not be a cost efficient alternative:  

- Systems can be unreliable and some have already been replaced, such as a magnetically guided 

busway in Eindhoven in the Netherlands; 

- Not many different trackless tram systems exist, and they tend to use proprietary technology, 

creating a technology lock-in to a single supplier (with price implications): whether that 

supplier/technology will still exist when it is time to replace the fleet, is uncertain - whereas 

with regular buses/light rail, there is competition between multiple suppliers to choose from; 

- Depending on the design of the road, buses driving over exactly the same spot multiple times 

can create rutting, resulting in poorer ride quality and more expensive repairs; 

- Trackless trams have a lower capacity per vehicle than light rail, meaning more are needed to 

meet the same demand levels. More frequent service can only address this up to a point, 

which, when exceeded, loses benefits, for instance signal priority may disappear. 

To integrate buses and trains with active travel, a network of transport hubs is needed. Bus stops as 

well as railway stations need cycle parking and easy pedestrian access. Hubs can also be used for 

transferring freight to cargo bikes or light goods vehicles, which would make more Low Emission Zones 

possible within urban centres. For both buses and railways (“Rail & Ride”) to truly function as hubs, 

both must provide for adequate and realistic storage for bicycles, (e-)scooters and other active travel 

means. Current policies and capacity in Oxfordshire are not even getting close to being ready for the 

climate emergency, with trains often providing only a tiny compartment for bicycles, while providing 

no space for pushchairs: 

 Available space in a typical bicycle compartment on 

a local train284. 

 
282 https://theconversation.com/trackless-trams-v-light-rail-its-not-a-contest-both-can-improve-our-cities-
125134 . 
283 https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2020/08/06/what-are-trackless-tram/ . 
284 https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/bike-blog/2019/nov/04/rail-companies-bike-policy-bicycle-
storage-trains . 

https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/ICsA-V_rHRI/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconversation.com%2Ftrackless-trams-v-light-rail-its-not-a-contest-both-can-improve-our-cities-125134
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/ICsA-V_rHRI/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconversation.com%2Ftrackless-trams-v-light-rail-its-not-a-contest-both-can-improve-our-cities-125134
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/tLwlqjKj3EI/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fderef-gmx.co.uk%2Fmail%2Fclient%2FqPnYH930kU0%2Fdereferrer%2F%3FredirectUrl%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.greaterauckland.org.nz%252F2020%252F08%252F06%252Fwhat-are-trackless-tram%252F
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/bike-blog/2019/nov/04/rail-companies-bike-policy-bicycle-storage-trains
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/bike-blog/2019/nov/04/rail-companies-bike-policy-bicycle-storage-trains
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 “RegioBiking”: 

bicycle coaches on a regional train in Austria285. 

Bus companies are operating similarly climate-inappropriate policies when it comes to storing bicycles 

or pushchairs, partly due to a failure to design buses fit for the climate emergency. The types of buses 

we have in and around Oxford are currently a barrier to bikes, pushchairs, and wheelchair users. 

Articulated (bendy) single decker buses can provide more space. 

Transport hubs at main route bus stops and rail stations should be fit for the 21st century, and allow 

safe storage of more expensive vehicles such as electric bikes. Current best practice is in evidence on 

Walton Forest, London286. 

 

• Policy option 18 - Sustainable Transport in New Development  

We welcome the draft’s uptake of 15-minute neighbourhoods - for rural areas, 20 minutes may be 

more expedient – and fully agree that individual and collective transport choices are a result of how 

development and infrastructure are planned. The importance of this insight can hardly be overstated, 

and needs to be implemented in designing out car dependency in new development – a helpful 

checklist for this is available from Transport for New Homes287. 

We welcome the insight by the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee that current 

fiscal incentives for cars are not sufficient to encourage consumers to purchase lower, and indeed, 

zero-emissions vehicles, and that “(…) In the long-term, widespread personal vehicle ownership does 

not appear to be compatible with significant decarbonisation288.”Identifying what does not work is 

 
285 Source: https://nationaler-radverkehrsplan.de/de/aktuell/nachrichten/neue-fahrradwagen-mit-je-24-
stellplaetzen-fuer . 
286 https://enjoywalthamforest.co.uk/get-moving/cyclehubs/ . 
287 https://www.transportfornewhomes.org.uk/the-project/checklist-for-new-housing-developments/ . 
288 Clean Growth: Technologies for meeting the UK’s emissions reduction targets: Government and Ofgem 
Responses to the Committee’s Twentieth Report of Session 2017–19 - First Special Report of Session 2019, 
House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 1 November 2019, p.18, point 30; see 
http://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201919/cmselect/cmsctech/287/287.pdf; see also 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-49425402. 

https://nationaler-radverkehrsplan.de/de/aktuell/nachrichten/neue-fahrradwagen-mit-je-24-stellplaetzen-fuer
https://nationaler-radverkehrsplan.de/de/aktuell/nachrichten/neue-fahrradwagen-mit-je-24-stellplaetzen-fuer
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/DozKnIYAwMU/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fenjoywalthamforest.co.uk%2Fget-moving%2Fcyclehubs%2F
https://www.transportfornewhomes.org.uk/the-project/checklist-for-new-housing-developments/
http://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201919/cmselect/cmsctech/287/287.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-49425402
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the first, much needed step. What we need now, to successfully face the climate challenge, are positive 

counter-proposals creating a pull factor towards desirable outcomes.  

One such outcome is pedestrianised towns - which we must fully embrace, and fast. These have long 

been an urban planning trend with our European neighbours, who are boasting very positive success 

stories. Pontevedra, for instance, is a particularly shining example: “(…) The benefits are numerous. On 

the same streets where 30 people died in traffic accidents from 1996 to 2006, only three died in the 

subsequent 10 years, and none since 2009. CO2 emissions are down 70%, nearly three-quarters of 

what were car journeys are now made on foot or by bicycle, and, while other towns in the region are 

shrinking, central Pontevedra has gained 12,000 new inhabitants. Also, withholding planning 

permission for big shopping centres has meant that small businesses – which elsewhere have been 

unable to withstand Spain’s prolonged economic crisis – have managed to stay afloat289.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

290 

 
289 As one example, see https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/sep/18/paradise-life-spanish-city-banned-
cars-pontevedra . 
290 Source: https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/sep/18/paradise-life-spanish-city-banned-cars-
pontevedra . 

“How can it be that the elderly 

or children aren’t able to use 

the street because of cars?”  

César Mosquera, Head of 

Infrastructure, Pontevedra 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/sep/18/paradise-life-spanish-city-banned-cars-pontevedra
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/sep/18/paradise-life-spanish-city-banned-cars-pontevedra
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/sep/18/paradise-life-spanish-city-banned-cars-pontevedra
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/sep/18/paradise-life-spanish-city-banned-cars-pontevedra
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In the UK, Bristol’s Council officers began work on further widening pedestrian zones last spring, 

restricting a major route for vehicles through the city centre, and drawing up plans to widen pavements 

to help physical distancing and improve cycle routes across the city. Bristol’s Mayor sees the pandemic 

as chance to change travel habits and revitalise the city:  

“(…) It’s important that“(…) as people begin moving again en masse they don’t go back to 

patterns that are 15 to 20 years out of date. (…) We’re trying to rebuild the city in a way that’s 

fit for (…) taking on the challenge of Covid (…) but also dealing with the wider challenges of 

social inequality, social immobility and climate and ecological emergencies. We are in a crisis 

but we need to think about the medium and long term as well291. 

A community-led initiative in Redcliffe, inspired by places across the world (e.g., the public space 

around Bath Abbey, New York’s high-line, or Berlin’s Baugruppen custom-built apartment blocks), is 

reclaiming underused space and puts people and quality design at the centre.  

The initiative has set out a Neighbourhood Development Plan with many ambitious features, notably 

integrating green infrastructure into the building and public realm, including green roofs, energy and 

water, and meeting social needs by implementing “8 to 80” features (see further below), making the 

landscape more playable for all ages. 

292 

 
291 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/may/21/bristol-reveals-plan-to-pedestrianise-historic-centre-
in-covid-19-reforms . 
292 Source: https://www.redcliffeforum.org/ . 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/may/21/bristol-reveals-plan-to-pedestrianise-historic-centre-in-covid-19-reforms
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/may/21/bristol-reveals-plan-to-pedestrianise-historic-centre-in-covid-19-reforms
https://www.redcliffeforum.org/
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An example where stepping up pedestrianisation has made it into the law is the federal state of Berlin: 

It was the first German Bundesland to adopt a “pedestrian law” in January this year. A new, pedestrian-

focused amendment293 to Berlin’s regional mobility law from 2018 – initially focusing on improving 

traffic/safety conditions for cyclists - was passed with the support of the three-way governing coalition 

of Social Democrats (SPD), the Left and the Greens, as well as the business-friendly Free Democrats. 

The policy change is to redress the systemic asymmetry of the traffic rule "slow defers to fast", 

imposing an incentives structure pre-dating the climate emergency. The new law pushes the city's 

transformation from car-first, to pedestrian-first, to improve quality of life for all citizens; and includes 

improvements such as Ionger green lights for pedestrians, safer school routes for kids, more 

crosswalks, more benches for older people and others in need of a rest along their route, curbs to be 

lowered to make them more wheelchair accessible, construction sites to ensure that pedestrians and 

cyclists can safely navigate around them, and city authorities are to crack down harder on illegal 

parking and dangerous driving. 

Barcelona’s heavily polluted central Eixample district is now subject to an ambitious 10-year plan to 

reclaim the city’s streets from cars, and cut down pollution. Under this scheme, giving priority to 

pedestrians and cyclists, one in three streets are becoming green zones, and 21 public squares will be 

created at intersections, so that no citizen is more than 200 metres from a square or small park294. 

 295  296 

It is high time for us to catch up. Fully embracing green, pedestrianised cities would solve more than 

one problem at a time - simultaneously addressing air pollution, sustainable urban infrastructure, 

accident and flood prevention297, building carbon sinks and healthy communities. 

 
293 https://www.dw.com/en/berlin-gets-germanys-first-pedestrian-law/a-56480003 , 
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/panorama/berlin-fussgaenger-gesetz-100.html . 
294 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/11/barcelona-launches-10-year-plan-to-reclaim-city-
streets-from-cars ; Eixample is t he famous 20th-century grid in Barcelona devised by engineer Ildefons Cerdà. 
295 Source: https://theconversation.com/sustainable-cities-after-covid-19-are-barcelona-style-green-zones-the-
answer-150774 . 
296 Source:https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/4/10/18273895/traffic-barcelona-
superblocks-gentrification . 
297 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/16/how-helsinki-and-oslo-cut-pedestrian-deaths-to-zero . 

https://www.dw.com/en/berlin-gets-germanys-first-pedestrian-law/a-56480003
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/panorama/berlin-fussgaenger-gesetz-100.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/11/barcelona-launches-10-year-plan-to-reclaim-city-streets-from-cars
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/11/barcelona-launches-10-year-plan-to-reclaim-city-streets-from-cars
https://theconversation.com/sustainable-cities-after-covid-19-are-barcelona-style-green-zones-the-answer-150774
https://theconversation.com/sustainable-cities-after-covid-19-are-barcelona-style-green-zones-the-answer-150774
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/4/10/18273895/traffic-barcelona-superblocks-gentrification
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/4/10/18273895/traffic-barcelona-superblocks-gentrification
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/16/how-helsinki-and-oslo-cut-pedestrian-deaths-to-zero
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“8 to 80” Cities298  

In order to be sustainable, transport needs of all age tranches must be taken into account, and one of 

the most difficult questions facing urban areas is how they will go about making themselves more age-

friendly.  

To begin with, there should be more accessible surface transit, improved cycling and pedestrian 

infrastructure, and more programmable park space. However, in many aging societies where the 

proportion of seniors will grow as much as four-fold within two decades, public space improvements 

alone will not suffice to make large urban areas more suitable to the needs of older residents, 

especially in the case of car-dependent suburbs. 

In Japan for instance, where the aging curve is further along, planning officials and architects have 

promoted “universal design” principles, which can be found in such amenities as multi-generational 

housing, to address the shortage of caregivers. 

In a 2009 study299 of age-friendly cities, the Ontario Professional Planners Institute recommended 

governmental collaboration to develop community “hubs”, housing a range of services under one 

roof. Government agencies were also urged to intentionally integrate (rather than segregate) age-

related services, such as seniors’ drop-in centres and child-care facilities, as has been done successfully 

in several Scandinavian countries, Canada and Singapore300, and in 2018 for the first time in the UK, in 

Nightingale Centre Wandsworth: 

 301 

 
298 https://www.880cities.org/. 
299 http://www.ontarioplanners.on.ca/pdf/call%20to%20action%20age-
friendly%20communities%20june%2018,%202009.pdf. 
300 https://ideas.ted.com/whats-a-nursing-home-combined-with-a-childcare-center-a-hopeful-model-for-the-
future-of-aging/. 
301 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/elderly-children-intergenerational-care-home-
nightingale-house-a8271876.html. 

https://www.880cities.org/
http://www.ontarioplanners.on.ca/pdf/call%20to%20action%20age-friendly%20communities%20june%2018,%202009.pdf
http://www.ontarioplanners.on.ca/pdf/call%20to%20action%20age-friendly%20communities%20june%2018,%202009.pdf
https://ideas.ted.com/whats-a-nursing-home-combined-with-a-childcare-center-a-hopeful-model-for-the-future-of-aging/
https://ideas.ted.com/whats-a-nursing-home-combined-with-a-childcare-center-a-hopeful-model-for-the-future-of-aging/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/elderly-children-intergenerational-care-home-nightingale-house-a8271876.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/elderly-children-intergenerational-care-home-nightingale-house-a8271876.html
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Finally, we agree with the hierarchy the policy option proposes, but we believe the Plan’s vision should 

not be limited to merely “enabling” people to travel by active and sustainable means (although this is 

a key first step), but beyond that, should create powerful incentives for active travel. This also 

includes removing any disincentives, including addressing air pollution, which has a more damaging 

health impact at higher metabolic rates. 

 

• Policy option 19 - Supporting Sustainable Freight Management  

As much freight as possible should be transported by rail. We would very much support a network of 

cargo bikes and zero emission vehicles for local deliveries, along the lines of Pedal and Post in Oxford, 

with transfer hubs at railway stations and on the outskirts of urban centres. There could be an 

opportunity here to repurpose empty commercial units on the outskirts of towns.  

The proposed EV charging infrastructure should also of course provide for goods vehicles as well as 

cars. We welcome, for example, initiatives such as the Energy Superhub Oxford302, which aims to use 

battery storage to power a network for electric vehicles and electric heating for homes and businesses. 

Overall, we are somewhat disappointed by this policy option, and would urgently call for more 

ambitious measures with regard to sustainable freight management. In particular, we would like to see 

take-up of ‘last mile deliveries’ in the policy, and the reinforcement of cargo bikes as delivery options. 

 303 

 

• Policy option 20 - Digital Infrastructure  

There is an important transformation in life and work taking place in society, thanks to the impact of 

the Internet. It started in 2000, but has accelerated during the Covid-19 pandemic. It is changing: 

 
302 https://energysuperhuboxford.org/about-the-project/ . 
303 Source: https://www.velove.se/overview  

https://energysuperhuboxford.org/about-the-project/
https://www.velove.se/overview
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1. Where we work. Many people  no longer need to commute daily to London or Oxford for office 

jobs. Much of that kind of work can be done anywhere there is a good Internet connection. 

2. Shopping. We order online and wait for the delivery. Town centre stores are closing, 

warehouses expanding and courier jobs are increasing. 

3. Public services. Residents book services online, talk to their GPs over the phone and then meet 

in person only when it is necessary (and indeed possible). 

4. Socialising. Even (or especially) the elderly have spent the last year communicating with 

friends and relatives online, countering to some extent the effects of social isolation. While younger 

people integrate online and face-to-face communications in their lives.  

An increase in automation can deliver some results, as for instance in Oxbotica’s self-driving cars and 

number plate recognition (products of machine learning that is sometimes called AI). But we should 

be mindful of the resulting carbon foot print, and the role increased automation plays in “delivering” 

social isolation, too. 

Many of the digital infrastructure changes will have a beneficial impact on people and the 

environment in Oxfordshire, such as: 

➢ Making it possible to work from home in rural villages rather than driving cars to Oxford and 

London, and set up new rural businesses; 

➢ Increased business start-ups, competing with Belfast304, relying on good Internet connections 

outside Oxford where office and housing rents are too expensive for new businesses; 

➢ Distribution of goods by bicycle and electric vehicles for Internet orders, instead of driving to 

shopping centres; 

➢ Online co-ordination of social and business services to better meet the needs of residents; 

and  

➢ Reduced social isolation among the elderly and vulnerable, as shown in the Digital 

Donnington305 project, supported by Oxford City Council. 

To ensure that the benefits of these changes reach everyone, we need to do far more than has been 

proposed in the Future Telecoms Infrastructure Review306. For commercial reasons, Internet Service 

Providers and Mobile Network Operators concentrate on areas with high population density. Targets 

set as a fraction of population, such as 85% full fibre discriminate against people in rural areas. 

Government and local authorities have had to deliberately support rural connectivity. To quote the 

example of Northern Ireland, different providers in rural areas have received funding to set up 

microwave links to a village, and build wired Internet connections in the village. In Romania, the mobile 

 
304 https://www.seedtable.com/startups-belfast . 
305 Oxford City Council awarded £35,000 in grants to community groups as part of a #WeAreOxford campaign, 
to help connecting communities beyond the pandemic. Donnington Tenants & Residents Association (DTRA) 
received funding for its project to connect older, isolated members of the community online, 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1776/council_boosts_community_activities_with_weareoxford_grant
s . 
306 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-telecoms-infrastructure-review . 

https://www.seedtable.com/startups-belfast
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1776/council_boosts_community_activities_with_weareoxford_grants
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1776/council_boosts_community_activities_with_weareoxford_grants
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-telecoms-infrastructure-review
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networks are so good that on a boat in the Danube delta307, there is better connectivity than in parts 

of Oxfordshire. This requires local investment from both the private and public sectors. 

To improve rapid access to the possibilities of a better digital infrastructure, it is not enough to 

provide technical connectivity: people need support to change the ways they work and live. 

 

• Policy option 21 - Strategic Infrastructure Priorities  

The Oxfordshire Infrastructure Strategy, at least in its stage 1 plan, falls disappointingly short of the 

radical vision needed to transform our County in light of the Climate Emergency. The reason given for 

this is that the plans pre-date the declaration of a Climate Emergency in 2019 and recent climate action 

frameworks.  

Inaction in the face of a looming threat is inexcusable and does not meet the responsibility that 

Oxfordshire LAs have towards their citizens. We should not sit back and wait to be taken to court over 

failure to act. As mentioned under policy option 12, in the context of air pollution, there is now a 

precedent for failure to address excessive air pollution being officially established as a contributory 

cause of death. In the landmark case mentioned above (Ella Kissi-Debrah), the coroner concluded that 

“(…) There was a recognised failure to reduce the levels of nitrogen dioxide” and that “(…) Ella died of 

asthma, contributed to by exposure to excessive air pollution308”. The coroner’s report is a clarion call 

for urgent and far-reaching action to redress the consequences of planetary overshoot. 

Specifically with regard to strategic infrastructure priorities, this means that there is an urgent 

requirement to redress the lack of infrastructure plans allowing for a socially just transition to a 

pollution-free, net zero carbon future. 

A better framework is urgently needed to provide proper green infrastructure, not just walking and 

cycling routes, but also access to nature for all residents. The new government carbon pricing should 

help this shift, but it should happen sooner than the planned OXIS part 2. 

The OXIS stage 1 plan is self-reflective of the infrastructure shortfall and the funding gap for existing 

plans, making it puzzling that changes in priority to address this have not been included. The overall 

focus on growth is misplaced, and does not support the ambitions of the draft Oxfordshire 2050 plan.  

Given that the OXIS and the Oxfordshire 2050 plans must go hand in hand, we hope that priority will 

be given for infrastructure projects addressing the Climate Crisis and Oxfordshire’s socioeconomic 

inequalities in the OXIS’s stage 2 plan, as well as in the framework of the Oxfordshire 2050 plan. 

  

 
307 This may in part be due to the NATO context: https://jamestown.org/program/romanias-danube-flotilla-an-
unparalleled-capability-on-natos-southeastern-flank-part-two/ . 
308 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-55330945 . 

https://jamestown.org/program/romanias-danube-flotilla-an-unparalleled-capability-on-natos-southeastern-flank-part-two/
https://jamestown.org/program/romanias-danube-flotilla-an-unparalleled-capability-on-natos-southeastern-flank-part-two/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-55330945
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V. THEME FIVE: CREATING JOBS AND PROVIDING HOMES 

 

Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment309 (OGNA) 

The OGNA starts very much from an assumption that economic growth is an aim in itself, an 

assumption that is squarely in contradiction with the statement in Consultation Document that the 

first objective of the Oxfordshire Plan is “To demonstrate leadership in addressing the climate 

emergency by significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions310.” 

While acknowledging that over the 2010-18 period, jobs growth has outpaced housing and labour 

supply growth311, leading to both an increase in housing costs and net-in commuting to Oxfordshire, 

there is a clear promotion of the “business as usual” trajectory for economic performance. 

Moreover, the jobs growth forecast for the period of 2020-2050 presented312 under reference to OGNA 

figures313 is highly unrealistic, and appears to be taken slightly out of context. Even the OGNA itself 

when presenting these figures, acknowledges that: 

“(…) As observed and interrogated in Chapter 5, the outturn in Figure 8.5.1 shows a decline in 

Oxfordshire’s employment between 2016-18. Though partially attributable to Brexit, the 

analysis in Chapter 5 concluded the volatile nature of survey-derived employment estimates 

means this drop has probably been overestimated. CE does not regard this as a longer-term 

trend, though easing labour market performance is likely over the latter part of the 

2010’s/early 020’s. This raises further questions over the anticipated quick ascent in 

employment under the PwC “go for growth” scenario. (…)” (emphasis added). 

It is very expedient indeed to point out the volatile nature of the survey-derived employment 

estimates, although starting from the same basis, we arrive at a conclusion that is diametrically 

opposed to the OGNA’s:  

➢ On which basis does CE consider that this drop does not represent a long-term trend of easing 

labour market performance?  

➢ And what underlying evidence base justifies the assumption of a quick ascent thereafter? 

The volatility of these figures is especially to be considered against the combined backdrop of Brexit, 

the full long-term impact of which on (among others) employment, is yet to be felt, and of Covid-19.  

 
309 Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment, Phase 1 Report, 25.03.2021, 
https://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s60719/Appendix%208B%20Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20
Needs%20Assessment%20Phase%201%20Report%2024.06.21.pdf . 
310 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 106, textbox after paragraph 377. 
311 Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment, p. 68, figure 5.2.4. 
312 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 107, after paragraph 384, graph 
illustrating “Employment projections for Oxfordshire (2010=100)”. 
313 Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment, p. 104, figure 8.5.1. 

https://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s60719/Appendix%208B%20Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20Needs%20Assessment%20Phase%201%20Report%2024.06.21.pdf
https://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s60719/Appendix%208B%20Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20Needs%20Assessment%20Phase%201%20Report%2024.06.21.pdf
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Reports of firms struggling to fill vacancies may have given the impression that the labour market is 

tight (a fact relied on heavily by the OGNA), but 5% of the workforce is on furlough, and the number 

of hours worked remains 7% below its pre-crisis level, with neither of those statistics pointing to 

overheating. The labour market will need considerable time to return to where it was pre-pandemic, 

and even then, only after a period of initially higher unemployment. The reasons for that are simple: 

the economy’s rate of recovery is slowing at a time when the furlough is being phased out.  

Although Britain’s flexible labour market has meant that the workforce was able to adapt to the 

challenges of the pandemic, e.g., by way of a boom in self-employment, part-time work314 and the use 

of zero-hours contracts, the downside of the rising employment levels is that they have been 

accompanied by rising casualisation and job insecurity. The abovementioned flexibility of the labour 

market comes at a cost - more than half the people living in poverty in the UK are in work315. 

Furthermore, the growing incidence of extreme weather events following climate change and the 

passing of tipping points will unavoidably make an impact on labour productivity. Both the OGNA and 

the present Consultation Document insufficiently address the urgent need to invest in climate-

resilient infrastructure. The costs of failing to maintain and adapt infrastructure so that it can cope 

with increasing climate change-related impacts are high.  

For example, the ILO quotes316 figures from the U.S., stating that:  

“(…) the American Society of Civil Engineers estimates that, even without considering the 

impacts of climate change, failure to make the necessary investments in infrastructure would 

end up costing the United States of America 2.5 million jobs and US$ 4 trillion in GDP over 

the period 2016–2025317. If one factors in the impacts of climate change, these losses would 

be even higher. (…) The higher costs associated with initial investment in resilient 

infrastructure are likely to be recouped in the long term through reduced expenses on repair 

work and on disaster response (…)” (emphasis added, see also our comments Theme 1 above). 

In sum, we consider that the OGNA’s employment projection figures quoted in paragraph 384 of the 

Consultation Paper do not seem to appropriately take account of the combined challenges the 

economy is facing in the wake of Brexit, Covid-19, and the climate emergency. We therefore cannot 

agree with the conclusion in paragraph 389 of the Consultation paper that the OGNA’s calculations, as 

they presently stand, can serve as a basis for local planning authorities, not only because they are 

outdated, but also because do not align with the objectives of the plan to “reverse the impacts of 

climate change318”. 

 
314 The number of part-time workers currently exceeds the number of full-time work. 
315 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/feb/07/uk-live-poverty-charity-joseph-rowntree-foundation . 
316 The Employment Impact of Climate Change Adaptation, A report prepared by the International Labour 
Organization (ILO) for the G20 Climate Sustainability Working Group (CSWG) under the Argentine G20 
Presidency in 2018, p.20, section 2.3, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---
ed_emp/documents/publication/wcms_645572.pdf . 
317 Failure to Act – Closing the Infrastructure Investment Gap for America’s Economic Future, American Society 
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Report 2016, https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/ASCE-Failure-to-Act-2016-FINAL.pdf , p.26. 
318 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p.12, after paragraph 29, point 1. 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/feb/07/uk-live-poverty-charity-joseph-rowntree-foundation
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/documents/publication/wcms_645572.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/documents/publication/wcms_645572.pdf
https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/ASCE-Failure-to-Act-2016-FINAL.pdf
https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/ASCE-Failure-to-Act-2016-FINAL.pdf
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The OGNA’s Covid-19 Impacts Addendum319 is particularly weak. While in section 4, it briefly assesses 

potential changes in remote working patterns, it fails to notice the major environmental gains possible 

from entrenching such changes. The major thrust of section 3 is that Covid can simply be viewed as 

any other temporary blip in the cycle, similar to the 2008 recession, and that “business as usual” should 

resume. 

Moreover, a genuine assessment of societal needs must look at how to re-establish a balance between 

jobs and housing, perhaps even suggesting a suitable ‘jobs : dwellings’ ratio designed to have a positive 

effect on increasing affordability of housing and decreasing commuting. 

Also, the often-quoted population growth is actually in decline at present, as confirmed by ONS figures: 

 
320 

 
319 Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment, Covid-19 Impacts Addendum, March 2021, 
https://meetings.westoxon.gov.uk/documents/s2538/Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20Needs%20Assessm
ent%20Covid-19%20Impacts%20Addendum%2024.06.21.pdf. 
320https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bu
lletins/annualmidyearpopulationestimates/mid2019estimates . 

https://meetings.westoxon.gov.uk/documents/s2538/Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20Needs%20Assessment%20Covid-19%20Impacts%20Addendum%2024.06.21.pdf
https://meetings.westoxon.gov.uk/documents/s2538/Final%20Oxfordshire%20Growth%20Needs%20Assessment%20Covid-19%20Impacts%20Addendum%2024.06.21.pdf
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulletins/annualmidyearpopulationestimates/mid2019estimates
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulletins/annualmidyearpopulationestimates/mid2019estimates
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Moreover, Appendix C on Affordable Housing Need321 is confused. While in section 4, it does attempt 

to look at income distribution amongst those in housing need, it subsequently fails totally to 

distinguish between social rent and the misleadingly named category of “affordable rent”. As 

mentioned in our comments re policy option 30 below, this is in contrast to the Oxfordshire Strategic 

Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) 2014322, which identified that of those in housing need, 53.1 % 

could only afford social rents, compared to 37.5% “affordable” rent, and 9.4% shared equity323. 

Depressingly, this statistic was completely ignored by all the subsequent local plans that were based 

on the SHMA. 

The Oxfordshire 2050 Consultation should be emphasising the need for social housing as the only way 

out of the current affordability crisis. It is good to see at least the admission in the OGNA that “(…) 

there is actually a positive correlation between housing delivery and house price growth: the LEP areas 

that have built the most houses are also amongst those to have experienced the fastest growth in house 

prices.324” 

 

• Policy option 22 - Supporting the Creation of Jobs  

We agree that it is essential to align any economic and housing growth. We would favour a clear ‘jobs 

: homes’ ratio, so that any proposal for economic development would need to demonstrate that it was 

not simply exacerbating the housing availability deficit. 

With regard to employment strategies, the Local Government Association (LGA) has started a very 

commendable initiative by commissioning a development programme, the “LGA Sector Led 

Improvement: Creating Local Green Jobs”, to support a green economic recovery at a local level, and 

create green jobs to be at the heart of economic recovery post-Covid325. 

Programmes like this one are needed on a large scale, and in the light of recent climatic developments, 

the deadline for the objective to become zero carbon needs to be ratcheted up to deliver by 2030 or 

earlier if possible. 

Recent data shows that rewilding on marginal land could bolster employment without halting 

traditional agricultural activities, and rewilding just 5% of England could create 20,000 rural jobs in 

rural communities and increase employment by 50% compared with intensive farming326.  

 
321 Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment, see Fn above, Appendix C: Affordable Housing Need Appendix, p. 172 
ff. 
322 Oxfordshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) 2014, Final Report, April 2014, 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/5604/hou3_-
_oxfordshire_strategic_housing_market_assessment_shma_2014  
323 See Fn above, Oxfordshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2014, p.124, after 6.76, table 60. 
324 See Fn above, Oxfordshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2014, p. 191, and figure 12.7.8. 
325 https://www.local.gov.uk/lga-sector-led-improvement-creating-local-green-jobs . 
326 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/12/rewilding-england-create-rural-jobs-

employment-aoe . 

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/5604/hou3_-_oxfordshire_strategic_housing_market_assessment_shma_2014
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/5604/hou3_-_oxfordshire_strategic_housing_market_assessment_shma_2014
https://www.local.gov.uk/lga-sector-led-improvement-creating-local-green-jobs
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/12/rewilding-england-create-rural-jobs-employment-aoe
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/12/rewilding-england-create-rural-jobs-employment-aoe
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 327 

Hybrid roles in animal husbandry and ecology, positions in nature tourism and specialist roles in species 

reintroductions could be among the new positions, according to analysis from Rewilding Britain328, 

alongside benefits for biodiversity and the climate. 

 

• Policy option 23 - Protection of Economic Assets  

We agree that any development of economic assets must include drastic increases in renewable 

energy provision and use, and improved walking, cycling and public transport capacity. However, we 

would not wish to rule out the repurposing of historically economic assets for housing to reflect 

changes in economic activity. 

 

• Policy option 24 - Town Centre Renewal  

We need to think about practical solutions for making town centres zero carbon, and retrofitting all 

buildings for energy efficiency. Encouraging new footfall should not be a priority, as this would not be 

compatible with reducing the need to travel; in any event, sufficient footfall was not problematic pre-

Covid. Pedestrianisation needs to be fully embraced (see comments under option 18 above). 

We welcome the acceptance that something needs to be done to deal with the high level of vacant 

premises resulting from dramatic changes to the retail sector. While we welcome, in principle, the 

 
327 Source: https://www.countryside-jobs.com/article/2021-01-26-the-rewilding-network-spearheading-rapid-
rewilding-across-britain . 
328  https://www.rewildingbritain.org.uk/news-and-views/press-releases-and-media-statements/rewilding-
boosts-jobs-and-volunteering-opportunities-study-shows . 

https://www.countryside-jobs.com/article/2021-01-26-the-rewilding-network-spearheading-rapid-rewilding-across-britain
https://www.countryside-jobs.com/article/2021-01-26-the-rewilding-network-spearheading-rapid-rewilding-across-britain
https://www.rewildingbritain.org.uk/news-and-views/press-releases-and-media-statements/rewilding-boosts-jobs-and-volunteering-opportunities-study-shows
https://www.rewildingbritain.org.uk/news-and-views/press-releases-and-media-statements/rewilding-boosts-jobs-and-volunteering-opportunities-study-shows
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proposals for new cultural and community spaces, we would caution that this should be achieved by 

repurposing rather than newbuild. Also, we may want to look at town centres as the entertainment 

and social heart of communities, with digital being the way for non-locals to enjoy our historic assets. 

We do not wish to rule out change-of-use to housing, as long as that involves high quality design and 

energy efficiency standards, matching the ambition towards zero carbon needed to avert the worst 

climate change impact. 

While we particularly welcome the proposal in Policy Option 24 of improved walking, cycling and 

public transport facilities to and from town centres to surrounding residential areas, we also note 

that the strong focus in this option on enabling new economic uses and activities and the retail sector, 

comes at the expense of “re-imagining and re-purposing town centres and urban centres329” in terms 

of residential housing options. 

This is particularly regrettable as the Consultation Document itself very aptly states that “Major 

changes are affecting town, city centres and other urban centres, with (…) high levels of vacant 

premises.”330 (emphasis added). 

 331 

Taking the City of Oxford as one example, in response to the 2014 consultation on the then planned 

£400m redevelopment of the Westgate Centre, the Oxfordshire Green Party had pointed to the then 

existing predictions of continuing economic austerity and low economic growth332, and the currently 

mostly empty Westgate Centre333 has exceeded even our expectations. 

At the same time, homelessness and insecure housing issues (e.g., sofa surfing) had already been 

rapidly rising in Oxford, and the pandemic certainly has not contributed to improving the situation of 

both acute and chronic shortages in affordable housing. Having been built on public land that was 

 
329 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p.110, paragraph 397. 
330 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p.110, paragraph 396. 
331 Source: https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/18334518.boots-specsavers-oxford-stay-open-lockdown/ . 
332 https://www.greenoxfordshire.com/westgate_consultation . 
333 https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/18334518.boots-specsavers-oxford-stay-open-lockdown/ . 

https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/18334518.boots-specsavers-oxford-stay-open-lockdown/
https://www.greenoxfordshire.com/westgate_consultation
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/18334518.boots-specsavers-oxford-stay-open-lockdown/
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historically used for housing, perhaps now is the time for the Westgate Centre to return to this 

purpose.  

We fully endorse the proposal in Policy Option 24 to “(…) consider challenges and opportunities on a 

holistic basis334” (emphasis added), and in order to do so, the residential dimension and re-conversion 

of empty retail locations into housing has a strong role to play, and needs therefore to be included in 

this policy option.  

Indeed, the Grimsey Retail Review of 2013 (updated by a review in 2018) had, among others, required 

landlords of empty retail units to apply for a change of use to housing or other335. However, such 

planning applications need an individual case-by-case approach, and safeguards against possibilities 

for landlords to overcook the market, and subsequently convert commercial property into a residential 

pied-à-terre, thus reducing the availability of retail units, pushing up rent for smaller retailers. A caveat 

in favour of affordable housing should be put in place also to protect against the opposite case, i.e., 

switching from overcharging smaller retailers to expensive housing in town centres.  

We also need to be careful that conversions to residential are done in a sympathetic way, i.e., 

sympathetic both to the local street scene, and to the suitability for residents, including in terms of 

proper provision of air and light (windows etc) and access to green space. 

Moreover, we wonder whether in the context of an exponentially worsening climate emergency, we 

can afford “The redevelopment of town centres to make them more visually appealing336.” as a matter 

of priority. While it is certainly desirable to pay due regard to aesthetics, we believe the primary driving 

force behind planning should currently be zero carbon targets. While we would support striving for 

visual appeal in the process, the latter objective should not outrank the former, let alone justify 

redevelopment where zero carbon requirements are not met.  

Witney Green and Broad Street.337 

 
334 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p.111, after paragraph 401, last 
paragraph in the textbox. 
335 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/sep/02/grimsey-retail-review-key-recommendations . 
336 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 111, after paragraph 401, textbox, 
3rd bullet point. 
337 Sources: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/206250857911587525/ and http://cohsat.org.uk/tag/oxford/ . 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/sep/02/grimsey-retail-review-key-recommendations
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/206250857911587525/
http://cohsat.org.uk/tag/oxford/
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Finally, in order to improve quality of life for citizens in town centres, maximise carbon sink potential, 

support pollinators, improve air pollution, and reduce health risk and exposure in particular for 

children in playgrounds, we call upon authorities to join the initiative of pesticide-free towns and 

cities, which many towns and regions across the UK and indeed worldwide have already successfully 

joined338. 

  
Urban tree base with, and without glyphosate … 339 

 

• Policy option 25 - Visitor Economy  

We would caution that any form of “new development” would come with its inherent carbon footprint, 

jeopardising the Strategic Vision’s objective to “revert the impact of climate change340. We also believe 

the first objective pursued by Policy Option 18, “1. Reducing the need to travel341”, to reduce carbon 

emissions, sits somewhat uncomfortably with the airmiles and other transport emissions which an 

“international draw” would generate.  

We await explanations as to how any such proposals would be in line with the UK’s sixth Carbon 

Budget, which incorporates the UK’s share of international aviation and shipping emissions342. 

Realistically, ‘sustainable’ tourism will be difficult to square with reducing travel. In particular, we 

strongly disagree with encouraging new development to advance the visitor economy – developments 

such as Bicester Shopping Village may have economic appeal, but its operation may need 

reconsidering, going forward, in view of the climate emergency. 

New development should be minimised, and our limited resources be put to making our existing 

settlements resilient. At a time of impending catastrophe with Rhineland-style floods, storm, drought, 

 
338 https://www.pan-uk.org/pesticide-free-towns-success-stories/ . 
339 Sources: https://camden.greenparty.org.uk/news/2020/06/22/camden-council-continues-to-use-
glyphosate/ , https://rewildingthecity.com/2020/05/24/three-dos-and-three-donts-while-guerrilla-gardening-
a-tree-pit/ . 
340 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 12, after paragraph 29, point 1. 
341 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 98, paragraph 2, no. 1. 
342 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-enshrines-new-target-in-law-to-slash-emissions-by-78-by-2035 . 

https://www.pan-uk.org/pesticide-free-towns-success-stories/
https://camden.greenparty.org.uk/news/2020/06/22/camden-council-continues-to-use-glyphosate/
https://camden.greenparty.org.uk/news/2020/06/22/camden-council-continues-to-use-glyphosate/
https://rewildingthecity.com/2020/05/24/three-dos-and-three-donts-while-guerrilla-gardening-a-tree-pit/
https://rewildingthecity.com/2020/05/24/three-dos-and-three-donts-while-guerrilla-gardening-a-tree-pit/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-enshrines-new-target-in-law-to-slash-emissions-by-78-by-2035
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overheating, possibly even fire and food shortages, climate resilient infrastructure should be a priority. 

The use of sustainable travel should be mandated not encouraged, and new facilities should be zero 

or negative carbon. 

 

• Policy option 26 – Culture and Arts 

Our existing cultural centres need supporting and reviving; the enforced halt of cultural activity during 

the pandemic has reminded many of us of the vital role culture and the arts play in community and 

individual wellbeing. 

In a situation where we cannot afford maintenance of existing cultural centres, we should prioritise 

ways to repurpose, reuse and restore existing buildings for cultural and community use, rather than 

build carbon-intensive new buildings. All communities should have access to common space for such 

activities. 

 

• Policy option 27 – Meeting Skills and Education Needs 

We should respond to the need to retrain the workforce for the new zero carbon economy, e.g., for 

retrofitting homes for energy efficiency, for regenerative agriculture, and for nature restoration (see 

also our comments on policy option 28 below).  

This policy could consider requiring developers to contribute financially towards an Oxfordshire 

green constructions skills programme. Community Employment Plans and onsite training should also 

be required on all major sites.  

Furthermore, we are concerned that secondary school provision is not keeping up with development 

in Oxfordshire, and call for measures to redress this evolution. 

New facilities should be zero or negative carbon, and authorities should consider mandating, rather 

than merely ‘promoting’, the use of sustainable travel, subject to appropriate, narrowly defined 

exceptions to meet the needs of the ageing population. 

 

• Policy option 28 - Homes: How Many? Commitments and Locations  

We very much welcome the Consultation Paper’s statement quoting the very first Guiding Principle of 

the Strategic Vision 2050: “1. We will reverse the impacts of climate change.343” 

In response to the Consultation Document’s statement, however, that the Oxfordshire Plan “(…) 

cannot go lower than standard method (or it would fail to comply with Government Guidance), (…)344”, 

we would like to point out that based on the information of the latest IPCC report, even the use of the 

 
343 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 12, after paragraph 29, point 1. 
344 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 118, paragraph 431. 
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standard method will mean a level of growth with a carbon footprint exceeding planetary boundaries, 

and insufficient to avert the worst climate impact, while already facing tipping points. 

Under the Growth Deal, 100,000 houses are already being built in Oxfordshire in the period from 2011 

to 2031, and 85,000 of these are still in plans to be built as of 2020 - i.e., at the start of the planning 

period covered by the Oxfordshire 2050 Plan. As its lowest growth target, the draft Plan proposes 

building 101,000 houses in 2020-2050 under the ‘standard method’. Subtracting the 85,000 already 

planned, this would mean adding an extra 16,000 houses to districts’ plans, upon revision every 5 

years, and even this “lowest” figure would ensure that growth never stops.  

Using ONS projections rather than J. Gardiner’s ‘standard method’, the calculated need for the period 

from 2020 to 2050 would be 46,000 houses, rather than 101,000. If the intention is to still be building 

85,000, this would be 39,000 in excess of the target, based on ONS figures. 

Instead, the draft Oxfordshire 2050 Plan should at least call for zero additional homes, if not for a 

removal of 39,000 of these based on recent ONS data. This would still leave unmanageable growth 

written into all our current district and city local plans, running to different dates between 2031 and 

2035. And that is before considering the impact on climate change and transgressing both our carbon 

budget and the Paris Agreement (see our figures on CO2 emissions and remaining carbon budget 

under policy option 1). 

 

Speculative building 

Recently, two new estates have been agreed in South Oxfordshire, one of these in the AONB, and the 

other in an ancient woodland, because the target of 1100 homes a year in the Local Plan cannot be 

met. According to the 5-year housing (land) supply rule, if the local council cannot show that 1100 

homes per year are to be built over the next 5 years, then speculators can take hold of yet more land.  

As building 1100 per year is out of reach for local authorities, speculators’ access to our non-planned 

land will continue indefinitely, which is why it is imperative that no further, and excessive, high housing 

targets are written into plans. As to the statement that the Oxfordshire Plan “(…) cannot go lower than 

standard method (or it would fail to comply with Government Guidance),” government guidance is not 

binding per se, unless it can be proven that it has generated legitimate expectations.  

And should such Government Guidance be inconsistent with international legal commitments like the 

UK’s commitments to reduce carbon emissions under the Paris Agreement345, which, in line with 

Article 26 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), the UK is obliged to perform in good 

faith, the UK Government can be sued for having violated this international obligation before the 

International Court of Justice (ICJ) - this possibility is becoming increasingly tangible with the increasing 

trend for climate lawsuits to break new legal ground346. 

 
345 Paris Agreement, adopted at COP21 in Paris on 12 December 2015, 
https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/english_paris_agreement.pdf . See also https://unfccc.int/process-and-
meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement . 
346 https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00175-5 . 

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/english_paris_agreement.pdf
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00175-5
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The least damaging option currently proposed in the Consultation Paper is the use of the Standard 

method for assessing the need for additional homes. In view of the huge uncertainty inherent in the 

Cambridge Econometrics growth forecasts, as well as the possible effects of the Government’s 

levelling-up agenda directing economic growth away from the South East, it seems rash to deviate 

from the standard method, which in itself is already in excess of what we can realistically afford in 

terms of carbon footprint.  

Also, any attempts to justify using higher estimates of population growth within the standard model - 

as broached in the Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment (OGNA), using spurious data such as patient 

registers - should be resisted. The figures from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) should be used. 

If, in line with Guiding Principle 1 of the Strategic Vision 2050, we want to reverse the impacts of 

climate change, this would require dialling emissions back to NetZero by 2030, and going carbon 

negative as soon as possible afterwards, to mitigate the tipping points scientifically predicted with 

“high confidence” as occurring in 2040.  

 

• Policy option 29 - Urban Renewal  

We applaud the commitment to the principle of urban renewal in this paper. Urban renewal is badly 

needed in the context of Covid and facing the increasingly drastic challenges of climate change. Subject 

to our comments in the introduction and on Theme Two, we approve, in principle, of all the elements 

of the policy option on urban renewal347.  

We note that there is a strong focus on brownfield re-deployment, and would like to see a stronger 

push for pedestrianisation and climate mitigation / air pollution measures, in line with our comments 

on policy option 17 under theme four above.  

The argument that “urban renewal is expensive” does not hold up to long-term realities in a climate 

change context.  

 

 

 

 

Ban Ki-Moon, 8th Secretary General of the United Nations 

As commented already under themes one and five, ILO estimates show that, even without considering 

the impacts of climate change, failure to make the necessary investments in infrastructure would end 

up costing a disturbing extent of jobs and GDP. Factoring in the impacts of climate change, these 

losses would be even higher. 

 
347  

“The cost of adapting is less than the 

cost of doing business as usual. 

And the benefits are many times 

larger”. 
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However, the higher costs associated with initial investment in resilient infrastructure are likely to 
be recouped in the long term, through reduced expenses on repair work and on disaster response. 
 

With regard to the last bullet point proposed under Option 29, suggesting to “(…) utilise the function 

brownfield land often has in for example, wildlife, flood risk mitigation, and carbon storage348.” 

(emphasis added): We would caution that brownfield sites, as previously developed land potentially 

contaminated by hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants, might not be in a condition to 

sequester carbon as healthy soil would. Potential substances present on site might have damaged 

microbial ecosystems in the soil, and it is the activity of this microbiome which determines whether 

carbon is stored underground, or released back into the atmosphere349.  

350 

Soil health is therefore a primordial requirement for successful and long-term carbon sequestration 

by soil microbiome, and the condition and quality of the brownfield site in question would first have 

to be established351 to be able to assess the extent of the carbon sequestration potential left, if any.  

We would also caution against being overly optimistic about what function contaminated brownfields 

can (still) have for wildlife – this crucially depends on any recovery efforts made, the previous use of 

the respective site, and in the case of non-recovered brownfields, the half-life of any chemical 

substances present / how much time has elapsed since industrial use.  

 
348 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) Consultation Document, p. 123, after paragraph 446. 
349 See our detailed explanations under Theme Two, policy option 7 above, and 
https://www.ceh.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Why%20do%20soil%20microbes%20matter%20-
%20the%20impact%20of%20climate%20change%20on%20soil%20biodiversity.pdf , 
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm . 
350 Credit: https://www.rpsgroup.com/services/environment/contaminated-land-and-remediation/ . 
351 https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/tools-and-resources/fthr/urban-regeneration-and-greenspace-
partnership/greenspace-in-practice/planning-integrated-landscapes/brownfield-regeneration/ . 

https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/4McHruhBX7E/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ceh.ac.uk%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2FWhy%2520do%2520soil%2520microbes%2520matter%2520-%2520the%2520impact%2520of%2520climate%2520change%2520on%2520soil%2520biodiversity.pdf
https://deref-gmx.co.uk/mail/client/4McHruhBX7E/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ceh.ac.uk%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2FWhy%2520do%2520soil%2520microbes%2520matter%2520-%2520the%2520impact%2520of%2520climate%2520change%2520on%2520soil%2520biodiversity.pdf
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/9/2/34/htm
https://www.rpsgroup.com/services/environment/contaminated-land-and-remediation/
https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/tools-and-resources/fthr/urban-regeneration-and-greenspace-partnership/greenspace-in-practice/planning-integrated-landscapes/brownfield-regeneration/
https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/tools-and-resources/fthr/urban-regeneration-and-greenspace-partnership/greenspace-in-practice/planning-integrated-landscapes/brownfield-regeneration/
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As for flood risk mitigation through brownfields, limited research has so far examined how brownfield 

clean-up and reuse-choices contribute to community cumulative environmental risk, or indeed 

associations with flood risk or resilience. Not only do we have to be careful with a generic attribution 

of flood prevention potential to brownfields, but if high groundwater affects brownfields, there is 

even a danger of widespread groundwater contamination352 - this is particularly the case where the 

high groundwater or flooding occurs in an area where more problematic brownfield sites are located.  

 

353 

We would like to recall the tragic case mentioned under Policy Option 10 above, of the seven-year-old 

boy, Zane Gbangbola, who, following the flooding of a brownfield site, was killed by a toxic substance 

in the water flooding his home – his family believes it was contaminated by toxic hydrogen cyanide 

from a former landfill site, and are still campaigning for justice seven years later354.  

For more detailed comments on brownfield re-deployment please see our comments below under 

section VI., “Spatial Strategy Options”. 

  

 
352 Assessment of damage caused by high groundwater inundation, Heidi Kreibich & Annegret H. Thieken, 5 
September 2008, https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2007WR006621 , p. 4. 
353 Source: https://www.inyourarea.co.uk/news/disappointment-for-spelthorne-borough-council-over-inquest-
into-tragic-death-of-zane/ . 
354 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-surrey-54603701 . 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2007WR006621
https://www.inyourarea.co.uk/news/disappointment-for-spelthorne-borough-council-over-inquest-into-tragic-death-of-zane/
https://www.inyourarea.co.uk/news/disappointment-for-spelthorne-borough-council-over-inquest-into-tragic-death-of-zane/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-surrey-54603701
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• Policy option 30 - Affordable Homes  

 

355 

 
355 Source: Oxford City Council Annual Monitoring Report 2019-2020, 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/7416/annual_monitoring_report_2019-2020 , p. 14. 

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/7416/annual_monitoring_report_2019-2020
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A sustainable solution to the ongoing affordability crisis urgently needs to be found: Oxford’s house 

prices have traditionally made it the least affordable place to live in England356, and in Banbury, house 

prices rose by a third during 2020, the second highest rise in the country357. 

We support the alternative policy option where the plan ensures a consistent and strong provision of 

affordable housing across the County. However, we would argue that as the new First Homes scheme 

is essentially designed to replace shared ownership as a low-cost route to home ownership, the split 

of provision should be: 

25% affordable rent 

50% social rent 

25% First Homes 

This split would be justified by the 2014 Oxfordshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)358. 

Paragraphs 6.67 – 6.84 of the SHMA 2014 look at the need for different types of affordable housing 

based on income distribution. The conclusion is shown in Table 60, which shows that across the 

County, 53.1% of those in housing need can only afford rents at social housing rate level: 

359 

 
356 Just very recently, Oxford had to pass this questionable distinction on to Winchester, but still remains top of 
the list, as the currently second least affordable place in England: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-
58162371 . 
357 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/property/article-9364115/Which-areas-seen-biggest-house-price-rises-
pandemic.html . 
358 Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final Report, April 2014, 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/1753/shma_final_report. 
359 Source: Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final Report, April 2014, see Fn above, p. 124. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-58162371
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-58162371
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/property/article-9364115/Which-areas-seen-biggest-house-price-rises-pandemic.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/property/article-9364115/Which-areas-seen-biggest-house-price-rises-pandemic.html
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/1753/shma_final_report
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A clear direction is required by the plan, as currently several local plans contain no explicit 

requirement for the provision of social housing, allowing developers only to provide “affordable 

rent”, which at 80% of market rent is financially out of the reach of many. 

 Norwich council 

houses: for the first time in the 23-year history of the RIBA’s Stirling prize, it has been awarded to social housing, sending a 

clear message that, “despite government cuts, it is indeed possible for councils to take the initiative and build proper social 

housing.” The housing estate is comprised of almost 100 ‘ultra low-energy homes’, designed to stringent Passivhaus 

standards, meaning energy costs are around 70% cheaper than average. The walls are highly insulated and the roofs angled 

at 15°, to ensure each terrace does not block sunlight from the homes behind360. 

We would further like to underline the important role viability assessment play in delivering affordable 

housing policies. As the SHMA states, “However in setting policies for the mix of affordable housing, 

councils will need to consider both the 9.70 evidence regarding housing needs as well as the viability 

of delivering affordable housing. The SHMA does not consider development viability, which is equally 

important in determining policies for affordable housing mix, and is intended to be addressed through 

Plan-wide Viability Studies. (…)361” (emphasis added). 

It needs highlighting that when carrying out viability assessments,  

“(…) The price paid for land is not a relevant justification for failing to accord with relevant policies 

in the plan362.”, according to the Planning Practice Guidance accompanying the NPPF 2018. 

Development viability has been one of the most controversial issues in planning in recent years, and 

has consequently been reflected in an increase in policy requirements being contested on viability 

grounds, particularly as these are susceptible to gaming, and can undermine the delivery of local plan 

 
360 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/oct/08/stirling-prize-architecture-goldsmith-street-
norwich-council-houses . 
361 Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Final Report, April 2014, p.184, paragraph 9.70. 
362 Draft Planning Practice Guidance, Ministry of Housing, communities & Local Government, March 2018, p.6, 
under “Viability and plan making”. 

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/oct/08/stirling-prize-architecture-goldsmith-street-norwich-council-houses
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/oct/08/stirling-prize-architecture-goldsmith-street-norwich-council-houses
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requirements such as notably affordable housing. In the face of these developments, we would 

highlight the need to continue to provide independent training for local authorities so as to increase 

their confidence in contesting commercial viability assessments where necessary. 

We approve of the fact that housing units should be “tenure blind” so as to ensure residential 

development sites are well integrated and cohesive, and agree that Community-led Housing Schemes 

should be supported. 

Finally, would like to express concern over the fact that excessive house-building targets in Oxfordshire 

have encouraged international investors to engage in buy-to-leave practices, pushing up house-prices. 

Instead, we might need to look at policies reduce the house price escalation following the example 

of, for instance, New Zealand363. As community trusts and councils, we should be using our existing 

stock of homes - buying them, retrofitting them for energy efficiency, and supplying them at secure, 

social rents. 

 

• Policy option 31 – Specialist Housing Needs 

We welcome paragraph 3 of the preferred policy option: all homes should be appropriate for people 

with disabilities. The ageing population should not be ghettoised, but communities should be 

multigenerational.  

Key workers should have access to the same social housing as everyone else, and the policy option 

should further be expanded to include the purchase and retrofitting of existing homes. This will 

revitalise our towns, which are emptying out to second-homers. 

 

• Policy option 32 – “Gypsies”, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople 

We support the policy to deal with the current deficit in provision for Sinti & Roma, and Traveller 

accommodation. In particular, provision of more serviced transit sites will decrease the tension 

between traveller and settled communities caused by unauthorised temporary encampments. 

This is all the more important in the context of the new national Crime Bill, which contains several 

clauses targeting the Sinti and Roma, as well as Traveller communities, by creating a new criminal 

offence of “residing on land without consent in a vehicle”, and broadening police powers to seize 

caravans and other property364. We consider this legislation grossly disproportionate, and call upon 

local authorities to abstain from using these powers, and refrain from creating unnecessary social 

tension by way of attacks on the Sinti and Roma way of life.  

  

 
363 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/23/new-zealand-moves-to-rein-in-runaway-housing-
market-with-billion-dollar-plan . 
364 https://www.independent.co.uk/politics/lord-falconer-policing-bill-debate-b1920153.html . 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/23/new-zealand-moves-to-rein-in-runaway-housing-market-with-billion-dollar-plan
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/23/new-zealand-moves-to-rein-in-runaway-housing-market-with-billion-dollar-plan
https://www.independent.co.uk/politics/lord-falconer-policing-bill-debate-b1920153.html
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VI. SPATIAL STRATEGY OPTIONS 

 

As stated above in the introduction, the spatial strategies presented in the present Consultation Paper 

focus on where growth should be located. This relates back to the question we raised about the 

definition of growth in the introductory section (see above in the Introduction under point III). 

In order to deliver on the climate and carbon reduction objectives we have committed to, the question 

is whether the spatial strategies should be focusing on where to locate growth, or whether they should 

rather focus on where to locate the infrastructure that is to deliver on climate objectives (e.g. 

renewable energy sources), especially as considerable economic growth is to be expected in the 

renewable energy sector. 

This is recognised by the Consultation Paper itself, notably under Theme 1, policy option 2 (energy): 

The paper states that “(…) it is important to consider the future of energy infrastructure as part of the 

Oxfordshire Plan (…)365”. Notably the very necessary transition from Distribution Network Operators 

(DNO) to Distribution System Operators (DSO) “(…) has implications for spatial planning in 

Oxfordshire (…)366”, and  

“It is important for the Oxfordshire Plan to consider future infrastructure needs and land use 

implications of future energy infrastructure, particularly increases in renewable energy 

generation capacity, to set a framework for delivery as part of a sustainable spatial strategy 

for Oxfordshire.367”  

We could not agree more with this reasoning, which is why the Spatial Strategy needs to focus 

primarily not on where growth is located, but on where future energy infrastructure is located. 

The urgency of achieving climate protection targets calls for a swift transition towards sustainable 

energy systems based on energy saving, more energy efficiency and renewable energy sources. The 

options for energy strategies are highly shaped by local and regional spatial contexts like urban, 

suburban or rural areas or small towns embedded in rural or suburban areas.  

As energy efficiency and renewable energy potentials are both determined by these spatial contexts, 

taking these into consideration leads to more realistic energy strategies. Therefore, integrated spatial 

and energy planning is crucial to reaching the sustainable development goal of clean and affordable 

energy. 

We consider that the least damaging of the options proposed in the Consultation Paper is Option 1 – 

although we understand that the intention here is to apply a mix of the spatial options proposed.  

 
365 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 35, paragraph 97. 
366 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 37, paragraph 102. 
367 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 38/39, paragraph 115. 
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With increased density and brownfield development, along with choosing the standard method 

calculation for population growth, this should obviate any need for further greenfield sites to be used 

other than those already identified in existing local plans. 

Along the lines suggested above, we think that the spatial options proposed would need profound 

rethinking to match climate emergency requirements and respect planetary boundaries. 

 

SET OF CRITERIA FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN OXFORDSHIRE 

In the introductory chapter of the Proposed Spatial Options, the Consultation Paper presents a set of 

twelve criteria for sustainable development in Oxfordshire368, among others: 

 

Criterion 2 – “Using land effectively by planning positively for brownfield land and supporting urban 

regeneration” 

As a preliminary observation, we would like to point out that a distinction between contaminated and 

other brownfield sites is expedient (see also our comments regarding policy option 29 under Theme 5 

above), as there can be a significant difference in re-use potential depending on whether a site has 

previously been used as, for instance, a vacant retail or office site, or indeed for industrial 

development. 

A 2013 WHO Report confirms that earlier industrialisation and poor environmental management 

practices have left a legacy of thousands of contaminated sites across the WHO’s European Region (of 

which the UK continues to be a member), and that past and current activities can cause local / diffuse 

accumulation of environmental stressors to an extent that might threaten human health and the 

environment, by altering air quality, hampering soil functions, and polluting groundwater and surface 

water369. 

Legal rules are in place to address land contamination and identify / regulate the remediation of 

contaminated land causing significant harm - or the possibility thereof - to human health or 

environment370. These rules address issues for the future, as well as ongoing problems by identifying 

responsible parties, and at least partly solving the problem of finding adequate financial resources for 

clean-ups. 

Nevertheless, the burden for private and public finance is heavy. 

 
368 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 133, paragraph 485, point 4. 
369 Contaminated Sites and Health: Report of Two WHO Workshops, Syracuse, 18 November 2011 and Catania 
21-22 June 2012, https://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/186240/e96843e.pdf . 
370 See among others abovementioned 2015 Environmental Damage Regulations, as well as Part 2A of the place 
Environmental Protection Act (EPA), in force in England since 2000, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/223705/p
b13735cont-land-guidance.pdf . 

https://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/186240/e96843e.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/223705/pb13735cont-land-guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/223705/pb13735cont-land-guidance.pdf
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371 

Initial developers who were eager to proceed with activities resulting in the original contamination of 

sites, are typically not equally eager to live up to the resulting liability they incur, by way of their 

activity, under the “polluter pays” principle. They may even blame “strict” environmental laws for their 

own failure to clean up contamination they leave behind, and which may be hazardous to human, 

animal and plant health. 

The environmental, planning and infrastructure risks which subsequent developers face for re-

developing brownfield sites are obstacles to house-building on such sites which are not insignificant372.  

Even once stakeholders have committed to a redevelopment project, its budget will often run into 

deficit - a study looking at long-term costs and payoff of brownfield redevelopment found break-even 

periods of six to seven years, taking into account cumulative expenditures and tax revenues, and 

modelling projects with a range of annual funding levels373. 

Despite some progress in the brownfield community on redeveloping previously developed sites, and 

although governmental goals of building most new housing stock on brownfields have been achieved, 

a number of constraints remain, and effort needs to be made to address remaining obstacles, such as:  

 
371 Brownfields Remediation And Reuse: An Opportunity For Urban Sustainable Development, Margherita 
Turvani & Stefania Tonin, January 2008, https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Main-costs-of-remediation-
projects_fig2_225214423 . 
372 Developing on brownfield: The risks and rewards, Jenny Sargeant, 27 September 2019,  
https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/agenda/opinion/environmental-risk-27-09-2019/ . 
373 https://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/research/newsalert/pdf/39si7_en.pdf . 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Main-costs-of-remediation-projects_fig2_225214423
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Main-costs-of-remediation-projects_fig2_225214423
https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/agenda/opinion/environmental-risk-27-09-2019/
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/research/newsalert/pdf/39si7_en.pdf
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(1) More resources, attention and specific policies are needed to redevelop problematic sites. 

Sites that are large, have previously been used for commercial/industrial activities, and/or 

located in the bleakest areas of cities / regions are more likely to suffer from (suspected) 

contamination374; 

(2) All local authorities should release the information on contamination / clean-up on their 

brownfield sites in the National Land Use Database (NLUD), which currently does not collect 

information on contamination375, despite the fact that the 2015 Environmental Damage 

Regulations376 (originally an implementation of EU Directive 2004/35/EC on Environmental 

Liability) already require site operators to clean up any contamination caused by their 

activities, and information on such contamination / clean-up is therefore available for 

collection; 

(3) Information on the value of the brownfield sites should be included in the NLUD, and we 

would urge local authorities to report this information in the future, so as to enable research 

and the investigation of hedonic studies of brownfields redevelopment in England; 

(4) A better understanding of the opportunity cost of not developing publicly owned sites should 

be developed, as public ownership currently seems to be a constraint on regeneration for most 

brownfields.  

 

Criterion 12 – “Contributing to the success of the Oxford-Cambridge Arc” 

Please refer to our comments on the Oxford-Cambridge Arc and on growth models above in the 

introductory chapter. 

 

The Individual Spatial Strategy Options 

The five spatial strategy options are again focussed largely on stimulated growth. Whilst we accept 

that growth is going to happen organically in response to local challenges and opportunities, these 

options would seem to be setting the growth agenda as a planned outcome, rather than planning for 

dealing with growth as it occurs naturally. 

We acknowledge that there is a fine line between these two positions, but feel that in general the 

approach should be one of contingency rather than expectation. There are several indicators 

suggesting that, without stimulation, growth may level out. In other cases, it may reduce or be replaced 

with regeneration which could make use of existing resources, particularly in terms of housing. 

 
374 The Determinants of Brownfields Redevelopment in England, Alberto Longo &·Danny Campbell, 7 January 
2016, https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10640-015-9985-y.pdf , p. 280, paragraph 2. 
375 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-land-use-database-of-previously-developed-land-
nlud-pdl ; Case study: Unlocking data on brownfield sites, 6 August 2020: https://theodi.org/article/case-study-
unlocking-data-on-brownfield-sites/ . 
376 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/810/contents/made ., notably Regulation 18. 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10640-015-9985-y.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-land-use-database-of-previously-developed-land-nlud-pdl
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-land-use-database-of-previously-developed-land-nlud-pdl
https://theodi.org/article/case-study-unlocking-data-on-brownfield-sites/
https://theodi.org/article/case-study-unlocking-data-on-brownfield-sites/
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/810/contents/made
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As stated in our introduction, if we are truly committed to a levelling up agenda, there are several 

other areas of the country that may be deserving of investment for growth, rather than focussing 

resources on areas like Oxfordshire, which has arguably already seen its fair share of expansion. 

It is also notable that 4 out of the 5 options reference the use of Green Belt land for expansion, housing 

and economic development.  This seems to be seen as an easy option for solving space issues.  There 

are repeated references to the requirement of exceptional circumstances to release such land, yet the 

frequency of these references would seem to suggest that they are being seen less as a last resort 

and more as a contingency of first thought.  We regard this as a dangerous precedent to set, especially 

given the recent removal of large swathes of protected Green Belt as a result of Oxford's so called 

'unmet need' for housing. 

Specifically, we would comment on the five stated options as follows: 

• Option 1: Focus on opportunities at larger settlements & planned growth locations 

The opening sentence of this option rather encapsulates the position on growth described above. It 

suggests that the bulk of growth could be 'distributed' to areas that have already accommodated major 

growth in existing local plans. This suggests that growth potential will be a top-down process, where 

expansion will be targeted on these areas, rather than growth being accommodated as it occurs 

naturally. 

It mentions plans for 'urban renewal', although many of the sites referenced in the list of district areas 

are currently rural in nature. It is true that they may become more urban as a result of recent decisions 

to remove Green Belt protection, but in that context, there would be less of a need for 'renewal', and 

more a requirement for urban planning in a formerly rural environment to be sensitively handled 

from the outset. 

We agree that transport issues are probably the main limiter of this option, and it is difficult to see any 

answer to that without encouraging further urban sprawl. There is, however, the potential for better 

use of rail connections. 

Part of the justification for this option includes the claim that: 

"Such locations are regarded as sustainable as they are situated in accessible locations for Oxford and 

many of the major economic growth and innovation areas for the county. Further development in these 

locations would require demonstration of 'exceptional circumstances', and subsequent Green Belt 

review". 

Areas across the county have already had a wholesale removal of Green Belt protection, particularly 

in Cherwell and South Oxfordshire. This has not been popular with local residents; indeed, in South 

Oxfordshire, there was a marked change in local government control which could be traced back to 

discontent with a local plan that sought to remove Green Belt protection in the district. 

Ultimately, those proposals were forced on to the local population by central government in the face 

of fierce opposition. In Cherwell and South Oxfordshire, opposition to these plans was taken all the 

way to the High Court. In that context, it would seem inadvisable to 'bake in' the idea that further 

areas of Green Belt would become the subject of such controversial proposals. 
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We would support the wish to avoid growth at the edge of main settlements, but this is another 

argument for the avoidance of urban sprawl that the Green Belt was established to prevent. We agree 

that we should be concerned about such growth eroding the rural character of settlements at the 

urban fringe, but this is also likely to be the result of further encroachment into green spaces at the 

heart of these communities. 

We would support the securing of brownfield development and the meeting of affordable housing 

needs (depending on the criteria used to define 'affordable'). 

Opportunities for multi-modal travel and 15 or 20-minute neighbourhoods, along with better walking 

and cycling provision, should also be strongly supported. 

We would agree that there should be a balance between housing growth and jobs, but neither side 

of that equation should be artificially influenced by stimulated growth projects that seek to increase 

one of those elements in the hope of seeing the other grow as well. 

 

• Option 2: Focus on Oxford-led growth 

Again, this option focuses on the idea of economic growth as a given means to its own ends. 

In terms of housing, we would support the urban intensification of the City of Oxford as a far better 

option than urban extensions of the city into the surrounding districts. As discussed in our response to 

option 1, expansion of the city by way of building on the surrounding Green Belt is not a sustainable 

alternative. 

Gradual urban extension of the city boundaries is already set to erode areas in Cherwell such as the 

'Kidlington Gap', and is due to destroy important areas of carbon sequestration such as the removal 

of a large number of trees on the North Oxford Golf Course. 

Again, this option references further release of Green Belt if the 'exceptional circumstances'-test can 

be met. However, these circumstances are highly controversial and very subjective. As mentioned in 

our comments on theme 2, policy option 10, the 2017 Housing White Paper’s definition of ‘exceptional 

circumstances’ (para 1.39 of the White Paper), specifically including ‘housing requirements’, is a 

significant change in emphasis from previous policy statements that housing demand alone is not 

sufficient justification to change Green Belt boundaries. This test could be used by developers to 

justify a constant state of Green Belt review.  

The climate emergency demands an immediate review of the unacceptably wide interpretation of the 

term “exceptional circumstances”: this interpretation must be reviewed, and the exception be 

construed extremely narrowly and restrictively. Ideally, provisions in local planning law should be 

freezing further strategic green belt releases or additions to previous strategic green belt releases. 

Moreover, it seems incongruous that such a concept should be included in a plan that seeks strategic 

solutions to future planning proposals: exceptional circumstances are by their very definition not the 

rule – but the systematic reliance on housing demand as an “exceptional” circumstance has made it 

one, and has unacceptably transformed “exceptional” Green Belt release into a de facto default. 
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Much of the argument for the current proposals for development on Green Belt is to meet the city's 

housing need that the City Council claims cannot be met within its own boundaries. Yet there are 

numerous brownfield sites within the city that are ringfenced for economic development at the cost 

of land for housing. 

It is arguable that the city should be more focused on dealing with its own housing needs before 

lobbying surrounding districts to use green spaces to meet that need.  Not only does this destroy much 

needed green infrastructure, farmland and carbon sinks, it also increases the likelihood of additional 

commuting into the city from the surrounding areas which will greatly increase emissions.  This in turn 

allows for further urban creep, which will ultimately result in permanent expansion of the boundaries 

of the city. It is also likely that many of the new developments - to be built near mainline rail stations 

- could encourage the growth of 'dormitory towns', rather than improve access to affordable 

accommodation for key workers needed in Oxfordshire. 

It seems that there is a focus on economic growth within the city at the expense of housing provision 

which is further exacerbating its own problems. One good example of this is the Oxford North project, 

which, it is claimed, will provide in excess of 4500 jobs, but with fewer than 500 houses on site. Of 

those 480 houses, only 168 are due to be 'affordable'.  

This huge discrepancy between housing and jobs growth is a prime example of the mismatch 

between the city's economic ambitions and its commitment to solving its own housing problems.  It 

is likely that at least 4000 of those newly created jobs, in an area of virtually zero unemployment, will 

require workers to commute into the area.  It is also likely, in terms of current transport modes, that 

much of that commute will be done in private motor vehicles. 

Indeed, it could be argued that the affordable housing shortage in the city results from the City 

Council’s policies, which are not sustainable. The Doughnut Economics model (discussed above in the 

introduction under point 2.), which states that sustainable boundaries should not be breached, 

confirms that we should not be contemplating further supporting this approach, by enshrining that 

principle in a forward strategic plan. In short, the city needs to live within its own means. 

The consultation suggests "Our aim is to seek to retain the current economic-housing balance, so do 

not anticipate changes of use to established economic sites", yet as described above, this is very far 

from the reality at the moment. Indeed, it would seem more appropriate for economic sites to be 

turned over to housing to redress this balance or, at the very least, for any sites currently earmarked 

for economic expansion to instead be used for affordable housing. 

We are also concerned that this option references the Oxford-Cambridge Arc, which again would 

enshrine a controversial project within a long-term planning document. It is also yet to be seen 

whether there are realistic options with regard to active and sustainable travel options between areas 

that are due to be developed on former Green Belt sites around Oxford and the city itself. 

We agree that train travel should be one of the most viable options for sustainable transport into 

the city, but this would just as easily encompass areas further afield such as Bicester, where there are 

already large areas that could accommodate housing, rather than the shopping areas and large 

warehouses that seem to be a recurring feature of local planning focus. 
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We do not agree that there could be any justification for further loss of Green Belt around the city 

to encompass further expansion - until and unless every opportunity for housing had been exhausted 

within the city. 

In our opinion, there should be no ring-fencing of land for uses other than housing, until that position 

is reached. Since, in those circumstances, it is highly unlikely that the city would run out of housing 

development land, it would seem redundant to consider option 2 as a realistic or equitable proposal 

between now and 2050.  

 

• Option 3: Focus on opportunities in sustainable transport corridors & at strategic transport hubs 

We would support this as one of the only viable solutions to organic growth throughout the county. 

This option would be a far better route to securing manageable growth within and across regions 

and districts. 

It will, however, require considerable investment in sustainable infrastructure alternatives, with 

special attention paid to ensuring the various alternatives are joined up into a cohesive structure. 

Modal shift and transitions towards active transport modes can only be achieved by viewing these 

forms of transport as primary objectives, rather than 'nice-to-have' add-ons. This will mean 

considering cyclists, in particular, in the early stages of transport development. Moreover, we should 

make sure that this option is not used as a justification for measures such as ribbon development along, 

e.g., the M40. 

The reference to increased use of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) is welcomed, but we should not 

become too focussed on BEVs as becoming the answer to all our sustainable transport problems.  

These vehicles are not entirely emissions-free, and if their use continues along the same lines as 

current private vehicle use, they will not solve problems of congestion on our roads. Vehicles capable 

of carrying 4-5 people containing only one occupant will still end up clogging up roads.  For this reason, 

it would be good to see encouragement of car clubs, and a move away from private car ownership, in 

line with the acknowledgement by the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee that 

the widespread ownership of private cars is not compatible with climate action377. 

Attention also needs to be paid to a rapid expansion of electric vehicle charging infrastructure, not 

just for cars, but also for smaller modes of transport. Electric cycles extend the distance that more 

occasional cyclists are prepared to travel, so secure covered charging stations should be provided to 

allow for re-charging at both ends of the journey. This will also help to facilitate the use of electric 

scooters, should the initial trials prove successful. Rail and bus operators should also promote the 

carrying of cycles and scooters on their services on a more regular and accessible basis. 

We very much support the last paragraph in the justification section, which calls for connectivity for 

all. Access for those with disabilities should form a central part of these plans. 

 
377 See our comments and references above under theme 4, policy option 18. 
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• Option 4: Focus on strengthening business locations 

This option seems to be one of the weakest in terms of its individual focus. It encompasses much of 

the same argument that calls for stimulated growth as detailed in options 1 and 2. It is difficult to see 

how these individual areas could be expanded or encouraged without the surrounding locales being 

similarly affected in the same was as they would be in the first two options. 

The plethora of science parks across the county are in many cases anchored in the county's connection 

to the knowledge-economy driven by Oxford University.  Whilst this is an asset we should not shy away 

from capitalising on, we should also be aware that, in some cases, areas that are designated as science 

parks, are really little more than industrial facilities.  

We would question how many of these sites contribute to 'clean economic growth', and what exactly 

that phrase means.  In many cases, these sites are far from clean, as they are located in areas with 

little access to sustainable travel modes and instead rely on private vehicles.  They are also heavy 

consumers of energy and other resources. 

The use of phrases such as 'innovation ecosystem' would seem to have been chosen in order to imbue 

these facilities with a degree of environmentalism that is not consummate with their operation. For 

example, the Begbroke Science Park houses a 'server farm', which consumes enormous amounts of 

electricity, and requires HVAC plants to run continuously to remove excess heat from these areas. 

There also seems to be a suggestion in this option that more housing should be provided around these 

sorts of developments. Given that many of them are located in rural areas, this would seem to be 

proposing yet more removal of Green Belt protection, which we oppose. Again, this is evident in 

Begbroke, where the science park was developed in the middle of the Green Belt. The University and 

the District Council then later argued 'exceptional circumstances' for the removal of that protection, 

to allow a large amount of housing to be built surrounding it. The local plan review that allowed for 

this also included a large area set aside for further expansion of the science park itself, which of course 

had nothing to do with housing provision, and indeed is likely to make the housing shortage worse. 

In such cases, rampant expansionism becomes a self-fuelling phenomenon, which in rural locations 

can have a severe knock-on effect on local communities.   

Again, in Begbroke, the science park that began as a small development, is now set to become a major 

university campus with little or no consultation or engagement with the ancient indigenous 

communities surrounding it. 

Finally, this option once again treats the desirability of growth as an end in itself. As we have already 

stated, we do not support this view, and would argue that in an area like Oxfordshire with low 

unemployment, it is not justifiable or compatible with either mitigating climate change or levelling 

up employment opportunities across the country. 
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• Option 5: Focus on supporting rural communities 

We would welcome many of the proposals in this option, as we regard investment into rural 

communities as a priority for a county like Oxfordshire, which is largely based on rural economies. 

It is encouraging to see at least one of the five options referencing terms such as 'modest growth' and 

cross-boundary relationships. We would also support the strengthening of rural communities and the 

provision of greater access to sustainable transport modes, especially in view of past erosion of public 

transport such as bus services. 

Improved access to education and other vital services would also be very much supported, to counter 

some of the inequalities that have become inherent in rural communities. 

These issues are especially important in a post-pandemic world, which will be facing a climate crisis in 

coming years. The Rural Services Network recently highlighted issues connected with economic growth 

in smaller villages, pointing to the greater acceptance of remote working brought about by the 

pandemic as having “shaken the faith that cities are the solitary engines of economic growth”. 

Professor Jeremy Phillipson, Director of the National Innovation Centre for Rural Enterprise, warned 

that rural areas may be hamstrung from taking advantage of the reduced need for people to live in 

cities for work, because of poor investment in core services including transport, infrastructure and 

housing. Phillipson noted that poor rural connectivity has already “inhibited the ability of rural firms 

to reorient to online during the pandemic”. 

The high cost of housing in rural areas is also particularly acute, creating issues with villages being 

hollowed out after young people leave the areas, because they cannot afford to continue living in their 

own communities, due to high house prices and second home ownership.  

Recent economic research has also revealed that government spending per person on public 

infrastructure is 44% higher for urban areas than it is for rural areas378. 

However, we are less encouraged by the comments in the final paragraphs on the justifications 

supporting this option, which yet again would appear to target a reduction in Green Belt protection 

and the use of green spaces for development. 

  

 
378 https://www.rsnonline.org.uk/chancellor-must-do-more-to-tackle-rampant-rural-disadvantage-
campaigners-urge . 

https://www.rsnonline.org.uk/chancellor-must-do-more-to-tackle-rampant-rural-disadvantage-campaigners-urge
https://www.rsnonline.org.uk/chancellor-must-do-more-to-tackle-rampant-rural-disadvantage-campaigners-urge
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VII. OTHER OPTIONS 

 

 

We very much welcome the invitation to submit views on whether there are policy options other than 

those proposed in the Consultation Paper379, and would like to highlight the following – for detail, 

please refer to our comments on the individual policy options above: 

- Building a county-wide Climate Resilience Strategy, including (but not limited to) the 

introduction of Food Resilience Schemes 

- A County-wide Route Map Towards Zero Carbon setting out joined up measures by all six 

councils 

- An Annual Carbon Reporting Mechanism on actual carbon cuts achieved as against targets 

- Introducing Climate and Ecological Emergency Officers (CEEOs)  

- Aligning local government pension funds with Paris Agreement objectives, reduce their 

exposure to fossil fuel reserves, as well as divest from pesticide producers 380 

- Support for and large-scale implementation of Retrofit Initiatives, such as by South & Vale 

- Banning new development in functional flood zones 

- Supporting sustainable agriculture, agroforestry and peri-urban farming 

- Water quality measures to include addressing sewage and working towards bathing status 

- Mandatory SuDS for developments above a certain size (100m2 or other size as appropriate), 

similar to the regulatory example already in place in Wales, and retrofitting SuDS in existing 

settlements 

- Implementing Clean Air Zones 

- Noise pollution measures based on OxAria results 

- Light pollution measures 

- Pesticide-free towns and cities 

- Considering dual system tram-trains as a transport option 

- Eco-friendly last-mile deliveries 

- Bee-friendly, carbon sink bus stops, cleared of hostile design, to meet the needs of the 

vulnerable 

- Embracing pedestrianisation, and reversing traffic rules such as “slow defers to fast”, to 

adapt to climate change realities 

- 8 to 80 Cities  

- Measures under the LGA initiative to support the creation of green jobs 

  

 
379 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 20. 
380 https://news.oxfordshire.gov.uk/combat-climate-change/ . 

https://news.oxfordshire.gov.uk/combat-climate-change/
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CONCLUDING REMARKS / OUTLOOK 

 

We have a climate emergency. Weak attempts at escaping responsibility and justifying failure to act, 

withdrawing support for climate emergency measures, by feebly stating that “(…) some of the 

suggestions are impractical”, simply do not suffice anymore. 

Nor do arguments aiming to postpone urgent CO2 reductions, quoting supposed “experts”, when 

according to the IPCC authors - the actual experts - we "(…) need to reduce CO2 in the atmosphere 

immediately, with the goal of reaching net-zero emissions as soon as possible".  

Already in the ‘eighties, leading politicians - and these were not Greens or climate activists, but 

Conservatives - have warned us of the dangers of having “(…) unwittingly begun a massive experiment 

with the system of this planet itself”, while reassuring us that “Stable prosperity can be achieved 

throughout the world provided the environment is nurtured and safeguarded381.”  

Let us end this dangerous experiment, now. 

Let us nurture and safeguard the environment we have badly damaged, hoping that the patient (our 

life support system, and indeed we, with it) will survive. 

Let us come off our hubristic high-horse, and stop acting like children dreaming of playing on Mars. 

Now is the time to responsibly and level-headedly implement the drastic, long-overdue changes that 

are needed right away, so as to stay even vaguely within the boundaries of our home planet, Earth. 

We appeal to decision-makers at all levels to show true climate leadership, to take action now and 

adopt robust and practical climate emergency measures. Decisions made locally do not only benefit 

(or indeed, damage) locals, but have the potential to impact on outcomes far beyond the county’s 

boundaries. Time is running out, and tipping points are just around the corner382.  

“We will reverse the impacts of climate change”: Do let’s. 

 383 

 
381 Speech to the Royal Society, 27 September 1988, https://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/107346 . 
382 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/09/earths-tipping-points-closer-current-climate-
plans-wont-work-global-heating . 
383 Source: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/nov/09/world-is-running-out-of-time-on-
climate-experts-warn . 

https://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/107346
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/09/earths-tipping-points-closer-current-climate-plans-wont-work-global-heating
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/09/earths-tipping-points-closer-current-climate-plans-wont-work-global-heating
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/nov/09/world-is-running-out-of-time-on-climate-experts-warn
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/nov/09/world-is-running-out-of-time-on-climate-experts-warn
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We must deliver now, in our Oxfordshire 2050 Plan. We agree with you that the Oxfordshire 2050 

Plan must be “bold and ambitious, setting out challenging policies that place Oxfordshire at the 

forefront of sustainable development384.” 

Not only because all eyes are upon us as hosts of COP 26 and the home of global thought leadership, 

to demonstrate that we can think globally and act locally; but because the present survival and the 

future prospects of ourselves, our children, and the entire planet depend on it.  

 385 

“Every bit of warming matters, 

every year matters, 

every choice matters386.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ban Ki-Moon, 8th Secretary General of the United Nations 

 
384 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 Regulation 18 (Part 2) consultation document, p. 2, paragraph 5. 
385 Source: https://g-zealpharma.com/2018/06/21/think/ . 
386 http://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15_Full_Report_High_Res.pdf . 

“The cost of adapting is less 

than the cost of doing business as usual. 

And the benefits are many times larger.” 

https://g-zealpharma.com/2018/06/21/think/
http://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15_Full_Report_High_Res.pdf
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ANNEX: Graphics explaining Doughnut Economics 

387 

 
387 https://doughnuteconomics.org/about-doughnut-economics . 

https://doughnuteconomics.org/about-doughnut-economics
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388 

 
388 Published on: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-ecological-ceiling-and-its-indicators-of-
overshoot_tbl1_323764756 - content may be subject to copyright. 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-ecological-ceiling-and-its-indicators-of-overshoot_tbl1_323764756
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-ecological-ceiling-and-its-indicators-of-overshoot_tbl1_323764756

